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Philology regards Hebrew as one of many Semitic languages. 
However, Hebrew writing as we encounter it in the Bible displays a 
number of characteristics that induce us to concede a special position 
to Hebrew script. It contains, for example, an abundance of musical 
notations, which led Franz Delitzsch (1) to call Hebrew "the most 
musical language in the world". This may sound like an exaggeration, 
but Delitzsch had no idea how right he was. 

A thorough study of Hebrew shows that in its writing and grammar 
it symbolically represents the Pythagorean idea of the harmony of the 
spheres, of the singing of the stars. It was the author's intention to 
present in this study the cosmic notions which the ancients connected 
with vowels and letters and which were embodied in Hebrew script 
(2). 

The Babylonians incorporated astronomical insights in building 
their temples and the Egyptians did so in constructing their pyramids. 
The Hebrews, on the other hand, did it in their script and grammar. 
For the theologians Hebrew has always had a special position as the 
language of the Holy Scriptures, and to medieval scholars it was a 
"lingua sacra", but even they did not realize how "sacred" this 
language and this script was. 

To anticipate the results of this study: The Course of the stars is 
symbolically embedded in this language; it is a star language. In the 
Middle Ages such ideas were developed and passed on by Arabs and 
Jews under the influence of the neo-Pythagoreans. The duration and 
breadth of this effectiveness must lead every careful observer to 
conclude that the connection between grammatical theories and 
cosmological ideas cannot be dismissed out of hand. 

It has been our endeavor to present the author's ideas based on 
numerous interpretations and comparative observations; the reader 
will leam the notions of scholars of antiquity. 

To understand our theses, some insight into astronomical con- 
nections is required. We have, therefore, attempted to elucidate the 



requisite basic concepts in an "Astronomical" Appendix. For readers 
not familiar with the Jewish tradition we have presented the basic 
concepts necessary for its understanding in a second appendix. The 
appendices are referred to by (A2) and (Al), respectively. 

Since we are dealing with a new (or age-old) field of research, some 
errors in detail might occur, but this is not likely to detract from the 
grand ideas of our results. 

We hope that this book will not only make a contribution to 
philology but also place into a new context the Hebrew script and 
language, the language of the Bible, the most widely read book in the 
world. 

It is our pleasant duty to express deep gratitude to our friends who 
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The Hebrew Script 

Consona~fs ( ~ I - ~ I K )  Vowels ( z i i y i i n )  

~peci'al Symbols 



I Introduction to the Problem 
Age and Origin of the Hebrew Characters 

Hebrew script clearly displays two different groups of characters. The 
first comprises the 22 letters of the alphabet, which consists only of 
consonants; the second group comprises the vowels and other dia- 
critical marks, the so-called accents, which scholars have called 
Tiberian Punctuation (TP)(3). 

There are various theories on where or when the alphabet came into 
being. According to Jewish tradition (Ethics of the Fathers, Mishnah 
I, 1 A), the Hebrew received the Torah (the Pentateuch) from Moses 
on Mount Sinai and together with it the Hebrew script (Talmud 
Nedarim 37b). 

As recently as the beginning of this century, modern scholars held 
entirely different views on this question. However, the discovery of an 
alphabetic script in the Sinai desert by the British Egyptologist Sir 
Flinders Petrie and Hubert Grimme's(4) attempts at deciphering it 
demonstrated that a Hebrew alphabet evidently existed on Canaanite 
soil around 1500 B.C.E., if not earlier.(5) W. F. Albright(6) even was 
of the opinion that the Hebrew alphabet was in everyday use as early 
as the 14th or 13th century B.C.E. 

There are basically two opinions on the Tiberian Punctuation. 
Some scholars coneluded, probably under the influence of the Bonn 
scholar Kahle, that the T P  was created about 1000 years after Hebrew 
had ceased to be a living vemacular, but that punctuation had already 
been started in the fifth century C.E. They held that the TP  had 
gradually originated under the influenee of two older Systems of 
punctuation and constituted the result of centuries of study and 



preparatory work. According to this theory, the development con- 
tinued until the ninth or tenth centuries, and it was made public by 
the Jewish scholars in Tiberias; hence the name "Tiberian Punctua- 
tion". 

The well-known grammarians Gesenius and Kautzsch are of a 
different opinion. Genesius points to the possibility that the vowels 
were transmitted only orally in aecordanee with tradition and 
established as characters later by Ezra around 500 B.C.E.(7) Genesius 
doeuments his assumption by saying that the names of the Hebrew 
vowels largely eorrespond to the Syrian and Arabic ones, which 
makes a historical connection probable. Also, the Masoretes (Al) 
frequently mention anomalous and rare punetuation which they would 
surely have avoided if they had themselves been the inventors of the 
TP.(8) 

Kautzsch expresses this idea even more clearly: "The originators of 
vocalization did not create a new system but reproduced the system 
contained in the oral tradition by means of their vowels and accent 
marks ... It is, in any case, out of the question that the manifold 
nuances in pronunciation should have been fixed by the vocalizers on 
the basis of artificial laws of vocalization and syllabication. If one 
makes that assumption, it would be incomprehensible how in 
numerous cases the analog of Arabie proved the Masoretic vocali- 
zation to be correct beyond a shadow of a doubt."(9) 

The Medieval Spanish-Jewish scholar Abraham Ibn Ezra (1092- 
1167) wrote several Hebrew textbooks in order to give the Jews 
knowledge and understanding of the grammatical system of the 
Hebrew language and script. The best-known among these is Sefer 
Tsachot (Halachot Yesod Hatorah, especially I11 and IV), the Book of 
Purity, meaning the purity of the Hebrew script and language. Ibn 
Ezra went even further than the above mentioned modern scholars; he 
asserted that originally Hebrew formed a unit with the Aramaic and 
Arabic languages, and he attempted to prove this assertion on the 
basis of several correspondences which his commentator Wilhelm 
Bacher details.(lO) Since Ibn Ezra lived in an Arab-speaking 
environment and was the translator of a Hebrew grammar issued in 
Arabic by the Jewish scholar Yehuda Ibn Chayug about a hundred 
years previously, his views should not be dismissed lightly. 



The modern grammarian Gotthelf Bergstra sser(ll)( 12) points out 
that at least the beginnings of vowel letters (Al) go back to very early 
times. Even in the oldest Canaanite inscriptions there are examples of 
final vowels. Thus one cannot assume that vowels were ever entirely 
missing from Old Testament texts. 

The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls disproved the doctrine that 
the Masoretic text of the Bible was established by the Rabbis at 
Tiberias between the eighth and tenth eenturies. As it turned out, 
word formations which were supposed to be the work of the 
Masoretes are hundreds of years older than had been assumed. On the 
basis of their research, seholars place the origin of the scrolls between 
about 300 B.C.E. and 70 C.E., the time of the eonquest of Palestine 
by the Roman emperor Titus. 

This is proved in particular by the Isaiah scroll B which essentially 
coincides with the Masoretic text, and it also applies to most of the 
Pentateuch fragments found there, particularly the five Leviticus scrolls 
(third book of the Pentateuch). 

Burrows(l3) rightly points out that the significance of the scrolls lies 
in the fact that they demonstrate the faithfulness of the Masoretic 
tradition. Further confirmation of the age of such texts is the 
discovery, in 1954, of a Papyrus fragment of the 150th Psalm by the 
Israeli scholar Yigal Yadin at Masada (the ruin of a fortress near the 
Dead Sea).(l4) Here, too, all Verses are identical with the Masoretic 
text. The sheet surely derives from the period before the conquest of 
the fortress in the year 72. 

Burrows sums up the present state of scholarship after the discovery 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls as follows: "By the end of the first third of 
the second century A.D. the text which was to prevail from then on 
to the present day had practically achieved its final fo rm.... The work 
of Rabbi Aqiba in the second eentury A.D. marks the end of the 
process of standardization, not its beginning .... The greatest contri- 
bution of the Dead Sea Scrolls to textual eriticism is their 
demonstration of this fact." 

Thus the view about the late origin of the Masoretic consonantal 
text of the Bible which was current before the discovery of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls has proved untenable. It therefore is logical to reexamine 
as well the still widely held ideas about the origin and age of the TP. 



Some important points of view have been disregarded in this 
connection. Above all, one did not consider that what seemed to be a 
gradual process of evolution could reaily have been the seepage or the 
disclosure of ancient knowledge jealously kept secret. Since half- 
knowledge often is more dangerous than the whole truth, Jewish 
scholars may finaily have made the system of the T P  public after parts 
of this secret science had beeome known in the course of the centuries. 
But they apparently continued to keep the underlying theory secret as 
something especiaily sacred. 

The two other systems of punetuation, the Babylonian and the 
Palestinian, did not become as significant as the TP. They probably 
are not forerunners of the TP, as has been generally assumed, but 
might be regarded as attempts to provide reading aids in accordance 
with the needs of the times-a role that is customarily attributed to 
the TP  as well. 

With referenee to Nehemiah (8,8) as well as to Talmud Nedarim 
37a and Megillah 3a, W. Wiekes(l5) indieates that the diaeritical 
marks were probably needed in schools to facilitate paragraphs and 
scanning for the children. Wickes also attempted to prove on the basis 
of the accents that while the Babylonian vocalization could be an 
oriental system, it was by no means the oriental one; rather, it 
constituted a "later* and not very successful attempt to modify or 
simplify the system shared by all schools (in the East and the 
West).(l6) The Same is probably true of the socalled Palestinian 
punetuation. 

No attempt has been made to ascertain whether there is a 
meaningful connection between the form and the names of the vowel 
marks and accents. With the exeeption of the Segol, which is 
explained as a grape, Kahle presents the form of each mark as 
accidental. Of course, if one regards the T P  as the product of a 
gradual evolution, one cannot expect there to be any inherent 
relationship between the form and the name of the marks. 

In his book subtitled Vom Bilde zum Buchstaben(l7), K. Sethe 
states that often the Semitic letters still betray their origin from 
pictures of the objeets the names of whieh they bear. Unfortunately, 
however, he did not follow this up. On the other hand, Ibn Ezra 
already recognized the fact that the Hebrew letters derived from 



pictures(l8), though his attempts to explain these pictures were not 
always successful. 

Regrettably, only Hebrew and not the other Semitic languages has 
been used to explain the names of the vowel marks, thus frequently 
obscuring the basic meaning of the names. Delitzsch(l9) pointed out 
as early as 1868 that a command of all Semitic languages is required 
for an understanding of Hebrew grammar, since the grammatical 
terminology includes all kinds of Aramaic and Arabic terms. This 
failure is all the more astonishing because in the era in which the T P  
is generally believed to have originated the colloquial language of the 
Jews of Palestine was first Aramaic and then Arabic. 

Nor has there been any research into the eonnectionbetween the 
placement of the vowel marks and their sounds, even though Eberhard 
Hommel pointed this out in his study on the subject.(20) The 
astronomical interpretation of Ibn Ezra's vowel marks was not 
included in the reflections of modern scholarship either. Ibn Ezra 
stated: "And the seven vowels correspond ... to the seven planets, and 
the two great light-bearers among them are the sun and the 
moon."(21) Since Ibn Ezra's ideas were influenced by the astronomic 
speculations of the Pythagoreans (A2) and neo-Platonists(22), it should 
have been investigated whether behind these seemingly mystical 
explanations there was not concealed genuine scholarship of the 
ancient world. The Same mentality that rejected the Iliad as completely 
unhistorical until Schliemann came along might have been responsible 
for misjudging the true nature of the TP. 

In aceordance with this mentality, the views of the nature of the 
vowels which in antiquity were shared by all nations of the 
Mediterranean area were disregarded as well: The seven vowels, or 
original letters, were sacred to them. They were associated with the 
seven planets (Diodor, Bibliotheca historia, transl. by Wahrmund, 11, 
29ff., Stuttgart 1866, DBh).(23) 

In his book Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie(24) Franz Dornseiff 
gives us some examples. In Egypt the priests prayed to the gods by 
sounding the seven vowels. In the Babylonian pantheon of the Orphic 
Gnostic sect of the Perates the planets had voealic names. The ancient 
Pythagoreans saw in the seven Ionic vowels one of the oldest and 
most important manifestations of the sacred number seven. A Roman 



youth who recited the seven vowels in his bath for curative purposes 
was tortured by the court and then exeeuted with the sword. In 
Byzantine times the proteetion of the archangels was invoked amidst 
the recitation of the seven vowels; this is attested to by an inscription 
in the theater at Miletus. 

The mythologiealcosmological ideas in the Hebrew Bible and in the 
writings of the Egyptians and the peoples of Mesopotamia display a 
frequently striking correspondence. The fact that the pagan and the 
Christian peoples with whom the Hebrews came into eontact were 
convineed of the holiness of the vowels leads one to surmise that the 
Hebrews could have been influeneed by their environment in this 
regard as well. In the present study we shall demonstrate that the 
Hebrew sages in large measure appropriated the ideas of the 
relationship between the vowels and the occurrences in the starry sky. 
We shall show, however, that the vowels in the TP  do not only 
correspond to the planets but also to other astronomic occurrences. 

Early Greek antiquity combined all "arts" serving the intellectual 
training of man into a unified science called "music". This science 
included in addition to music and harmony in the narrower sense 
every type of literature as well as reading, writing, grammar, 
mathemathics and astronomy. Grammar and musie were regarded as 
an expression of cosmic occurrences (astronomy) and thus were 
deemed to be closely eonneeted. 

Similar ideas are known from ancient China. In early Chinese 
thought there was a broad cosmological connection between music, 
mathematics, and astronomy. Marcel Granet has dealt with a wealth 
of details relating to this.(25) 

T. W. Danzel reports about this subject: "Chinese musical theory is 
connected with numerology. The old music of the Chinese had only a 
five-note seale. These five notes were supposed to correspond to the 
five planets. Later, presumably under Greek influence, people dis- 
tinguished among 12 notes, seven whole and five half notes; these 
notes were then related to the 12 months and the 12 signs of the 
zodiac."(26) Regarding the eontroversial question as to possible Greek 
influence, compare Joseph Needharn's comprehensive presentation.(27) 

Since modern man is accustomed to thinking of the natural sciences 
e.g. astronomy as entirely distinct from the fine arts, we must, in 



order to understand all this, remember the Statements of two great 
scholars about the significance of ancient astronomy, which in early 
times was taught in close conjunction with astrology. Franz Bol1 
writes: "We cannot disregard the fact that without delving into its 
nature and its development we would be at a loss in dealing with 
numberless riddles which the world-view and the life of past centuries 
pose to us. ... For astrology ... was different from what the term usually 
suggests .... It was, for one thing, an attempt at a view of the world on 
a grand scale and with impressive unity. And astrology permeated as 
many individual areas as a universal world-view can encompass."(28) 

For this reason any investigation of the civilizations of antiquity 
that is undertaken without exaet knowledge of ancient astronomy is 
bound to lead to erroneous conclusions. Leopold de Saussure thus is 
correct when he declares: "L'astronomie n'ayant ainsi plus d'utilite 
directe, sauf pour les professionels et pour les marins, il en est resulte 
Une totale ignorance du public meme tris cultive , ignorance, qui, chez 
les historiens ou des orientalistes de premier ordre, entraine parfois 
des erreurs d'appre ciations sur le role de la science des astres dans les 
civilisations primitives."(29) 

In Mesopotamia knowledge of the sky and its phenomena derived 
from ancient times.(30) The prophet Isaiah (47,13) calls the Baby- 
lonians the "stargazers of heaven". It would thus be wrong to assume 
that the Hebrews derived most of their astronomieal ideas and 
knowledge from the Greeks. 

We know that a large Part of Greek astronomy originated in the 
Orient-for example, the derivation of the signs of the zodiac and 
other constellations(31) as well as the entire elementary structure of 
the Ptolemaic (A2) inventory of the stars as based on Hipparchus. 
(A2) The 19-year interealation of the calendar which is attributed to 
the Greek Metho (ca. 43 B.C.E.)(32) goes back to Babylonian models 
as well. Also, the division of the circle into 360 degrees, which has 
been the practice to this day, was taken over along with the 
sexagesimal numerical system whieh goes back beyond the ancient 
Babylonian period to the Sumerian (A2).(33) 

In the second millenium B.C.E. the cultural influence of Meso- 
potamia extended to the entire Near East including Palestine. Thus it 
is evident that the Hebrews could not entirely escape such a worldwide 



eurrent and that after the conquest of the country they borrowed 
numerous elements of Babylonian culture. These, however, were 
remodeled by their sages in line with their monotheistic religion, just 
as Egyptian influences had been transformed in the preceding 
centuries. 

2. The Evolution Theory Vs. the Seepage Theory 

It is psychologically easy to explain why the connections presented 
above have been disregarded. In the final analysis, the thesis that the 
TP  was developed between the ffth and the tenth centuries is based 
on a view of the world that has extended right into our age. In 
accordance with it, the perfeet ereation is supposed to be the end 
result of an evolution. 

We are here juxtaposing a seepage theory and an evolution theory. 
According to the former, the TP is a very old secret science which 
gradually seeped through or' was revealed by investigations of Israelite 
sages on the basis of traditional information or Statements by older 
authors. It is not certain whether the TP was created in ancient times 
in one fell swoop in accordance with Jewish tradition or whether it 
was gradually fashioned by Hebrew priests on the basis of astro- 
nomical notions. 

Such a theory can be espoused only if secret sciences can be 
demonstrated to have existed among the Hebrews and astronomy was 
regarded by them as very sacred. At a later point we shall demon- 
strate that this was actually the case. 

It is undeniable that the astronomicai literature of the Hebrews that 
is available to us is extremely sparse as compared with that of 
Mesopotamia. This might lead us moderns to eonclude that the 
Hebrews had but little interest in astronomy. Such a conclusion 
would, however, misjudge the mentality of the ancients. The very 
opposite is correct: Because astronomy enjoyed high esteem among 
the aneient Hebrews, it was taught as an arcane seience. 

The lack of written reports about astronomical observations by the 
Hebrews in the early period becomes comprehensible only if we 



consider the importance of writing for the transmission of knowledge 
to succeeding generations.(34) In ancient times, writing was used 
predominantly as an aid to memory and not as a substitute for it (cf. 
Plato, second letter to Dionysus, 313E). 

Then, too, among the ancients a science originated much earlier 
than a written reeord of it. Arcane scienees in particular were not 
written down until later periods. Thus we may also assume that the 
TP  had been made known to the sages of Israel as Part of the Hebrew 
scienees long before it was given written form by the Rabbis of 
Tiberias. To be sure, they only published the vowels and aceents. 
Today it can no longer be ascertained whether they were acquainted 
with the secret astronomical ideas connected with the Hebrew script 
or whether they had lost this knowledge in the Course of time. 

We do know that many peoples of antiquity possessed occult 
doctrines. Thus the Egyptians zealously guarded their sacred books 
against public exposure.(35) They regarded astronomy as the supreme 
science, and hence it was the most important subject of instruction for 
priestly candidates. The title of the High Priest of Heliopolis was 
symptomatic of the elose conneetion between the priesthood and 
astronomy: "Chief observer and keeper of the secrets of the heavensn 
or "greatest of watchersn.(36) 

Even medicine was included in this eoncealment, and this explains 
the close involvement of ancient medicine with acts of magic. Henry 
Sigrist reports about the "administrator of the house of health and 
chief of the seeret of health in the house of the god ThothV.(37) 

Among the Babylonians, astronomy was the "science of sciences". 
Since Sumerian times they used - in cuneiform writing - a stur as an 
expression for "Godn.(38) Higher education, which included mathe- 
matics, astronomy, medicine, the magic arts, and theology, took place 
in the "house of wisdomW.(39) The intermediary was the teacher; 
without him, seience was a "veiled secretm.(40) The teaehings were 
passed down from one generation to the next by unbroken ehains of 
tradition. 

The secret teachings of the Pythagoreans were vouchsafed only to 
the initiated. Among the Chinese the state religion was astral(41); 
together with astronomy it was the esoteric science of the priest-kings. 

It was on such secret knowledge that the power of the priests was 



based in the ancient cultures. To guard and preserve this power, the 
knowledge was transmitted oraliy, and this oral transmittal was the 
customary practice in the sehool of the Pythagoreans as we11.(42) (Cf. 
Plato's letter to Dionysus concerning the deeper secrets of philo- 
sophy-second letter, 3 13E). 

In this regard the Hebrews were in no wise different from other 
nations of antiquity. This is proved, among other things, by the Dead 
Sea Scrolls. In the fourth cave two scrolls with astronomical or 
astrological contents were found, and these were composed in 
code.(43) According to the "hymn scrolln of Qumran the divine order 
of Creation was concealed from ordinary, sinful human beings. 
Insights of this sort were only the secret possession of the sect of 
Qumran (cf. Section VIII) and were rated as wonderful secrets ~f 513 .(M) 

The Mishnah, too (Hagigah 11, 13a), reports two seeret doctrines: 
nTvrn3 avyn (knowiedge of Creation) and a3Jin avyn (know- 
ledge of God's wheelwork); the latter presumably refers to the 
description of the visionary vehicle in Ezechiel l,l5ff. Gershom 
Scholem regards the 1 a n  an occult doctrine concerning the 
order of the celestial worlds. This insight cannot be attained by 
ordinary intellectual means; it can be gained only through a revelation 
and mystic contemplation.(45) 

A sage was supposed to present the first doctrine to only one pupil; 
the second doctrine was not supposed to be learned by pupils at all. 
The subject was to be discussed only with a seholar who had gained 
this insight through an inner illumination of his own. As a con- 
sequence, the sacred knowledge of the Merkavah was bound to be 
confined to a small number of persons. Delitzsch(46) deserves credit 
for recognizing the importance of the Jewish secret doctrine which 
attributes to the letters as the roots of all things as great an intrinsie 
significance as the Pythagoreans attributed to numbers. 

At a later date the philosophers began to identify the doctrine of 
the Merkavah with metaphysics and the doctrine of Creation with 
astronomy and physics. Lazarus Goldschmidt,(47) the translator of the 
complete Babylonian Talmud into German, consistently translates 
Maaseh Merkavah as ~pharenkunde (study of the spheres). 

The practical use of astronomy, the composition of the calendar, 
was kept secret as well; it was, in fact, called i i ~ y a  TID , the secret 



of intercalation (Ketubbot 112). The fixing of the calendar was a 
prerogative of the Patriarch (Al) who exereised it with the aid of the 
Synhedrion (Al). Only personally invited scholars were admitted to 
these deliberations (Synhedrin 1 la). (Among the Greeks the regulation 
of the ealendar was Part of sacral legislation as we11).(48) Thus it was 
originally prohibited to write down oral tradition. The hostility toward 
the written establishment of oral tradition is evident from this 
statement in the Tosephta (Al, Sab. XIII,4): "Anyone who fixes a 
prayer in writing commits the same sin as if he had burned the 
Torah." 

Gradually, however, the knowledge that had been kept secret seeped 
through. One could actually characterize the cultural history of the 
Hebrews as a step-by-step publication of the secret sciences. 

Only an authority like Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi (second century) 
finally succeeded in fixing the Mishnah in writing, but for a long time 
afterwards the writing down of Talmudic discussions was still taboo. 
In the eourse of time, however, it became urgently necessary to seeure 
a correct record of the hitherto secret teachings by putting them in 
written form. 

Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi also promoted those innovations in the 
calendar that the times required. After the destruetion of the Second 
Temple (70 C.E.) most Jews lived dispersed through many countries, 
and therefore a uniform calendar had to be created for the sake of 
observing the festivals. This calendar could no longer be kept seeret. 
But only Hillel I1 (359 C.E.) managed the definitive publication of the 
permanent calendar. 

The eonsequence of this development was a lively interest in 
astronomical knowledge and the further exploration of occurrences in 
the sky that had hitherto been kept secret. People availed themselves 
of the opportunity to study the teachings of the great Babylonian and 
Greek astronomers. The intensity of this occupation with astronomy 
may be gauged from this statement by Rav Samuel (around 200): "I 
am as familiar with the celestial orbits as I am with the streets of 
Nehardea" (a town in Babylonia; Berakhot 58b). The following 
statement is attributed to Rabbi bar Kappare (late first century): "To 
someone who knows how to calculate the solstices(49) and the Courses 
of the planets and fails to do so (Sabbath 75) this Passage from 



Scripture (Isaiah 5,12) applies: 'He should observe the Lord's 
commandment' , for this is what your wisdom is in the eyes of the 
nationsn (Deut.4,6). 

In their works that have come down, the writers Josephus Flavius 
(first eent.) and Philo of Alexandria (around the beginning of the 
Common Era) have reported on the mysterious symbolism of the 
ancient Hebrews. Both evidently no longer felt bound to the strictly 
religious tradition whieh, among other things, called for the con- 
cealment of old knowledge. They were assimilated to their sur- 
roundings and hence had no seruples about making publie the 
symbolic ideas that were graduaily becoming known in order to keep 
them from being forgotten. 

Aecording to Josephus (The Antiquities of the Jews I, Bk. 3, Chap. 
6ff.), the tripartition of the Tabernaele (Al) symbolizes the differ- 
entiation among heaven, earth, and water. The Holy of Holies is as 
inaccessible to the priests as heaven is to human beings. (A single 
exeeption is the High Priest entering this area, whieh housed the Ark 
of the Covenant, on Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the year). 
According to this view, the seven-branched candelabmm constitutes 
the seven planets and the twelve showbreads the twelve months of the 
year (cf. Philo, Vita Moses I1 (111) 88-125). Similar notions may be 
found in "Wisdom of Solomon" (18,24). 

The vestment of the High Priest evidently was intended to represent 
astronomic ideas as well. The four-color threads used to weave the 
ephod of the High Priest were deemed to represent the four elements 
(fire, water, air, earth), and the twelve stones on his breastplate were 
regarded as representing the twelve signs of the zodiac. In keeping 
with this it says in the Midrash i n T i  I N  Nninln : "The number of 
the twelve tribes of Israel is based on the order of the world, for day 
and night each has twelve hours, the year has twelve months, and 
there are twelve signs of the zodiac." (New York 1945, 221 on Gen. 
49.28). 

In accordance with Ex. 28,6 the garment of the High Priest was to 
be made of purple, blue, erimson, and white threads of the finest 
byssus linen as well as golden threads.(50) Rashi, the medieval 
commentator on the Pentateuch, noted that the threads had been 
made in such a way that in eaeh case one golden thread was twisted 



together with six threads of tlie four different colors. The resultant 
four threads each consisted of seven threads. Thereupon these were 
twisted into one single thread, which yielded a thread comprising 28 
threads.(5 1) 

According to Ex. 28,9 a "shoham" stone(52) was to be affixed to 
eaeh of the two shoulder-pieces of the High Priest's ephod. These 
stones were to bear the names of the twelve tribes in the order of their 
birth, with six narnes to be engraved on each stone. On this subject 
Rashi notes that the name Benjamin had been written plene, i.e., with 
vowel letters J . In this way eaeh of the two stones bore 25 
letters (thus 50 in all). According to Ex. 28,17ff. there was a 
corresponding regulation for the High Priest's breastplate; on its 
precious stones the names of the tribes were to be engraved as well 
(cf. also Ex. 39.10ff Josephus I, Bk. 3, 7; Philo, Vita Moses 11, 117- 
135). 

The numbers 7, 28, and 50 undoubtedly have astronomic and 
calendric significance. One of the seven days of the week, the Sabbath, 
is symbolized by the golden thread. 28 days, i.e., four full weeks, 
represent in this unit approximately the length of a month. This is to 
be expressed by the twisting together of the four sevenfold threads 
into a 28-fold thread. A lunar year has 50 full weeks, represented by 
writing the names of the tribes in exactly 50 letters. (In such symbolic 
considerations ineomplete units evidently did not count). 

The ideas developed by Josephus and Philo surely derive from very 
old notions. The sacred numbers to be repeatedly found in the sky 
played a significant role in this. Thus the number four was sacred to 
the ancients, for the four seasons in the orbit of the sun corresponded 
to the four phases of the moon. In addition one spoke of four weeks, 
four ages of life, four elements, four winds, four Corners of the earth, 
and four directions (north, south, east, west). 

The ancients saw the number seven not only in the number of the 
planets but also found it in the constellations of Ursa Major and Ursa 
Minor, in Orion and the Pleiades. cf. Aristotle's Metaphysics on 
this subjeet: "There are seven vowels; seven are the strings of 
harmony; seven are the stars in the Pleiades; at age of seven one loses 
one's milk teeth ...* (l093a, 13-15). 

In the Bible, too, the number seven has a special place. The seventh 



day is the Sabbath, the day of rest. The seventh year is a shmittah 
year (Al); after seven times seven years the Jubilee (Al) takes place 
on the seventh day of the seventh month. The holidays Passover and 
Sukkot (Al) each last seven days. There are seven weeks between 
Passover and Shavuot. The eandelabrum in the sanctuary has seven 
lamps, and the sacrificial blood was sprinkled seven times (Numbers 
19,4; Lev. 14,7). According to the medieval Yemenite Hebrew 
grammar "Manuel du Lecteurn the number seven was chosen for the 
vowels beeause it was the number of the planets. (The author is 
unknown; the book was published in a French translation by the 
Frenehman M.J. Derenbourg, Paris 1870, 506). 

The ancients found the number twelve in the sky as well. Twelve 
were the months of a year, and there were twelve signs of the zodiac. 
The planet Jupiter needed about twelve years for its orbit through the 
zodiac. The number twelve may be found in the Bible as well. Jacob 
had twelve sons, and the twelve tribes were derived from them (Gen. 
49). Joshua set up a pile of twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan 
River as a reminder that the entire Hebrew people, including the 
priests carrying the Ark of the Covenant, was able to Cross the Jordan 
without getting its feet wet (Joshua 4,9). Furthermore, in Ex. 15,27, 
24,4, and in 1 Kings 18,3 1 the number twelve plays a role. 

The holy number thirty comprises not only (roughly) the number of 
days of the moon's orbit but also the years it takes for Saturn's orbit. 
Twelve times thirty is 360, the approximate number of days in a year 
(among the Egyptians, a year and five additional days), and it also is 
the number of degrees in a circle. 

The ancients taught that the earthly was a reflection of the 
heavenly.(53) The assumption that the earthly was dependent on the 
occurrences in the sky was based on observations of the influence of 
the seasons and lunar periods on all living beings. In order to bring 
their lives and their activities into harmony with the cosmos, the 
people of antiquity attempted to realize their notions of heaven here 
on earth through imitation. An entire cosmological system was based 
on this, and everything that surrounds man, even man himself, was 
explained on the basis of these phenomena.(54) 

This explains why in Josephus' book the Tabernacle is viewed as an 
image of the universe.(55) In the Code of Harnmurabi it is reported 



that the temple of Sippar was built after the pattern of the "heavenly 
templeW.(56) Cassius Dio (a Roman politician and writer, 150-235) 
called the pantheon of Emperor Hadrian an "image of heaven". "With 
its cupola and its star rosettes ... with the suneye shining in from 
above, what else is it but a grandiose symbolization of the cosmos?" 

The symbolic correspondences referred not only to the entire 
conception of the world, but also to many areas of human life. Thus 
the ancients thought that earthly geography corresponded to the 
heavenly kind.(57) For example, we read in the lay of the Egyptian 
king Ekhnaton (Amenhotep IV): "Thou hast created a Nile in the sky 
that it may fall down for them [the people]." Thus the Hebrews 
believed in a "heavenly Jemsalem" in whose temple the "Great Prince" 
sacrificed at the altar (Ijagigah 12b). Among the as yet unpublished 
writings found in the caves of Qumran there is also a fragment about 
the "heavenly Jerusalem".(58) According to Sabbath 129b the "higher 
court'' held sessions on the same weekdays and in the Same manner as 
the 15 "lower court" (cf. also Synhedrin I, 1 ff folio 3b). 

Such ideas may be traced down to the Middle Ages. J. Ruska(59) 
points to the "Tabula Smaragdina" which says that "the highest 
[comes] from the lowest, and the lowest comes from the highest". 

The examples cited here are not an exhaustive presentation of the 
cosmological-astronomical notions of the ancient Hebrews. They are 
merely intended to indicate that among the Hebrews, as among other 
nations of antiquity, astronomy was cultivated as a secret science. 

3. Alphabet, Script, and Astronomy. 

The Tiberian Punctuation undoubtedly is a supplementation of the 
Hebrew alphabet, which consists only of consonants. If it really 
represents astronomical values, then some letters, if not the entire 
alphabet, must have significance from the viewpoints of astronomy 
and secret science as well. 

As previously mentioned, there are various theories about the 
creation of the alphabet. According to the theory of the Munich 
Semitist Fritz Hommel, the alphabet has astral significance, and this is 



the reason for its creation. Even if one is skeptical about Hommel's 
theory, one has to admit one thing: Once the alphabet had been 
created, the existing letters could well have been used in later periods 
for purposes of astronomy and secret science. In the case of some of 
these letters this seems extremely likely, for example with the letters 
N (bull), n (water), reproduced as a waterline in the Phoenician 

and Sinai inscription,(oO) 1 1 1  (fish), and (hollow hand, scale). 
These letters could very easily symbolize the zodiac signs Taurus, 
Aquarius, Pisces, and Libra. The author of this study actually 
succeeded in demonstrating that many of the 22 letters in the Hebrew 
alphabet have been used as astronomical symbols.(61) 

The ancient Greeks also had similar symbolic ideas. Thus the 
founder of the Hellenistic-astrological literature, who wrote under the 
pseudonym "Nechepso and Petosiris" (second century B.C.E.), de- 
signated the signs of the zodiac with two letters each, in this order: 
AN, BE, to Mn.(62) Thus the first and the thirteenth letter 
symbolized the first sign of the zodiac, the second and the fourteenth 
letter the second sign, and so forth. 

Cosmologicai ideas may be found as well in the Scholia (A2)of 
Dionysios Thrax (ca. 100 B.C.E.), the author of the oldest extant 
Greek grammar. There we read "...that the vowels are like the soul 
and the consonants like the body; and just as the soul .... needs the 
body in order to complete the concrete existence of a living creature, 
the vowels .... also need coordination with the consonants to complete 
the linguistic Statement that can be expressed in letters.*(63) We 
further read "...that he made the vowels equai in number to the strings 
on Apollo's lyre". 

In Kundalini Yoga,(64) the fifty letters of the Indian Sanscrit 
alphabet are distributed among the leaves of the seven lotus flowers of 
the System, each of which has a different number of leaves. An 
analysis of the pertinent sources has shown that the seven lotus 
flowers are to symbolize the seven planets of the geocentric universe in 
the Ptolemaic order (cf. Chapter VII, Section 3). From an exhibit put 
on in 1973 by the Akademie der ~Üns te  in Berlin we learn that the 
adherents of Hindu Tantrism (Al) arrange their meditations according 
to certain phases of the moon, seasons, and positions of constellations. 
Their veneration of letters is part of this. 



We find sirnilar ideas in the Book of Yetzirah (SY), the "Book of 
Creation", one of the oldest books of Jewish rnysticism, in which 
letters and nurnbers are reconciled with cosrnological and astronomical 
ideas. (Cf. also II,4 and VI, 3). 

This also applies to the Christian Middle Ages.(65) For example, 
the following Passage from a Berne codex is closely related to Greek 
and Kabbalistic doctrines (Al) (A.92, Fragment N.34, 1 lth to 12th 
centuries:(66) "Vowels are like the souls in the bodies, the consonants 
are the bodies themselves. The soul, however, moves itself as well as 
the body." This definition of the "rnoving" vowels clearly betrays the 
influence of Semitic grammar.(67) 

In the view of the ancients, not only the vowels and the alphabet 
had syrnbolic content; even the script as such was given an astro- 
nomical interpretation and viewed as a reproduction of the Courses 
and directions of the stars. In his interesting work Die Gesetze der 
Schriftgeschichte Mieses expresses the view that the reason why the 
civilized nations of antiquity preferred writing frorn right to left 
probably was the imitation of some natural process that influenced 
intellectual life.(68) In his chapter "Richtung der Schrift" he examines 
numerous kinds of script and cornes to the following conclusion: 
When a people adopted a different religion, it occasionally changed 
the direction of its script.(69) Diringer(70) posits the thesis that in 
earlier times the entire alphabet was frequently changed when there 
was a change of religion. This was evidently intended to emphasize the 
striking contrast between the new and the old intellectual attitudes. 

Some readers may find it difficult to imagine that a change of 
religion could have anything to do with the direction of writing or a 
change in the alphabet.(71) We should therefore point out that even in 
everyday matters religious contrasts are represented by contrasts in 
direction. Thus Mohammedan men in India button their jackets on 
the left, but the Hindus on the right. East European Jews buttoned 
their coats from right to left-in accordance with their Hebrew script 
and thus with the daily Course of the stars- (we suppose that the 
observer is looking to the north- See page26), but the local Christians 
did it the opposite way, like everyone else in Europe.(72) Similar 
customs are reported from Tibet as well. 

For all ancient peoples-the Egyptians, the Babylonians, the 



Romans, the Greeks, and the old Germans (73)-the seat of the gods 
was the extreme North, seemingly the only immobile Part of the sky. 
Accordingly, skywatching was directed northward. In this vein, an 
inscription on the Egyptian temple at Edfu revealed that at the laying 
of the cornerstone, the orientation was toward the Great Bear, which 
means a northerly direction.(74) The Same was true of the ancient 
Chinese. The Buddhist temples in China extended northward and 
were reached by the faithful from the South. What we know about 
the thrones of the early Chinese emperors is in keeping with this.(75) 

The religious and cosmological ideas of the Hebrews were no 
exception. To the prophet Ezechiel (1,4), G'd appeared to come from 
the North. According to Ezechiel (8,14), the gate of Solomon's temple 
faced north. This was in keeping with the regulation that most 
sacrifices in the Tabernacle were to be made in northerly direction 
(Lev. 1,ll. Zebahim 47, 48 .) 

But why should a writer attempt to symbolize the (seeming) east-to- 
West Course of the sun and of the other stars by his script? In early 
times the art of writing was a priestly science. The ideogram of 
cuneiform writing (A2) meant both priest and scribe(76) Writing 
served primarily sacral purposes; it was a sacred act,(77) and it was 
the chief task of the pnests to explore and proclaim the will of the 
deity. The gods made their will known through the stars in the sky. 
Hence the movement of the stars was regarded as "heavenly writing" 
which people imagined as fastened to the firmament.(78) 

Accordingly, the Hebrews did not place their letters on the lines but 
suspended themfiom the lines. This image is conveyed by a picture of 
the Habakuk scroll from the book Die Hanhchriftenfunde am Toten 
Meer(79) which we include here for the reader's orientation. The 
ancient priests translated this heavenly script into human script (1s. 
8,1)(80) by equating the right-to-left movement with the direction in 
which the stars perform their daily orbit. On this subject Aristotle 
writes (On the Heavens B2, 285b, 16-19): "Right we call on any object 
the point of departure of local movement. We call the place from 
which the rise of the stars takes place the point of departure of the 
revolution of the heavenly edifice; accordingly this is Right, whereas 
Left is where the going down of this edifice takes place." (81) 

The fact that the oldest documents found in the Near East are 
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commercial rather than religious in nature does not contradict the 
statements made above. In all probability the religious writings of 
early times have been lost; they were, after all, written on perishable 
materials like wood, tree bark, or leaves. The priests were always 
conservative, and thus for religious purposes they stuck to the earliest 
writing material, for this was regarded as venerable. Thus we learn 
about the Indians that "one day, when the Great Spirit distributed the 
Writ, he gave it to the Burmans and Shan on a palm leaf ..."( 82). 

The British Semitist Driver(83) has reminded us that the concept 
"to write" derives from the basic meaning "to scratch in" (German 
einritzen), and notes that the Arabic kataba (Hebrew kathav) also 
means "to sew together"-i.e., people wrote on wood or tree bark by 
scratching in the characters. And if they had written on leaves, they 
sewed them together in order to safeguard the order of the com- 
munication. 

Chiera clearly expresses the surmise that the oldest Babylonian 
scribes did not use clay as a material.(84) He bases this assumption on 
the wood strips covered with characters that were found among the 
mins of ancient Central Asian towns and also on the fact that the 
oldest texts discovered in Babylon already display later developmental 
Stages of early forms. 

Sethe remarks on this: "The oldest known forms of writing in 
Canaan, Moab, and among the Phoenicians are fully developed and 
far removed from the original forms." 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century a sensational discovery 
was made in the Honan province of China. Bones were found covered 
with oracles and meteorological or astronomical information which, 
according to archaeological investigations, could be dated back to the 
fourteenth century B.C.E.(85). 

Also, astronomical notes, so-called decan calendars, found in 
Egyptian graves have been traced to the middle of the second 
millenium B.C.E. (A detailed report will be found in 11, 3). These 
examples from China and Egypt prove that religious or astronomic 
documents from antiquity could be found if they were written on 
durable materials. 

The Hebrews, however, who knew how to embody their astro- 
nomical knowledge marvelously in their script and grammar, con- 



tinued to keep this knowledge secret over long periods of time. 
Only from a relatively late period do we have documentation that 

the Hebrews, too, connected the right-to-left writing with the course of 
the Stars. Schadeus (Dikduk Leshon Hakodesh-Grammar of the 
Sacred Language-Strassburg 1592) remarks that "the Hebrews write 
toward the heart in accordance with the natural course of the heaven 
when a person turns his right side toward the East and Sees the pole, 
the carriage of heaven." (A northerly orientation is presupposed by 
this work as well). In his learned book about thefirst origin of writing 
(De Prima Scribendi, Antwerp 1618, 78) Hermann Hugo cites the 
views of Hebrew Rabbis who boasted that when they wrote from right 
to left, they were imitating the movement of the heavens.(86) 

The reader may object here that these Statements were not made 
until the Middle Ages. But this very fact may confirm our theory that 
in early times such considerations were secret knowledge and thus not 
generally known. 

On the following pages we shall demonstrate that the TP, together 
with letters of the Hebrew alphabet, represents the symbolic cor- 
respondence of celestial occurrences and thus an earthly reproduction 
of the "heavenly writing". According to our theory, the script of the 
Hebrews is a reproduction of the old astronomy and calendric science, 
with the ideas of ancient astronomy influencing the rules of Hebrew 
grammar and phonetics. This book will not attempt to document this 
for mathematics as well, for this would require a separate study. But it 
goes without saying that there must be a connection here as well, for 
among the Hebrews the Same symbols, the letters, also represent the 
numbers. 

4. Summary of the Symbolic Concepts 
Expounded in this Work. 

A detailed introduction is made necessary by the novelty of the theory 
expounded here and by the astonishing results produced by it. The 
vowels of the TP together with letters of the Hebrew alphabet are 



interpreted as expressing astronomical notions. At the Same time, 
attention is drawn to the influence of these events on the Hebrew 
script and grammar. 

1. The daily orbit of the sun around the earth (which is regarded as 
stationary in the geocentric universe) is expressed by the T P  voweis. 
We shall deduce the meaning of each vowel with the aid of its form, 
name, position, and sound. The dot (Dagesh, Mappiq) proves to be a 
solar symbol. 

2. The monthly orbit of the moon and its four phases are 
symbolized by the Shwa and the three Hatefim, or semi-vowels as we 
shall henceforth call them. The Shwa (:) stands for the new moon. 
Here we must distinguish between a )  the "astronomical" new moon, 
its conjunction with the sun, when there is total darkness, a Stage 
represented by Shwa nah (shwa quiescens) and b) the first appearance 
of the new crescent expressed by Shwa na' (shwa mobile). 

3. The annual orbit of the sun, represented by the consonant Resh 
(.T), the head of the planets, is indicated by the four gutturais (Y  ,n,;r,x) 
(Alef, He, Uet, Ayin), which turned out to be solar letters as well. 
They symbolize the solar Course in its four cardinal points (niaipn-1 
vernal and autumnal equinoxes, summer and winter solstices. The 
obliquity of the ecliptic can be derived from them. 

4. The vowels, semi-vowels, and the solar consonants reflect the 
position of .the sun at the time when the vernal equinox occurred for 
the first time in the constellation of Taurus i.e., the moment of the 
creation of the world. 

5. The solar year can be divided in two ways: a) By the soktices. 
From the winter solstice On, the arcs described by the sun become 
larger and larger, until it reaches its culminating point at the time of 
the summer solstice. This is indicated by the "Mappiq". Thereafter the 
arcs decrease every day until the winter solstice. b) By the equinoxes 
which divide the year into a lighter half (spring and summer) and a 
darker half (autumn and winter). At that time the vernal equinox in 
the constellation of Taurus ( N ) was at the beginning of the lighter 
half-year, and at its end was the autumnal equinox in the constellation 
of Libra 1 final Kaf). 

6. The religious year of the Jews, a luni-solar year (A2), ends with 
the New Moon of Tishri (A1).(87) This New Moon occurs at the end 



of the constellation of Libra and is expressed by the Shwa nah (shwa 
quiescens) which is always inserted in thefinal Kaf ( g ). 

7. The instruction as to when to intercalate a month in order to 
adjust the lunar year to the solar year is given by the Hatef-Segol 
( '.' : ) placed below the consonant Alef. 

8. Shin ( w ) serves both as a solar und a lunar symbol. The 
diacritical mark indicates its meaning in individual cases. If ( ur ' 3  
carries two dots, one on each end (Y 1, this symbolizes the rising sun 
and the simultaneous waning of the full moon on the morning of the 
fourth day of Creation. 

9. The conjunction of the sun with the other planets in the 
geocentric universe is described by inserting the sohr dot into the 
letters representing the planets, narnely the consonants n l l s x r n  

(Bet, Gimel, Dalet, Kaf, Pe, Tav). 
10. The position of the labials i i inl  3 (Bumaf) in the Hebrew 

alphabet also symbolizes the obliquity of the ecliptic (M). 
11. The number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet and the position 

of the four gutturals are derived from the various lengths of the 
shadow cast by the gnomon-pillar of the sun dial at the time of the 
vernal and autumnal equinoxes as well as the summer and winter 
solstices. 

12. The pitch or timbre of the vowels is expressed by their position 
above, within, or below the consonants. 

13. Through their position above or below the consonants, the 
vowels symbolize the position of the sun above or below the horizon; 
they are consequently divided into two groups, signs of light and signs 
o f darkness. 



I1 Solar Symbols in the 
Tiberian Punctuation 

The Geocentric Universe: 
Form and Position of the Vowels 

Astronomy is an empirical science. The ancients believed that the 
earthly world was a likeness of the heavenly one.(l) Accordingly, that 
which was "above" (in the heavens) was also "below" (on earth). In 
early times - in fact, down to the Middle Ages - the earth was 
regarded as the Center of the universe; hence the term "geocentric 
universe" (Ptolemy, Almagest (PA) K 2, Point 3 Chicago, 1948 and I 
5),(2) Aristotle (on the Heavens -0H-I1 13 294a)(3) relates that many 
people thought the earth to be a flat disk floating on water over which 
the sphere of the fixed stars was arched as a hemisphere. It was 
thought that in contrast to the planets (moving stars) the fixed stars 
were fastened to the sky; hence their name. Anaximenes of Miletus 
(585-525 B.C.E.) elaborates on this, saying that these stars are affixed 
to a crystal sphere like "nailsW.(4) 

When in later years this spherical dome came in for closer 
observation, its totality was divided into two realms: 1) The realm of 
the stars around the celestial north pole which always remained visible 
-the so-called circumpolar stars. They were of great use to the 
seafaring peoples of the Mediterranean Sea in providing orientation 
and enabling them to determine the time of day or night. 2) The 
realm of the ascending and declining stars. For example, anyone who 
went up the Nile in Egypt in a southerly direction or went north to 
the land of Canaan was able to observe continuous changes in the 



borders of the entire visible dome and in those of its two realms. 
The farther north one went, the smaller the entire visible dome 

became, while at the Same time the area of those stars which are 
always above the horizon became larger. If the observer traveled 
farther south, he glimpsed other parts of the celestial dome (Arist. OH 
I1 14 297b). 

From this the observer was bound to conclude that the Part of the 
dome which became visible to him from a certain place was by no 
means all that could be Seen of it. Such an observer could only 
conclude that his own movements caused his variable observations. If 
the earth had been flat, the celestial picture could not have changed; it 
would have had to remain constant. This made the observer conclude 
that the surface of the earth had to be curved. A further consequence 
of the reflections was an insight into the spherical shape of the earth. 

The Pythagoreans (the school of Pythagoras, Ca. 582-507 BCE) 
already knew about the spherical shape of the earth,(5) as did 
Aristotle, who lived later. Anstotle conceived of the sky as a sphere, 
and on the basis of his geocentric world-conception he also identified 
the center of the universe with the center of the earth (I1 14 294a- 
298a). Ptolemy later adopted this point of view (Almagest I 2, Points 
I to 3). 

According to the further astronomical views of the ancients, the 
celestial sphere revolved about a celestial north pole and a cor- 
responding south pole in such a way that the straight line connecting 
these points (the imagined world axis) ran through the center of the 
celestial sphere between these two poles.(6) The early astronomers, e.g. 
the Babylonians, already knew about the celestial equator as we11.(7) 

Some problems then arose in connection with the description of the 
Courses of the stars and in particular with the calculation of the 
position of fixed stars. Observation revealed that these orbits were 
neither vertical nor parallel to the horizon but at'an oblique angle. 
The reason for this was the slant of the celestial axis.(8) Consequently, 
however, the pivotal point of the celestial sphere did not lie at the 
zenith but at some point in the sky which could only be determined 
by measurement. 

For the purpose of theoretical reflections and calculations it was 
now attempted to replace the oblique equator with an "idealn one in 



such a way that the celestial equator was set upright, with the poles 
resting on the horizon. Ptolemy (Almagest I 16. I1 7) descnbed this, 
calling the upright sphere "sphaera recta". Since we know that 
Ptolemy based his presentations on the observations and findings of 
earlier scholars, he probably was not the first to use this simplifying 
device. 

This sphaera recta, incidentally, is not just theoretically imaginable. 
An obsemer standing on the earthly equator can perceive this: when 
the sun is on the celestial equator during one of the two equinoxes, it 
rises, as everywhere, exactly in the East, vertically to the zenith, and in 
the evening it again declines vertically toward the West. At all other 
times it is positioned to the left or to the right of the equator and 
reaches its highest point to the north or to the south of the zenith. 
(Cf. V1 4). 

Although the vantage point of the ancient Hebrew obsemers may 
have been around 31" northern latitude, namely in Jerusalem,(9) thus 
corresponding to a definite slant in sphaera obliqua, we have prepared 
Figure 1 to facilitate the reader's understanding of our thesis. This 
drawing is a schematic representation of the earthdisk bordered by 
the horizon in sphaera recta. If we speak of an earthdisk here, this 
has nothing to do with the notion of a flat earth. The plane of the 
horizon serves a useful function as an indispensable means of 
describing astronomical processes, and the ancient astronomers could 
not do without it. 

Instruction in astronomy in ancient times probably began with the 
student being taken out to a plain that was not bounded in any 
direction. This is where he first received the impression that heaven 
and earth touched at a great distance. 

If the obsemer slowly turned himself around at his observation 
point 0 ( 0  means observer) the Same picture presented itself to him 
everywhere. From this he concluded that the sky rested as a 
hemisphere on a level, circular surface in whose center (0)  the observer 
was standing. This gives us the first theorem of the geocentric universe: 
7%e horizon has the form of a circle in whose center the observer 
stands (see Figure 1 ) .  

The ancients already used the diameter for the representation of the 
circle.(lO) Doing the Same, we have now found the meaning of Patah: 



it symbolizes the plane of the horizon-in other words, the visible, 
circular surface of the earth. Ibn Ezra remarks on this point:(ll) "And 
the sound of the Patah is neither above nor below; rather, it is in the 
middle. And its likeneis is a line to point to the line (periphery) of the 
circle. " 

From the fact that the observer did not break through the earth's 
surface but was supported by it he concluded further that the earth 
was threedimensional, thus possessing a certain thickness or depth. 
Without being acquainted with the dimensions of this depth, the TP  
indicated it by means of a dot (Hireq) under the plane of the horizon 
(Patah). Ibn Ezra commented o i  this as follows:(12) "And the sound 
of the Hireq is below, which is the reason why the vowel mark of the 
Hireq i; below". The Hireq thus symbolizes the third dimension of the 
eirth, its depth. This CS the second theorem of the geocentric univuse: 
Under the plane of the horizon the earth possesses depth. The 
combination of the symbol for the plane of the horizon (-) with the 
symbol for depth (.) clearly yields the old form of the Qamets (:). 

If the observer stayed at his observation point long enough, he 
noticed that the sun, the moon, and the Stars rose in the East and set 
after moving south and then westward, while he himself, like the 
earth, did not move. As soon as he changed his vantage point, 
however, i.e. if he moved north or south, he observed the afore- 
mentioned changes in the starry sky which presupposed a spherical 
shape of the earth. This yielded the third theorem of the geocentric 
universe: The earth is a sphere. This observation already demanded 
greater discernment. In this way the Hireq became not merely the 
symbol of an undetermined depth position but the center of the earth 
and of the universe. 

To enable him to follow the orbit of the sun, the observer drove a 
stake into the ground (G) that was at a right angle to the earth's 
surface, forming a "hook" and serving as a gnomon (A2). The Hebrew 
word for "stake" or "hook" is "Waw" (' I ). Waw is the sixth letter of 
the Hebrew alphabet, and in old Semitic script it still clearly has the 
form of a hook.(l3) 

The observer standing near the gnomon turned his eyes northward 
in order to follow the movement of the gnomon's shadow.(l4) He 
realized the sun rise in the East (rising point R) and then ascend to 
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describe the beginning of its daily orbit until it reached the zenith 
(Waw Holem Z, during the equinox on the equator in sphaera recta). 
This idia is confirmed by Ibn Ezra:(l5) "The -lern corresponds to 
the upward movement, like air and fire." On the other hand, Holem 
without Waw (Z,) represents the culmination of the sun in sphaera 
obliqua-the slant or angle of inclination which changes in accordance 
with the seasons. 

Later the sun reached its afternoon position (Shureq - A) and 
finally Set in the West (setting point S). The rising and setting points 
of the sun form the Tsere (..). 

The sun had now become invisible to the observer. From its circular 
movement by day and its constant reappearance at the eastern point 
the observer concluded, however, that the sun continued its movement 
at night as well. (Ecclesiastes 1,5). The observer further assumed that 
during the two equinoxes (sphaera recta) the sun would reach its 
lowest point at midnight at the nadir, the point farthest removed from 
the zenith. The Segol was formed by the end points of the "substitute 
Patah" (Tsere) with the midnight point. ( '.' ) 

The point RA as an antipole to (Z,) is located on the way to the 
horizon. At the Same time it forms, in a line with RA and C, the 
radius of our circle. One meaning of the Latin word radius is "ray", 
and here this refers to a sunbeam. The ancients believed that the sun 
had spent its strength during the day time, and now had to gather, in 
the position of RA, new strength, i.e. rays, in order to send them 
down to earth full of new energy on the next day. These ideas gave 
rise to the Qibuts [T].The name is derived from qawats , meaning 
"to gather". The form of the mark is a ray formed from an indication 
of the three points RA, RA, and C. 

Within the framework thus established, the forms of all vowel 
marks of the TP may be recognized as a reproduction of physical 
images. 

As shown by Figure 1, here is a list of the vowels and what they 
symbolize: 

Patah Line RS The plane of the horizon 
Hireq Point C (Center) The center of 

the earth and the center 



Qamets (Old form) 

Waw Holem (Line OG and Z) 

Holem (alone) (Z,) 

Shureq Afternoon 
Tsere Points R and S 

Segol The combination of 
points S,R and M 

Qibuts (Broken line) 
RA RA, C 

of the universe 
The threedimensional 
earth, the combination 
of Patah and Hireq, line 
RS and C 
The gnomon and the zenith 
position of the sun. 
The culmination of the 
sun in sphaera obliqua 
Sinking of the sun 
Rising and setting points 
of the sun 
The nadir, the midnight 
point, the antipole of 
the zenith 

The antipole of (2,) the 
radius of the circle 

Some readers may regard it as accidental that the vowel marks of 
the Hebrews can be reproduced as pictorial representations of the 
daily orbit of the sun on the basis of the geocentric universe. But one 
can surely not call it accidental if one realizes that, in accordance with 
their basic meanings, these characters can be used in a secret script as 
a code for the same physical processes. 

2. The Names of the Vowels 

In Section 1 we described how the marks of the full vowels can be 
viewed as a representation of the daily movement of the sun around 
the earth. In Hebrew the vowels are called n i  y i  Jn i.e., "movements". 
The movements with which the scientists of pre-Greek antiquity 
primarily concerned themselves were those of the planets. They 
observed in particular the movements of the two "great planets", the 



sun and the moon(l6), as they take place in front of the fixed-star 
sky.(l7) 

If we regard the collective name n i y i l n  as a leitmotif for the 
investigation of the astronomical significance of the vowels, we expect 
the names of the individual vowels to reflect definite moments in the 
movement or positions of the sun, the moon, or the planets. Let us 
now investigate the names of the Hebrew full vowels from this point 
of view. In doing so we shall concern ourselves only with their basic 
meaning as it may be discerned from the consonant structure of their 
names. 

nne (Patah) means "to open" or, used intransitively, "to be 
openW.(l8) When the sun appears over the horizon, the surface of the 
earth inhabited by human beings lies Open in front of the sun. Thus it 
makes sense to designate, in a secret science, the earth's surface by 
means of the symbol nno as "the Open one, that which lies there 
open". (In Arabic, too, fataha means "he has opened".) 

p i 7 n  (Hireq) comes from the stem s in  (haraq) and means in 
Hebrew "io grind" or "to grateV;(l9) this, however, is only a 
derivative. We get closer to the original meaning of the word if we 
look at the Arabic. Lane(20) explains haraqa as "he made a hole in it, 
he made a hole through the wall". Whenever a wheel is turned 
around the axle that pierces it, there is a grinding sound. The 
etymological connection between "pierce" and "grind" is readily 
apparent. The Hireq symbolizes the center of the earth, which is 
imagined as standing still, and at the Same time the center of the 
universe. Through this center passes the imagined world axis (I1 I). 
Thus the center of the earth and the universe is "pierced" by the world 
axis. Hence the above mentioned notion can be designated by the 
symbol p i  7 n (-). 

YnP (Qamets) has as its basic meaning "to squeeze together, to 
gather upV.(21) Since according to its size and distance the earth is 
only a dot in relation to the fixed-star sphere (PA I2), it actually 
seems to be completely "squeezed together" vis-a-vis the universe. 

n'li n (Holem) comes from n'rn (halam), "to be strong, healthy" 
(Is, 38,16; Job 39,4). The ancient astronomers devoted particular 
attention to the culmination of the sun (its highest point at midday) at 
all times of the year, for then it appears to be "strong and vigorous". 



The ancient Hebrews expressed this in their script and grammar 
through the unique high placement of the (Waw) Holem as a vowel. 
Ibn Ezra thus calls the Waw Holem "the king of the vowels"(22). The 
sages of the Talmud, who atthbuted great significance to the letten of 
the Torah, counted them and ascertained that the Waw Holem 
constitutes the exact Center of the Pentateuch (in the word [li n$ Lev. 
11,42; Qiddushin 30a). Later we shall show that the Waw Holem has 
a great significance in other ways as well. 

i7ii W (Shureq) can be understood only with reference to Aramaic 
and Arabic. The attempt to explain this word on the basis of the 
Hebrew piw , "to hiss, to whistlew, is not helpful, since it is only a 
derivative. However, according to Jacob Levy,(23) PW means "to 
glide, to slip off," and presumably this is the original meaning 
(Shabbat 54a). J ~ W  is synonymous with sharag ( riur), and Levy 
renders its hitpa'el (the reflexive form of the intensive stem of the 
verb) as "to sink". From the afternoon On, the sun glides down to the 
horizon and "sinks" into the depths. Thus the afternoon position of 
the sun can be designated by the word Shureq (gliding position). This 
is indirectly confirmed by the Arabic word formation "shariqat ash- 
shams" which Lane(24) renders as "the sun was near to setting or 
became feeble in its light." Today sharaqa means in Arabic "east, 
sunrise", but at one time it must also have meant "westw; this may be 
recognized from the dual form mashriqani. Lane translates this dual 
as "the two easts", equating the East with the West, and goes on to 
say: "The dual almashriqani means .... the place of sunrise and the place 
of sunset, or the East and the West."(25) 

The explanation of the word 'IIAD (Segol) as "grapen, after the 
form of the vowel, is wholly limited to externals and thus misleading. 
This, incidentally, is the only attempt to combine the form and the 
name of a mark of the TP  by way of explaining it. In Ararnaic, 
Levy(26) translates the verb 'rav as "to be roundw, in the hitpa'el as 
"to curl, to turn in a circle". From the midnight position "Mw the sun 
turns back to the horizon in a circle. Thus ~ I A D  is the symbolic 
equivalent of "turning, roundingw.(27) 

Our interpretation of the Segol is confirmed by the Book of Bahir. 
This book is regarded as the classical work of Kabbalistic literature in 
the narrower sense,(28) and it was cited under this name as early as 



around 1200. Scholem(29) reports that "all sorts of Bible passages and 
Agadot (Al), particularly those cosmogonic and cosmologic in nature, 
are interpreted there on the basis of mystical terminology. Also, letters 
and vowels of the Hebrew language and even individual accents of the 
Hebrew script are made the objects of speculation." 

There we read in connection with the question as to the mystical 
meaning of the vowel Patah, which in Hebrew means "opening" (of 
the mouth) or "gate": "And what gate? What is meant by this is the 
north side, which is the gate for the entire world. From the gate from 
which the good emanates, evil emanates as well." Then he (the teacher) 
mocked them and said: "Did I not tell you: small Patah?"(30) Scholem 
explains this report, which at first glance seems incomprehensible, by 
saying that Patah qatan (small Patah) is the oldest form of Segol.(31) 
On this point ~ Ö n i g  remarks that the Rabbi of Aden informed him 
that in those parts Segol was pronounced like "a" and that its sound 
could hardly be distinguished from Patah.(32) 

We can regard the above-cited statements as a confirmation of our 
theory. From the Book of Bahir (paragraph 25) we learn that both 
good and evil come from the North. G'd, whose seat is in the North, 
sends human beings both (cf. SY V1 9). Berakhot 54a is in keeping 
with this: "Thou shalt love thy G'd with all thy heart, with the good 
and with the evil inclination." Our view is also borne out .by the 
Statement that the Segol is a symbol of the North, for it represents the 
midnight position of the sun. 

YIIP (Qibuts) is derived from the Hebrew ;il1iy, "to gather, to 
collect".(33) In the view of the ancients, the sun dissipates its strength 
in the Course of the day in the form of beams and then sinks 
exhausted into the depths in the evening. There it gathers the beams 
again that it emitted on the preceding day. All these notions, which 
that age was conversant with, lend themselves to being symbolized by 
the concept "to collect, to gather" in order to express thus the arcane 
meaning "sunbeam, radius of the sun's orbitn. 

r i r  (Tsere) appears in Hebrew in various speilings, narnely as .rir , 
;rl1ir and ;illiTr (34). Since the TP  aims at giving written form to a 

secret science, albeit sketchily, these word formations may be regarded 
as abbreviations and read as rllir , ;1"ir and alliTr. On the basis 
of a comparison of the Septuaginta (the Greek translation of the 



Bible) with the Hebrew text, Driver(35) Comes to the conclusion that 
"a very considerable use of abbreviations in Hebrew texts must have 
been customary at the time of the Septuaginta (250 B.C.E.), if not 
earlier". This is particularly true of the letters ;i (He) and 7 (Yod) 
as an abbreviation for G'd. 

In earliest times the Mediterranean peoples connected the sound a 
with the idea of G'd. Thus ;i was depicted in Egyptian hieroglyphs 
and the Sinaitic inscription through the picture of a man with his 
arms raised. Albright(36) explains this sign as "praying man", and 
Grimme(37) interprets it as a "religious shout of joy". To the prophet 
Elijah G'd appears in a gentle breeze like a breath ( n i i  N'I n i i  .; 1 
Kings 19, 120. 

On the assumption that in the spellings of the word Tsere which are 
under discussion here the ;i and the 7 are also used as 
abbreviation for G'd, we come to the foiiowing conclusion: 7Ilir 

nllir (defective): both versions indicate the 1~ (narrow) that G'd 
( a ) has created. In the view of the ancients, in its rising and 
setting the sun runs through a narrow pass, at least in the artistic 
depiction. People imagined it as rising between a double-peaked 
mountain (mountain of the sunrise) and setting in the evening between 
the peaks of an identical mountain (mountain of the sunset).(38) The 
narrow thus is the Passage between the mountains of the sunrise 
and the sunset. 

i 1 " i ' ~  as an abbreviation means exactly the same. 1-Y as a verb 
means "to turnW.(39) Thus n1l17r designates the place where G'd 
orders a "turning", namely, the rising and setting points of the sun. Thus 
the Tsere has the same meaning in each of the three possible variants. 

Since the Tsere represents the rising and setting points ofthesun, it 
may also be regarded as a substitute for the interjacent horizon place 
(Patah). This explains its occasionally used name "substitute Patah". 

~ h e  representation of the places of the sunrise and sunset as 
expressed in the TP  is indicative of more than the notions of the 
ancient Mediterranean peoples. This is suggested by Henry W. 
Longfellow's Poem "The Song of HiawathaV.(40) In Section 14 the 
Poet describes how Hiawatha, the god of the Indians, invents 
pictography. A horizontal line symbolizes the earth, and two dots 
indicate east and West: 



For the earth he drew a straight line, 
For the sky a bow above it; 
On the left a point for sunrise, 
On the right a point for sunset. 

Hiawatha puts the eastern point on the left; he evidently wishes to 
follow the sun directly with his eyes, and consequently he has to look 
south. But since in our drawing (of the TP) we follow the sun's orbit 
by the shadow of the gnomon, we look north and have the east to our 
right. 

3. The Vernal Equinox 

Having presented the marks and names of the full vowels as a 
symbolic reproduction of the sun's daily orbit around the earth, which 
is conceived of as standing still, we again turn to Figure 1. A closer 
observation demonstrates that the upper orbit of the sun, the day, in 
its circumference corresponds exactly to the lower orbit, the night. We 
have an equal duration of day and night only twice in the course of a 
year-namely, at the vernal equinox and the autumnal equinox. Thus 
the TP aims at reproducing not just any daily orbit of the sun but its 
course at one of the two equinoxes. We shall see later which of the 
two is meant. 

If we examine our first Figure again, we notice the following: If the 
circle RZSMR is to symbolize the sun's orbit and C the center of the 
earth and the universe, then C as the center would really have to be 
located in the observer's position in our drawing. The line R 0 S 
would have to be assumed to lie correspondingly higher. 

If in Figure 1 we nevertheless made the diurnal half of the solar 
orbit equal to the nocturnal half, this was due to the following 
consideration: The circumference of the circle which the sun seems to 
describe around the earth in 24 hours is so great that the circum- 
ference of the earth becomes inconsiderable by comparison. Even 
without considering the size of the terrestrial globe, the resultant 
astronomical values are entirely usable. This is especially true because 



the ancients customarily contented themselves with approximate 
values. 

From the above considerations it follows that we can conceive of 
the horizon as a plane that cuts the fixed-star dome and thus the solar 
orbit in two. To indicate that we are familiar with the above- 
mentioned deviations, however, we have placed the center of the 
earth, point C, which is also to signify the center of the universe, right 
below the Patab, which symbolizes the surface of the earth. In this 
way we obtained Figure 1, which clearly expresses the equinoxes. 

The Hebrews began their ordinary day at nightfall, and the 
Jews do so to this day. The TP, however, began the day at sunrise, 
for it wanted to follow the sun's orbit with the aid of the gnomon.(41) 

Among the ancient Jewish Talmudic scholars the time of G'd's 
creation of the world was a matter of dispute; they argued about 
whether He created it at the beginning of the the month of Tishri or 
at the beginning of Nisan (Rosh Hashanah I la). They agreed, 
however, that chronological and astronomical time should begin in 
Nisan (Ex. 12,2; Lev. 23,5; Num. 28,16; Deut. 16,l; Rosh Hashanah 
7a), since this is prescribed by the Torah. Accordingly the TP  aims at 
reproducing the daily orbit of the sun at the vernal equinox through 
its vowel marks. 

The example of China(42) teaches us that in the early astronomical 
ideas both the ecliptic (A2) and the celestial equator could serve as a 
reference System for the movements of the stars, particularly the 
diurnal ones. The ancient Babylonians, too, knew the immovable 
places in the sky, that is, the poles and the great circle of the celestial 
equator(43) toward which all stars move in parallel circles (cf. I1 1). 

The Egyptians did know the very old constellations of the decans 
(A2). Lists of such decans have been found on the tomb Covers of the 
Middle Empire (2500-1700 B.C.E.) and in the royal sepulchers of the 
New Empire (1560-1080 B.C.E.).(44) Archaeologists found this type of 
depiction of the starry sky also in the tomb of Senmut in Der-es- 
Sakri, Egypt. Senmut lived at the time of Queen Hatshepsut (15th 
century B.C.E.). In this tomb the decan catalogue with the names and 
locations of the decans is clearly recognizable because the gods' names 
and their images are given.(45) In the sepulcher of Ramses IV (15th 
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century B.C.E.) Champollion(46) found a ceiling relief listing the stars 
which rose one after the other during the twelve hours of the night in 
the latter half of the month Tybi (A2). These decan calendars were 
created for the observation of the course of the astronomical year as 
well as for the measurement of the decade (A2) and of the nocturnal 
hours.(47) As Neugebauer points out, such diagonal calendars are 
really not calendars but star clocks.(48) Especially well known are the 
Ramesside Star clocks whose prototypes were designed around the 
middle of the second millenium B.C.E. They offer an equatorial 
System based on meridian passages. 

Herodotus, the Greek historian of the fifth century B.C.E., tells in 
his Investigation that "in addition to its course in Egypt the Nile is 
known in its upper Part from Elephantine Island On, with the 
exception of a stretch requiring four months by boat or land". Given 
the difficulties of communication in those days, this is a very 
considerable expanse. Herodotus also reports on the basis of hearsay 
that young people had penetrated deeply into the Libyan desert until 
they had again encountered fertile land inhabited by strangely small 
people. This report by Herodotus is confirmed by the fact that 
depictions of pygmies, the small inhabitants of Equatorial Africa, have 
been found at Sakkara (Egypt) in the tombs of the fifth dynasty (ca. 
2500 B.C.E.).(49) 

As early as the beginning of the sixth century B.C.E. the Egyptian 
king Necho ordered Phoenician sailors to circumnavigate Africa, then 
called Libya (Herodotus IV 42). In all probability, such an exact order 
could have been given only on the basis of earlier travel reports. In 
circumnavigating Africa and traveling south, the Crew of the ship must 
have noticed how much the duration of day and night differed from 
that of their homelands. And they would be surely wondering, when 
they perceived that day and night had the Same length near the 
environs of the equator during the whole year. 

Moreover, the stars that appeared and disappeared on the celestial 
dome were subject to changes in their courses-in fact, that new and 
hitherto unknown stars appeared, while others disappeared. On their 
way back they were bound to make the Same observations, though in 
reverse order. Such observations meant a breakthrough in ancient 
times for the idea of the spherical shape of the earth. At the time of 



the reign of the Persian king Xerxes (ca. 480 B.C.E.) the ~ossibilitv of 
circumnavigating Africa was already common knowledge (SO), (5 ])(Cf. I1 1). 

According to the Pentateuch, the Hebrews lived in Egypt for several 
centuries. Joseph, the son of Jacob, had a meteoric career in Egypt. 
He became viceroy and married the daughter of the High Priest of On 
(i.e., Heliopolis, the city of the sun). Unfortunately, it is not known 
whether the secret wisdom of Egypt, including astronomical informa- 
tion, was transrnitted to him. 

Moses, the later leader of the Hebrew people and its rescuer from 
bondage, was born in Egypt (mos means "child" in Egyptian) and 
raised by the king's daughter. Thus he enjoyed the education of a 
prince about which St. Stephen reports in the Acts of the Apostles 
7,22: "And thus Moses was instructed in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians." Philo goes into even greater detail on this (Vita Moses I, 
21ff). It is logical to assume that this comprehensive education 
included the secret science of astronomy. It is likely that the sages of 
Israel then received astronomical information from Moses, an arcane 
knowledge that found its expression in the TP. 

4. The Dagesh 

In our discussion of the full vowels we have shown that in general the 
dot represents a heavenly body, namely the sun. Thus the dot in the 
TP  is a solar symbol. We must, however, remember that the dot is 
also used to designate the center of the earth and at the Same time the 
center of the universe (Hireq), and if repeated several times it serves to 
represent the radius or the direction of the nocturnal sunbeams 
(Qibuts). Here it should be noted that radius is the Latin word for 
"rayn. (Other exceptions will be discussed later). 

This varied use of the dot in the T P  should not be cause for 
confusion. In modern science, too, the dot has various meanings; 

I )  In Geometry it is used to represent what is indivisible and has no 
extension; let this correspond to the Hireq. 



2) It is used to designate the location of a Star on an astronomical 
map; let this correspond to the use of the dot as a solar symbol, e.g., 
as a Holem dot. 

3)As a dotted line it is used to symbolize the line of vision of a 
Person watching a Star; let this correspond to the Qibuts. 

In none of these cases will any misunderstandings arise; a reader 
will always know what is meant. The Same is true of the various 
meanings of the dot in the TP. 

We have already stated that in ancient times writing was used 
primarily as an aid to memory and was not intended to replace it. 
Such an insight must lead us to reevaluate the works of antiquity. 
Written notes that were intended to be only aids to recollection and 
thus were perhaps even bound to appear intentionally obscure and 
ambiguous without the oral information to accompany them have 
until now been dismissed as mysticai, i.e., unscientific, but wrongly so. 

One of the works the scientific import of which has not been 
sufficiently appreciated is Sepher Yetzirah (SY), the "Book of 
Creation". The SY is regarded as one of the most respected works of 
Jewish mysticism,(52) and it must also be considered as the oldest 
Hebrew grammar. Here we find for the first time the division of the 
Hebrew consonants, still valid today, into gutturals, velars, linguais, 
dentals, sibilants, and labials.(53) At the Same time we have here the 
key to the proper understanding of the Dagesh (see section I1 4). 

The author of the SY and its exact time of origin are unknown. It 
is already mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud (first quarter of the 
fifth century).(54) Goldschmidt(55) and other scholars date it from the 
second century B.C.E., while Thymus(56) believes it originated at the 
time of the Persian conquest of the Babylonian Empire (ca. 520 
B.C.E.). 

In the introductory chapters to his German translation of the SY 
Goldschmidt reports that "in the first centuries of our era the contents 
of the book were regarded as a speculation in the field of natural 
science about the principle of the world, a main point in Greek 
philosophy". Goldschmidt believes that the author of the SY derived 
such ideas from Chaldean cosmogony.(57) The adherents of the 
Pythagorean schools who regarded numbers as the foremost and most 
essential of all things, and consequently viewed the entire celestiai 



edifice as harmony and number. (Aristotle, Metaphysics I, 5-785b-986a 
3). 

Rabbi Juda Halevi, a Jewish philosopher and Poet born around 
1085 in Castille, was convinced that the shape of the Hebrew letters 
was not accidental and without purpose, and on the basis of the SY 
he developed an entire cosmology of letters (from his best-known 
work, The Kuzari IV 25). 

In the SY (1V 7) we read the following: "Seven letters have a dual 
pronunciation, namely the letters n l l i o m a ~  (Bet, Gimel, Dalet, 
Kaf, Pe, Resh, and Taw), and these letters symbolize the seven 
planets." (Here we should remember that the ancients counted the sun 
and the moon among the planets). On the basis of our foregoing 
remarks, it is reasonable to assume that it was the intention here to 
reproduce secret maxims of ancient astronomy. 

If the seven letters n U i o m a ~  are to symbolize the seven planets, 
one of them must represent the sun. The ancients regarded the sun as 
their "head". Since i (Resh) means "head" in Aramaic, we can 
assign this letter to the sun as its symbol. This view is confirmed by 
Cicero, the Roman writer and politician (106-43 B.C.E.): "The sun has 
its place as the leader and master of the other celestial lights" 
(Somnium Scipionis IV; cf. also Pliny, Hist. Nut. 11, 15). As a solar 
symbol the Re'sh can definitely not receive a Dagesh, i.e., the solar 
dot, and this applies to the literary language of the Pentateuch as well. 

From Ahron ben Moshe ben Asher (first half of the tenth century) 
we know that the population of Tiberias pronounced the Re'sh in the 
everyday vernacular in two ways (probably a lingual and a velar 
R).(58) 

The SY, too, numbers the Resh among the letters with dual 
pronunciation in the manner of the inhabitants of Palestine possibly 
to be able to give full symbolization to the seven planets. If, however, 
the Masoretes did not dot the Resh in a single instance in the 
Pentateuch, this is good evidence that they must still have been 
familiar with the astronomical significance of the TP, or had at least 
an obscure tradition thereof. 

The early astronomers in Egypt and Babylon devoted the greatest 
attention to the stars and their conjunctions as well as to their 
opposition (Arist. OH I1 12 292a).(59) Coniungere means "to connect 



in space", "to join together". We know that in the Tiberian system a 
dot represents the sun. If a conjunction of the sun, i.e., its being 
conjoined with other planets, is to be represented, there is no more 
graphic irnage than the solar dot placed in the planet sign (or letter) 
concerned. Thus we have found the rneaning of the Dagesh: The 
Dagesh symbolizes the conjunction. 

We differentiate conjunctions of stars by their distance and their 
type. As to the type of celestial bodies, the conjunctions are divided 
into conjunctions of planets -with one another and conjunctions of 
planets with fixed stars. The conjunctions arnong the planets were 
given pride of place in antiquity. Since in the geocentric cosrnological 
system the sun was the "head" of the planets, its conjunctions seemed 
rnost irnportant to the ancients. 

Thus it is understandable that the TP  deals only with those 
conjunctions in which the sun is involved, narnely: 

a) "strong" conjunctions arise when the sun Covers the place of one 
of the six planets known in antiquity (Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, 
Mercury and the moon), represented in the TP by the letters nflri3 

Tal  (Begadkefat), with the Dagesh Hasaq (Dagesh forte) in the letters 
symbolizing the conjunction. 

b) "weak" conjunctions arise when the sun passes close by the place 
of one of the other planets, with the Dagesh qal (Dagesh lene) put in 
to symbolize the conjunction. 

It seerns that the TP  disregards the conjunctions of the sun with 
fixed stars and all those conjunctions of the planets in which the sun 
is not involved. The latter fact clearly indicates the solar character of 
the TP. To elucidate the above remarks: In the view of the ancients, 
every conjunction serves to strengthen the energies emanating from 
the stars. Depending on the distance between the heavenly bodies in 
their conjunctions, occultations take place or do not take place. A 
lengthwise conjunction between the sun and the moon, for example, 
need not lead to an occultation (a total eclipse). An eclipse Comes 
about only when the difference in latitude falls below a certain point. 
In a total eclipse the stars in conjunction have an angular distance of 
0 degrees. 

Until now people have tried to explain the written fixation of the 
nonaspirated pronunciation of the labials (Dagesh qal) and the 



gemination of the consonants (Dagesh hasaq) purely phonetically by 
the Same mark, narnely the dot within a letter. 

This phonetic explanation may at first glance seem adequate. It 
does not, however, offer an answer to the next question: Why does 
the Dagesh hasaq at the Same time have the effect of a Dagesh qal 
(hardening), and why is the aspirated pronunciation of the labials 
(ff,ww) not doubled? This fact has until now been ignored by 
scientists, and this is all the more peculiar because the gemination of 
the labials has been regarded as an artificial creation of the scholars of 
Tiberias.(oO) 

On the basis of the foregoing remarks we come to the following 
conclusion: Since the conjunction of the sun with another planet in a 
weak application (Dagesh qal) produces in grammar the hard, 
unaspirated pronunciation of the labials, the Dagesh hasaq, as a 
symbol of the conjunction in a strong application, can only double the 
labials in their hard, unaspirated form as a strengthening and an 
intensification of the weak application. Thus there is no possibility of 
an "ff, ww". 

Hence the purely phonetic view is not supportable. Within the 
framework of our astronomical theory we have found the motivation: 
Conjunctions with a strong or a weak application fall under the 
general rubric "conjunction" and can thus be expressed in grammar 
symbolically by the Same mark, Dagesh, the dot in a letter. 

Genesius/Kautzsch(61) explain the name and the form of the mark 
Dagesh by saying that the name Dagesh was chosen because to the 
Masoretes the verb "dagash" meant "to sharpen". Since this word in 
Syrian means "to pierce (with a sharp iron)", they explain the noun 
Dagesh in accordance with its form as a point (Latin punctum, a 
puncture made with a stylus). The etymological connection of "to 
sharpen" and "to pierce" is easily recognizable. 

The ancient astronomers viewed the conjunction of the sun with 
another Star as a union of the rays of both stars. That this process 
was regarded as a marriage of stars is clearly evidenced by the 
expression "conjunction". The word coniungere"to join together", is 
used in a sexual-astronomical sense, and so is its Hebrew equivalent, 

Wal  "to pierce". Both words denote an astronomical process which 
the monotheistic Hebrew interpreted in a figurative sense but the 



pagan peoples interpreted it literally as the consummation of the 
marriage of two star deities. 

But if the word BAT is employed here in a sexual sense, the 
placing of a dot in the letter is an apt image for symbolizing the union 
that can lead to a doubling, namely the birth of a child. Therefore it is 
proper and in line with this image to place the dot (puncture) in the 
middle of the gerninating letter. 

?rn (strong) underlines the sexual-astronomical meaning of the 
word Dagesh. 

The basic meaning of the verb iirn (hazaq) (62) is "to bind fast", 
"to attach to something". Hasaq is even used in the sense of "to 
conquer", "to overpower" (1' Sam. 17,50; 2 Chron. 8,3)-expressions 
that can be related to a woman. These ideas led to the gemination of 
the consonants being represented in this way in script and grammar. 

What is the meaning of Dagesh gar! Qal means "to be light", "to be 
quick". Hebrew grammarians interpreted the word as meaning 
"dallianceW, "a flirtW.(63) This conjunction is one with weak application 
and thus does not have the Same consequences as a strong one 
(marriage of stars). The image of this only slight application of two 
stars is used in grammar to express through the Dagesh qal the shift 
in pronunciation of the sounds from the more lightly to the more 
strongly aspirated plosives.(64) 

The concepts Dagesh hazaq and Dagesh qal both come under the 
rubric "conjunction" (of the stars), and they express their various 
phases. Hence it makes sense to symbolize them by the Same word in 
grammar as well. 

The two Stages of the conjunction are represented in phonetics 
through doubling and hardening (Dagesh hazaq) and a mere 
hardening sound (Dagesh qal), respectively, of the'dotted consonant. 

5. The Four Cardinal Points and the Gutturals 

We have pointed out that on the basis of its form as well as its name 
the Dagesh expresses the conjunctions of the sun with the other 



planets of the geocentric cosmological System. The Re'sh is employed 
as a symbol for the sun, and it is not given a Dagesh, at least not in 
the literary language, since the sun cannot enter into a conjunction 
with itself. 

This interpretation of the Dagesh and the Re'sh makes it logical to 
view the other four gutturals y1ln;iN (Alef, He, Het, Ayin), which 
also do not receive a Dagesh, as solar symbols as well. There we 
cannot help but notice that the number of the cardinal points of the 
solar orbit ( n1o 1 iin ), the two equinoxes and the solstices, coincides 
with the number of the gutturals. 

In I1 3 we have stated that the concept of the TP  is based on the 
diurnal orbit of the sun at the time of the vernal equinox. In view of 
the close connection between the punctuation marks and the letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet we can assume that the first letter of the 
alphabet, N (Alef), is also used as a symbol of the vernal equinox 
which may be regarded as a cardinal point and the beginning of the 
solar orbit. Alef means "bull", and this is a reference to the vernal 
equinox which took place for the first time under the zodiac sign of 
Taurus. Philo (Über die Einzelgesetze: Der Sabbat, has this to say: 
"The vernal equinox is a representation and an imitation of the 
beginning, when the world was formed ... At that time the sky was 
adorned with the sun, the moon, and the array and orbits of the other 
planets and fixed stars." 

The letter ;i (He) has since early times been a symbol for G'd. In 
the view of the Orientals, including the Chinese, the seat of the 
supreme deity is in the northernmost Part of the sky. At the time of 
the summer solstice the Course of the sun approaches its northernmost 
point, i.e., it is closest to G'd. Thus the TP meaningfully assigns He to 
the summer solstice. 

Y (Ayin) symbolizes the winter solstice in which the nadir (A2) of 
the solar orbit is reached. Ayin means not only "eye" but also "spring" 
or "source".(65) In the ancient Oriental view, brooks and rivers spring 
from such a headwater area (Gen. 2,lO; PS. 18,16; PS 104, 10).(66) 
Correspondingly, we refer to the signs of the zodiac pertaining to 
winter: Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces; the sun passes through these 
in winter, the rainy season of the Orient.(67) 

The letter n (Het) was assigned to the autumnal equinox. nnn 



contains the idea of "to break", "to frightenU-in defective spelling nn , 
"fright", "fearV.(68) If one observes the annual solar orbit around 

the earth, the point at which the sun is farthest from the beginning of 
its orbit at the vernal equinox, corresponds to the autumnal equinox 
Then the sun has to remain in the path of the ecliptic in order to 
complete it and to return to the vernal equinox. 

The ancients believed that every year there was danger of the sun 
leaving its course at point n, 

Thus we read in a fragment of Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher of 
the fourth century B.C.E.:(69) "Helios (the sun god) will not overstep 
his bounds; otherwise the Erinyes (A2), Dike's myrmidons, will find 
him out." The Babylonians harbored similar apprehensions; they 
believed that the sun could break out of its course.(70) The Chinese, 
on the other hand, thought the sun might leave its orbit if the king 
did not copulate with the queen at the proper time.(71) Chinese rulers 
traveled through their empire, following the course of the sun, in 
order to establish a heavenly order on earth that was in keeping with 
the directions of the sky and the seasons.(72) 

In this respect the ancient Hebrews, too, were no different from the 
peoples surrounding them. At the time of the Feast of Tabernacles 
n i 3 i ~  they put on circular processions with prayers of supplication 
that G'd might leave the sun, which like all other Stars obeys His will, 
in its course. Here we clearly See an earthly imitation of the solar 
orbit, and thus there is no mistaking the astral nature of this festival. 

In the Bible the Feast of Tabernacles is called an , the festival 
(2Chron. 7,8), a name that derives from a i n  (hug, "to draw a 
circleW.)(73) While one circuit was made on each of the first six days 
of the festival, seven were made on the seventh day. That day was 
regarded as particularly perilous; in a figurative sense it was assessed 
as a celestial day of judgment which was to judge and decide the 
future fate of human beings and the entire world. Thus Het rightly 
stands as an esoteric symbol of the autumnal equinox. 

The Jews have retained the custom of walking around with the 
Torah scrolls in the synagogue on this festival, though the real reason 
for this custom is no longer known to modern people. 

We have now recognized the occult astronomical values of the four 
gutturals: they are solar letters of the Hebrews and designate the four 



cardinal points of the solar orbit. As solar symbols they cannot 
receive a Dagesh. In their aiphabeticai order they are arranged the 
way the sun passes through them in the Course of a year as cardinal 
points, beginning with the vernal equinox. The ancient grammarians, 
however, named them in this order: ytl;inN (Alef, Het, He, Ayin). 
By this they wanted to express that Alef and Het belong together as 
the delimitation of the light halfof the year, i.e., spring and summer. 

The ancient sages believed that the sun and the moon moved aiong 
the sky in circular fashion around the earth (11, 1 and 11, 3). It seems 
that these notions, too, were reflected in Hebrew grammar. In the 
grammar of Ahron ben Moshe ben Asher the four gutturals and the 
semi-vowels under them are described as ; i n  i T i n  ("walking 
around in a circleT(74) Ben Asher may still have known, on the basis 
of an old tradition, that astronomicai processes were involved here, 
namely the ever-recurring annuai orbit of the sun in which the initial 
points of the four seasons are symbolized by these four gutturals. 

Paragraph 15a also permits of astronomical conclusions. Ben Asher 
places the seven vowels-which he, like the other old grammarians of 
the Middle Ages, calls the seven kings U-3'ln n n r r  - under the 
four gutturals, and in this manner he obtains the number 28, which 
contains four sevenday weeks. Then he adds to the seven vowels the 
two forms of the Shwa and the three Hatefim (serni-vowels; cf. 111, 3), 
thus adding five to seven and obtaining twelve-a result that reflects 
the number of months in a year and also the number of the signs of 
the zodiac. 

Until now, scholars have attempted to explain the nondageshization 
of the gutturais on the basis of linguistic difficulties. This interpretation 
is not appropriate. The special treatment of the gutturals including the 
Re'sh, is due to astronomical notions. Thus we again See that 
astronomical viewpoints have shaped grammar and script, as they did 
among the Greeks. 

We have recognized the four gutturals as solar symbols and 
described them, in a circular drawing, as beginnings of the four 
seasons (Tekufot) in the annuai orbit of the sun. 

Astonishing as this may seem, this still does not exhaust the 
symbolism of the gutturals. We shall See that the letters Alef, He, Het, 
and Ayin convey further secret astronomicai insights of the ancient 
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sages. For this purpose we shall arrange the 22 letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet in our circle in such a way that they form a regular polygon 
with 22 sectors. 

We begin with Alef, and, corresponding to the diurnal orbit of the 
stars from right to left, we continue in such a way that Bet is to the 
left of Alef, and so on.(75) In this way the 22 letters divide the 360 
degrees of the full circle into sectors with an angle of 360 degrees 
divided by 22. Let the dotted line, which forms a right angle with the 
diameter through Alef, serve as our celestial equator. The figure now 
readily indicates that the angle between the celestial equator and the 
diameter formed by H/Ayin encompasses 1 '/2 sectors of the circle- 

Within the framework of our investigation we shall expect this 
angle to have astronomical significance. 

This actually is the case, for the resultant angle coincides 
proportionally with the angle called "obliquity of the ecliptic" (C 

Epsilon).(76) It corresponds to the distance of the tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn from the celestial equator. The angle Epsilon slowly 
decreases in the Course of the millenia-by about f i ty seconds per 
year. Today it amounts to 23' 26'. In 3761 B.C.E., regarded by Jewish 
tradition as the time of the creation of the world, this angle still 
amounted to 24O 11'.(77) Thus the difference in the reproduction of 
the inclination of the ecliptic by means of the alphabet amounts to 22 
minutes. 

Such an error is entirely comprehensible. As we have repeatedly 
pointed out, the lack of accurate optical instruments limited the 
ancients to stating only'approximate values. Even the Greeks erred in 
determining the angle Epsilon. For example, the amount established 
by Ptolemy errs by more than 10 .arc minutes.(78) In general, the 
value of this angle was stated in antiquity as approximately 24O; this 
corresponds to a regular fiteen-sided polygon. Thus the Hebrews 
named an approximate value for which they were able to establish 
with the aid of the values of their alphabet. 

Some readers may justifiably doubt that in very early times people 



were able to observe such a slight decrease in the angle E .  It may, of 
Course, be the case that people were able to make such a calculation 
only at a much later date-perhaps at the time of Hipparchus (second 
century B.C.E.)-and to integrate it meaningfully into the TP. At any 
rate, it is admirable that the ancient Hebrew scholars managed to 
express in esoteric fashion and through parts of the alphabet the 
obliquity of the ecliptic and the values of the signs of the zodiac with 
an approximation customary at the time. 

On the succeeding pages about the Mappiq and the lunar symbols 
the foregoing remarks will be codirmed and expanded. 

6. The Mappiq 

It is customary to designate as Mappiq a dot which occasionally 
appears in the letter ;i (He) at the end of a word. In the traditional 
view, this mark is intended to indicate the consonantal pronunciation 
of He and differentiate it from the type that serves as a vowel letter. 
The latter is called the He of direction, e.g. ~ X I N  (her land),but n x i x  
(upcountry).(79) This phonetic explanation undoubtedly is correct, 
but in the framework of the TP it cannot be exhaustive. 

We have said that in the TP  a dot generally was a solar symbol and 
He a solar letter; consequently, He cannot tolerate a solar dot inside 
it. If our view is not to be invalidated by contradiction, we shall have 
to be able to give satisfactory answers to the following questions: 

1) 1s there a special reason why He, the symbol of the summer 
solstice, nevertheless does receive the solar dot on occasion-and, 
strangely enough, only at the end of a word? 

2) Why is the Same symbol used to indicate the consonantal 
pronunciation of He and to characterize the hard or intensified 
pronunciation (Dagesh qal) as well as the geminating pronunciation 
(Dagesh hazaq). 

The summer solstice in the constellation of Leo, which the ancients 
regarded as the house of the sun, corresponded to the vernal equinox 
under the sign of Taurus. There the sun, having arrived at the zenith 
of its annual orbit, developed its greatest strength,(80) and the 
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triumphant lion, the symbol of summer, killed and destroyed the bull, 
the image of spring. Thus the fight of the lion with the bull originally 
had astronomical significance and symbolized a calendrical event, 
namely the summer solstice.(81) The bull and the lion were motifs of 
artistic activity even in the earliest period of antiquity, and this is 
indicated by their Sumerian names.(82) On seals and reliefs they were 
depicted together with stars - an indication of their astronomical 
significance. 

In the Orient, life in nature unfolds in the rising half of the sun's 
orbit, which begins with the winter solstice and ends with the summer 
solstice. On the day of the summer solstice the sun not only develops 
its greatest strength but also is visible above the earth's surface for the 
longest period of time. This is why the ancient astronomers attributed 
a very special significance to that day. From this time on the days 
grow shorter again. 

That the Mappiq appears only at the end of a word can probably 
be understood in this context. Apparently the Mappiq, here a solar 
symbol, in Hebrew cryptographs was intended to emphasize the end 
of the rising course of the sun. 

The fact that the creators of the TP  chose the Same mark, the dot 
(Dagesh) in the letter He-namely the conjunction of the sun with 
other heavenly bodies-to designate the strongest radiation of the sun 
and at the Same time the longest day, can only be explained by the 
powerful effect of the sun. We know that next to their opposition, 
conjunction is the strongest aspect (the relative position of heavenly 
bodies) that stars can have to one another. Likewise, on the longest 
day the sun has the strongest position in its orbit around the earth. 

In our discussion of the Dagesh we have Seen that it depicts the 
"tender" togetherness of the sun and other planets; as Dagesh hasaq it 
represents the most intimate union (occultation). In human life the 
goal of such a union is procreation and the augmentation of the 
human race. Since from a woman's point of view any augrnentation 
constitutes a doubling, the Dagesh hasaq is used to indicate the 
gemination of the letters. This "inteniified" expression is then used 
figuratively to designate the concept "greatest development of energy". 

But we are dealing here with only a similarity and not an identity of 
astronomical phenomena. Thus an identity of names as well would 



not be justified. 
It remains to be investigated whether the name Mappiq confirms 

our astral view of the mark. p i g n  (Mappiq) is derived from the 
Aramaic stem 1 (nafaq) and explained as "producerW,(83) 
because the dot is supposed to occasion or produce the consonantal 
pronunciation of the He. Here, too, the phonetic explanation is 
correct, but it cannot do justice to our view of the astronomical- 
calendrical significance of the TP. Levy(84) gives as an example the 
Aramaic noun N?DI (nafka) which he translates as "hervorra- 
gendes Gesims" (protruding ledge) and with "etwas, das hervorgeht, 
besonders Exkremente" (something that emerges, particularly excre- 
ment). But a ledge is not the only thing that protrudes; so does the 
body of a pregnant woman from which the fruit, the child, 
emerges.(85) Accordingly, the word i r ien indicates pregnancy and 
birth. 

Proceeding from this, Mappiq is used in a figurative sense: With the 
day of the summer solstice begins the summer, the time of ripening 
which brings forth the fruit so that people rnight have a harvest. In 
the TP the word Mappiq is used in this sense as well-as "to allow to 
come forth", "to produce". At the sarne time the monotheistic Hebrews 
used the Mappiq in combination with the He to express the idea that 
it is G'd who bestows fruitfulness. 

With such observations the Mappiq is meaningfully integrated into 
all the other Tiberian marks investigated thus far which are intended 
to express astronomic processes in esoteric form and then transfer 
these to phonetics, grammar, and script. 



I11 Lunar Symbols In 
The Tiberian Punctuation 

1. The Sernivowels as Lunar Symbols. 

Until now no grarnmarian has been able to explain satisfactorily why 
in the T P  the Same sound (T) is used for two such phonetically 
dissimilar phenomena as "a murmuring sound" and "total vowel- 
lessness" (Shwa-na' = Shwa mobile and Shwa-nah = Shwa quiescens). 
Evidently we have here a phenomenon similar to that of the Dagesh 
(Dagesh qal and Dagesh hasaq)-namely, the linguistic reproduction 
of a two-part astronornical generic term. 

Our discussion will show that "Shwa" is supposed to symbolize the 
new moon in its two manifestations-the one that can be calculated 
only astronomically and cannot be observed in its conjunction with 
the sun, and the other that can be observed in the flashing of the 
narrow new crescent. This observable new moon appears one or two 
days after the "astronornical" new moon (PS. 104'19; Sura 10,5). 

Next to the solar orbit, the orbit of the moon is of great importance 
for human life. This is true particularly of early antiquity. At the 
beginning of Genesis we r e d :  "And G'd said: 'Let there be lights in 
the firmament to separate day from night. And let them be for signs, 
for seasons, for days and years'" (Ge. 1,14; Jer. 31,35; PS. 19,2ff, 
74,16; 104,19; Koran, Sura 10,5). Hence a good calendrical System 
usually also took cognizance of the Course of the moon in some form. 
Later the lunar year, which is about 10 '/2 days shorter than the solar 
year, was adjusted to the solar year by intercalating a month from 
time to time (see 55ff forthe nineteen-year intercalation of the calendar 
of Metho). Thus, among the Babylonians and the Hebrews the 



"year" became a bound lunar year (Rosh Hashanah 7a).(l) 
In preceding paragraphs we have Seen the symbolic presentation of 

the daily and yearly orbit of the sun by means of the TP  together with 
letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The Course of the moon is also 
symbolized by marks of the TP-namely, the semivowels. In the lunar 
orbit the new moon plays a special role (see next page; Synh. 42a). 
Hence we expect this to be given particular expression in the TP. 

The ancients, and accordingly also the TP, conceived of the earth as 
the center of the universe. According to this conception of the world, 
the sun, which the TP  symbolizes by means of a dot, revolves around 
the earth. If in the placing of the semivowels a second dot appears 
next to the solar dot, it is tempting to assume that this is to symbolize 
another heavenly body which also moves around the earth and has 
something to do with the sun. This is primarily true of the moon. 

Hebrew script has four semivowels. These consist of the Shwa, 
which is represented by only the two vertical dots, and the group of 
the three Hatefim in which the Shwa is combined with one of the 
solar Symbols already known to us (Patah, Segol, and Qamets) to 
form the Hatef-Patah, Hatef-Segol, and Hatef-Qamets. The Same 
grouping (1:3) becomes apparent when we observe the orbit of the 
moon. Beside the new moon we have the three visible phases of the 
waxing moon, the full moon, and the waning moon. 

Hindu thought is in keeping with our view. In Kundalini Yoga(2), 
the lowest of the seven lotus flowers has four leaves. It is supposed to 
designate the moon and is symbolized by four Sanskrit letters-one 
semivowel and three sibilants. This division of letters corresponds 
exactly tothefour phases of the moon, of which one is invisible and 
three are visible. 

1s this agreement with our view of the representation of the lunar 
phases in the TP  really only coincidental? This question must be 
raised because the Sanskrit script, Brahmi, originated only around the 
eighth or the sixth century B.C.E.,(3) and in the view of many 
scholars under the influence of a Western Semitic alphabet. The 
similarity of many letters as well as the originaliy left-to right character 
of Brahmi support this view. Our opinion that the TP  is considerably 
older than has hitherto been assumed is likely to give fresh impulses 
to research on the origin of the Brahmi script. 





another" is the astronomical-arcane symbol for the monthly "nuptialsn 
(conjunction) of the sun and the moon-namely, the new moon. As 
we have seen in the case of the full vowels, the form and the name of 
the word Shwa are in full agreement. 

Now the astronomical interpretation of the words Shwa-nah (Shwa 
quiescent) and Shwa-na3,(Shwa mobile) poses no more nJ 

(nah) is derived from the verb ni J "to restn.(l 1) In the conjunction- 
the wedding night of the stars-the celestial bodies rest next to each 
other. Accordingly, Shwa-nah symbolizes the occultation in which 
darkness reigns (the astronomical new moon). Y J  ( n 9  is derived from 
the word Y i J (nua'), "to moven.(12) Thus Shwa-na' Y J designates that 
what is or was on the same plane has moved. As soon as the moon 
moves a bit out of its occultation, the new crescent of the moon 
flashes. Thus Shwa-na' is the code for the appearance of the new 
moon.(l3) 

The astronomical notions symbolized by the Shwa-nah and the 
Shwa-na' share the heading "new moon" which is diiided into 
conjunction and flashing of the new moon. Thus they can be expressed 
by the same mark. The appearance of the new crescent has always 
been an important event, because according to the Scriptures the new 
light marks the beginning of the celebration of the "New Moonn.(14) 
(Cf. 1 Sam. 20,18, and 24; 1s. 1,13; Amos 8,5; Talm. Synhedrin I 42a). 

These astronomical ideas were now transferred to the script and the 
grammar. Just as the full vowels reproduce the movement of the sun 
on the day of the vernal equinox in pictures and sounds, the con- 
junction of the stars-the sun and the moon-, their rest disturbed by 
"nothing", is designated by the absence of any sound (the vowels), by 
means of the Shwa-nah. Accordingly, the Shwa-na', conceived of as a 
movement away from'the bridal bed, symbolizes the short, fleeting, 
murmured sound that is pronounced together with a consonant. 

We believe that with the aid of our astronomical argument we have 
now found a meaningful explanation of why the same mark was used 
for such dissimilar sonic notions as complete silence and a murmured 
sound. 



3. The Hatefim 

The Hatefim, the symbols of the three visible phases of the moon, are 
each composed of the Shwa and one full vowel, a solar sign. We 
remember that the Shwa consists of two dots, the codes for the sun 
and the moon. While in the previous section the combination of the 
two dots was presented as the conjunction of the sun and the moon, 
we shall now demonstrate that the T P  also includes in its symbolism 
the various phases of the moon that arise from its position toward the 
sun. 

If we investigate whether the name qun (Hatef) gives us a clue, we 
learn that the word means "to take away", "to fail".(lS) The moon is 
visible only to the degree to which it "takes away" or "fails" the sun's 
light (cf. 2, note 1). Thus the name Hatef can certainly be used in an 
occult science as a symbol for the visible phases of the moon. 

From I11 1 we already know that there are three Hatefim: Hatef- 
Patah (Shwa and Patah), Hatef-Segol (Shwa and Segol), and Hatef- 
Qamits (Shwa and Qameis). To recognize which of the ~ a t e f i m  
belongs to which phase of the moon, one must have recourse to the 
full vowels. As we know, Patah is to symbolize the horizontal plane 
stretched Open before the sun, ihe Segol the midnight position of the 
sun, and the Qarnets the depth of the earth as a third dimension. 

Proceeding from this, we arrive at the following symbolic ideas: 
Since Segol represents the midnight position of the sun, i.e., a position 
in which it is invisible and far below the horizon, the Hatef-Segol 
probably symbolizes the culmination of the moon, namely the full 
moon. As the ruler of the night the moon here appears in its greatest 
strength and luminosity, and at the Same time the sun has amved at 
the deepest point of its orbit. 

The verb 'rau (Sagal) means, according to Levy(l6), "to curl", "to 
round". Beginning with the narrow crescent, the moon "rounds" until 
it becomes full. This happens independently of the point at which the 
moon appears, visible to us in the sky. The name Hatef-Segol again 
confirms our theory. 

The symbols for Hatef-Patah and Hatef-Qamets also have that 
horizontal line on top which is to represent our horizon. While in the 
Hatef-Pat* this line at the same time points to the earth surface lying 



before the observer, in the IJatef-Qamets the symbolic idea is 
expanded by an indication of the depthdimension (C in Figure I) .  
The phases of the moon must correspond to this, i.e., the moon must 
appear close to the horizon and the sun must be far below it, so that 
it does not outshine the moon. 

Such positions are achieved only when the lunar crescent is either 
waxing or waning. We must decide in which way the two phises are 
to be assigned to the two symbols. Our decision becomes mandatory 
as soon as we consider the meaning of the stem yn? (Qamets): "to 
press together". The moon is pressed together when it is on the Wane. 
The stem nnp (Pata) ,  however, which means intransitively "to be 
open", undoubtedly indicates the phase in which the moon becomes 
"open" to view. Hence the names, too, unambiguously correspond to 
the phases. 

But the Hatefim symbolize not only the monthly orbit of the moon 
and its ph&es; we must also consider the position of the Shwa toward 
the vowel mark. Therefore we must ask ourselves why a symbol 
intended to indicate the moon in its position toward the sun is always 
placed to the right of the vowel mark. 

We already know that the creators of the system of the TP  equated 
"right" with the east. Thus the following explanation suggests itself: 
Like all other stars, the moon participates in the daily movement, and 
it rises in the east even when, outshone by the sun, it does not become 
visible to us until the course of the night in the Center of the sky or on 
the Western horizon. To capture this important fact for the initiates, 
the TP  always puts the Shwa mark on the right. Thus the semivowels 
in the TP  serve not only for the convincing representation of the 
monthly course of the moon but also for that of its daily movement. 

We remember that the TP  assigns the full vowels to the diurnal 
course of the sun, while the letters of the alphabet Alef, Het, He, and 
Ayin are used as codes for its annual orbit- as we have Seen, in the 
month of Nisan at the time of the vernal equinox, when the world 
was created. Since the TP  wants to symbolize a uniform system, the 
orbit of the moon represented by the semiwowels probably symbolizes 
this orbit in a definite month- and we expect this to be also in the 
month of Nisan at the time of the then vernal equinox. 



4. The Solar Letters and the Intercalation of a Month 

The marks of the semivowels occur primarily among the gutturais. As 
Geseniusl Kautzsch put it,( 1 7) the latter "love" the semivowels, and we 
can understand why. The gutturals are symbols of the orbit of the 
sun, the semivowels are symbols of the orbit of the moon. In the 
geocentric universe both eternally orbit the earth, which is conceived 
of as being at the Center of the universe. In ancient times they were 
regarded as siblings, so to speak, as the two "Great Movements". The 
T P  expressed this close relationship between the sun and the moon 
through the accumulated connection of semivowels and gutturais. 

The predilection of Alef for the Hatef-Segol is particularly striking 
here. Thus, with certain exceptions all verbs beginning with the 
guttural Alef form in the Qal (first conjugation) their future with 
Segol under the prefix and Hatef-Segol under the Alef of the stem. 

The special position of ihe letter Alef becomes even clearer in the 
formation of the first Person singular of Qal with other gutturals in 
the future. Even though the Alef here is only a prefix, and though the 
stem is a different guttural, its presence still causes the punctuation to 
follow the formula Segol under the prefix and Hatef-Segol under the 
guttural", while the other forms of the future receive a Patah under 
the prefix and a Hatef-Patah under the guttural. Here are some 

examples: - - ' ?FD . - .  .. .. yni<?? .. . r DWQ to be streng 

--. in$m . - o'5;l- > tobest 
- - -  ??!B a>$? o>l7~ to dream 
--. ' 3 T Y n  . . _ _  1 3 ~ 3  -. - 3 ' 1 9 ~  to leave ... .. 

Thus the special of ~ l e f  is cl&rly evident. (We don't ignore 
also that the letter [n] (Het) shows certain affinity to Hatef-Segol, e.g. 

pn? 7 7 x 3  to be streng . .  . .. . . . 
but still are not able to explain which verbs with first radical n 

take Hatef-Segol and which not. Nonetheless, this affinity will be 
explaihed later, too). Considering the astronomical-esoteric character 
of the TP, we must conclude that the striking affinity between the 
Hatef-Segol and the Alef is intentional. In I1 5 we learaed that the 
first letter of the alphabet Alef is supposed to symbolize the 



astronomical beginning of the solar orbit at the time of the vernal 
equinox at the time of creation. Therefore we ask whether the full 
moon (Hatef-Segol) of the month of Nisan, had a special signdicance 
among the Hebrews. 

According to the Mosaic Law it was expressly ordained that the 
vernal month of Nisan, the month in which the barley ripened, was to 
be the first of the months (Ex. 12,2; Lev. 23,5; Num. 28,26; Deut. 
16,l; Rosh Hashanah 7a). Thus the lunar year had to be made to 
conform to the solar year by means of the proper intercalation.(l8) 

From the abovementioned arrangement we can see that inter- 
caiations of a month were made even among the ancient Hebrews. As 
Langdon reports,(l9) the ancient Sumerians had a lunar caiendar as 
early as the third millenium B.C.E., and when necessary they inter- 
calated a month "to keep the season of harvest in its placen.(20) This 
calendar spread beyond the borders of Mesopotamia and was also 
taken over in principle by the Hebrews, primarily for the keeping of 
their festivals, though it was modified in accordance with their 
purposes. 

Only from a later period do we have a pertinent "written" 
instruction by Rabbi Huna bar Abin addressed to Raba in Babylon 
(fourth century; Synhedrin 13a; Rosh Hashanah 21a:(21) "As soon as 
you notice that the winter period extents to the 16th of Nisan, you 
can unhesitatingly turn the year into an intercaiary year." Since the 
Israelitic months begin with the flashing of the new moon, the moon 
must become full by the fifteenth day of the month of Nisan. If it now 
turned out that the barley could not be harvested until the full moon 
of Nisan, a month was intercalated which, like the last month of the 
year, was given the name Adar.(22) 

We can now answer the question as to the possible significance in 
the Israelite caiendar of the full moon (IJatef-Segol) of the first month 
of Nisan, which begins with Alef. The ripening of the barley by the 
full moon (Hatef-Segol) of the month of Nisan (Alef) was the signal 
for declaring, or not declaring, the year in question an intercalary 
year. The seeming grammatical irregularity-namely, the striking 
affinity of Hatef-Segol with Alef-is a pictorial representation of the 
rule ar to when a month is to be intercalated to equalize the lunar and 
the solar year. 



In a later period the time of the barley harvest as the beginning of 
the new year was replaced by the astronomical date of the vernal 
equinox. Modem scholars believe that the ancients were not yet able 
to determine the equinoxes accurately, and this view seems to be 
justified. But there is an indication which leads us to suppose that the 
sages knew about the vernal equinox as early as in the "barleyn time. 

In this case we should have the rule that a year was to be turned 
into an intercalary year, if its Passover, i.e thel5thof Nisan had been 
before the vernal equinox if the intercalation had not been realized. 
Let us call this the First Intercalation Rule, expressed by Tj (Alef- 
Haief-segol). 

The modern calendar shows, however, that this rule is far from 
being satisfactory. For there are numerous years whose Passover 
would be after the vernal equinox even if the intercalation of a month 
had not been realized. In these cases, there must be another reason for 
the intercalation. 

Again, the Hebrew grammar gives the solution: We already 
mentioned that n (Het) shows also acertain affinity to Hatef-segol. 
As we pointed out earlier, n is the autumn equinox, ~atef-segol the 
full moon. Thus, the affinity of Het for Hatef-segol can only mean a 
relationship between the autumniequinoi and the 15th of Tishri. 

Now, the fifteenth of Tishri is the beginning of the last harvest 
festival Sukkot which is essentially an autumnal festivai. (See below 
our exposition on Kaf- Shwa-nah). This is the very reason for the 
observed affinity: if the major Part of Sukkot still were in the summer 
period without the intercalation of a month in the preceding year, this 
month has to be intercalated even in the case that Passover does not 
force an intercalation. Let us call this the Second Intercalation 
Rule. It is symbolized by (Het- Hatef- segol). 

The first and second intercalation rules together establish the 
connection of the lunar and solar years in the Jewish calendar. 

Now, the first rule is quite rigid: if the vemal equinox were later 
than the 15th of Nisan, a month is intercalated. This is the reason why 
almost all the verbs of the group ~ ~ ' 9  form their simple future with 
K . The second rule is more "flexiblen: it is not the beginning of 

~üldrot alone but it's beginning :T! and end together which determine if 
the major Part of this festival !ies the au turk  period or not. If it is not, the 



(preceding) year has to become an intercaiary one. This is expressed in the 
grammar by the fact, that Part of the verbs with afirst radical n 
prefer Hatef-segol and part Hatef-patah. 

The iwo Intercalation &les again show the magnificent oppor- 
tunities of the ancient Hebrew Priests to express in script and 
grammar, and in esoteric fashion, their astronomicai ideas- here the 
intercalation of a month. 

5. Solar and Lunar Letters in Arabic Grammar 

We have pointed out that the four gutturals of the Hebrew alphabet 
symbolize solar and the semivowels lunar signs. Our theory is 
supported, though only indirectly, by a peculiar phenomenon of 
Arabic grammar. The twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet are 
divided into two groups of fourteen marks each, the so-called solar 
and lunar letters. 

Solar letters are defined as those before which the "1" of the definite 
article "al" is assimilated and which thus receive a geminating 
"Tashdid" ( Arabic for Dagesh; tashdid means "strengthening").(23) 
Correspondingly, the letters before which the article remains un- 
changed are called lunar letters. Before these letters, the "1" of the 
article receives the sign"SukunW (Arabic for Shwa nah; suk6n means 
"quietude"). We have, e.g., ash - shams F the sun, al - qamar = the 
moon. This peculiar designation was accepted by all scholarly writers 
without any attempt to find an explanation for it.(24) This is all the 
more surprising because there are word pairs which with the same 
grammatical premise express a contrast with considerably greater 
intensity, e.g., 

an-nar - al-ma' fire - water 
as-sama - al- djahannam heaven - hell 

(In each case the word beginning with a solar letter is on the left). 
The fact that Arabic tradition chose precisely the terms solar and 



lunar letters as well as the partial assimilation of the definite 
article(25) which is characterized by a geminating Tashdid (Dagesh) 
do not seem coincidental to us. We know that Arabic script originated 
under the influence of Hebrew-Aramaic script.(26) Thus it is logical to 
assume that a certain terminology of Arabic grammar is also based on 
cosmological ideas of the Hebrews. Presumably the Arabic gram- 
marians were still dimly aware that in Hebrew grammar there were 
solar and lunar letters and that a dot was a solar symbol. Hence they 
called those letters that received a Tashdid (Dagesh) "solar letters". 
Similarly, they spoke of "lunar letters" because they dimly remem- 
bered that in Hebrew script those consonants which receive no Dagesh 
(Tashdid) tend to coincide with the semivowels (i.e., the lunar signs). 

It may be objected that the realities of Arabic greatly diverged from 
those of Hebrew. Precisely those five consonants which receive no 
Dagesh in Hebrew are among the lunar letters with a Tashdid in 
Arabic with the exception of the Ra (Re'sh) which belongs to the solar 
letters. In the Arabic language there are fourteen solar letters, while 
the article is not assimilated in front of the other fourteen. 

Justified though these objections may be, they cannot hold up 
against the background of linguistic history. We do not know to what 
extent the Arabs were acquainted with the cosmic-astronomic secrets 
of the TP. The division of the letters of the Arabic alphabet into solar 
and lunar letters apparently was made at a time when the two Semitic 
sister languages had already developed in different directions. On the 
other hand, one cannot dismiss the supposition that the divergent 
realities were intended to manifest a religious contrast. We have set 
this forth in similar cases (cf. I 3). 

The remarks of Sah1 ibn Harun, called the Master of the House of 
Wisdom, furnish evidence that ideas similar to the TP  may be found 
among the Arabs down to a later period:(27) "The number of Arabic 
letters is twenty-eight, like the number of the stations of the moon. 
The greatest number of them which a word with its extra letters can 
contain is seven, corresponding to the seven heavenly bodies ... The 
letters which are elided with the lam(28) of the article are fourteen, 
like the hidden stations of the moon under the earth, while the 
fourteen manifest letters which do not elide are like the visible stations 
remaining. " 



On the basis of examples which could be multiplied, we have 
demonstrated that among the Arabs-and, as we know, among the 
Greeks as well-astronomical notions were connected with script and 
grammar. Thus the astronomical nature of the TP is by no means as 
isolated a phenomenon as the reader may originaiiy have believed. 



IV Constellations, Signs of the Zodiac, 
and the Creation of the Universe in the 

Tiberian Punctuation 
1. The Significance of N (Alef) = Taurus and 

3 (Kaf)=Libra 

If we wish to concern ourselves with constellations or with the signs of 
the zodiac, we must proceed from the fact that the zodiac stems from 
the endeavor to present the natural processes of the solar year in the 
sky symbolically and to classify them. While the constellations are 
configurations of greatly varying dimensions, the signs of the zodiac- 
a later invention of the astronomers-represent Segments of equai 
length along the ecliptic.(l) Today an exact calculation of the vernal 
equinox, the intersecting point of the celestial equator and the ecliptic, 
can be made retrospectively upon its entrance into the sign of Taurus. 
On the other hand, the fixing of certain dates in ancient times, as for 
example of the beginning of the year, aiways leaves a certain amount 
of latitude. 

The early Babylonians were "observing" astronomers rather than 
real theoreticians in the sense of the later Alexandrians like 
Hipparchus (second century B.C.E.).(2) The records of their observa- 
tions which they kept over many centuries were, however, an 
inestimable foundation for the later astronomers, who made scientific 
calculations. Thus Anstotle (OH 12, 291 b 24 - 292 a 14) reports that 
the Egyptians and the Babylonians studied these things for many years 
and that they possessed numerous reliable reports about the Stars. 



Among the Sumerians, the inhabitants of Mesopotamia before the 
penetration of the Semitic peoples, the starry sky was already the 
object of diligent study. Lists of stars and constellations, the oldest 
astronomical documents from the second millenium B.C.E. in 
cuneiform, prove that a basic knowledge, the differentiation between 
planets and fixed stars, was the common property of the "cog- 
noscenti" at that time.(3) By using archaeological materials Hartner(4) 
Comes to the Same conclusion, since almost all the names of stars are 
of Sumerian origin. 

The combining of prominent groups of stars into constellations also 
dates from the early period of astronomy. Particular attention was 
devoted to the signs of the zodiac which the sun seems to pass 
through in the Course of its annual orbit. It was observed that during 
the year stars or constellations were subject to a periodic change 
before sunrise o.r sunset.(5) These are the heliacal risings of the stars 
(A2) onthe eastern horizon; it is similar with the settings in the west. 
The ancients used these to regulate time. The Venus tablets of the 
Amorite king Ammizaduga (ca. 1560 B.C.E.)(6) are the first known 
attempts at a systematic recording of such observations. 

In concerning ourselves with the Babylonians' attempts to make 
astronomical observations, we must keep in mind that they regarded 
the stars as deities and venerated them as such.(7) In I 1 we pointed 
out that at the time of the Hebrews immigration Canaan was under 
the cultural influence of Babylon. Hence it was inevitable that the 
Babylonians' religious ideas were also transmitted to the Hebrews. 
Thus the people began to believe in the divinity of the stars and 
worshipped them on the heights of the land (Deut. 4,19; 17,3). The 
sages of Israel, however, refashioned these notions about the sky and 
its stars in accordance with monotheistic religion. They prohibited the 
Star cult, and the stars became "G'd's host" (8) ( ni Nlr 781 L ~ N  ) the 
army of the One and Alrnighty. 

The above remarks make it clear why N and 3 must be described 
here. Alef means "bu11m,(9) an animal that played a great role in 
antiquity and was associated with the gods. Among the Egyptians the 
sun god was the "bull of bulls"(l0) and was called the chief of all 
gods.(l 1) The Egyptian goddess Hathor wore on her head a solar disk 
between two bull's horns, like the rnistress of Byblos.(l2) People's 



imagination had placed the bull in the sky since Sumerian times- 
namely, the zodiac sign of Taurus.(l3) 

Among the Hebrews, the bull was also accorded great importance. 
It was used particularly often as a sacrificial animal (Ex. 29,lOf; Lev. 
4,4ff and 8,14ff; Num. 7,15). A bull's horn was-pars pro toto-a 
symbol of strength and power. The four Corners of the altar in the 
Tabernacle were shaped like horns (Ex. 29,12; Lev. 16.18). In 
Solomon's temple the vessel reserved for the ritual ablutions of the 
priests, the "metal sea", stood on top of twelve metal bulls (I kings 
7,25). This was probably intended to indicate a connection with the 
twelve tribes of Israel and the twelve signs of the zodiac, coupled with 
the symbol of strength. The bases of brass inside the Temple (King 
7,270 were decorated with depictions of bulls and lions-an indication 
of the great extent to which artistic expression was adapted to the 
notions of the environment (cf. I1 6, the lion and the bull as artistic 
motifs).(l4) 

While Moses was on Mount Sinai in order to receive the Decalogue 
(Al) from G'd, his brother Aaron, the High Priest, had a golden calf 
(a young bull) made at the urging of the people who believed Moses 
had forsaken them, and the people wanted to worship it as their god 
(Ex. 32). 

After the partition of Solomon's kingdom, King Jeroboam of Israel 
(930 to 908 B.C.E.) had bull icons placed for worshipping in the 
temples of Dan and Bethel in order to manifest in this way the finality 
of the division of the land (1 Kin. 12,28). This political action was 
bound up with complete apostasy from G'd. The Bible tells us about 
similar behavior on the Part of King Jehu (842 to 814 B.C.E.; 2 Kin. 
10,29). 

The beginning of the year was festively celebrated by all ancient 
peoples, no matter what season they placed it in. It is worth noting 
that the Egyptian hieroglyph "New Year's Day" has the solar 
sign between the bull's horn.(l5) The Babylonians still celebrated their 
New Year festival in archaic fashion with the bull symbol when the 
vernal equinox had long been under the sign of Aries-an indication 
of the great extent to which they clung to tradition in respect Co 
religion. At the New Year festivities that took place in spring they 
sacrificed a white bu11.(16) This was accompanied by the singing of a 



hymn that began with these words: "Divine bull, shining lightU.(l7) 
This referred to the heavenly bull that had at one time risen heliacally 
at the beginning of the year. 

Like Alef (bull/Taurus), Kaf (scales/Libra) also conveys an astral 
image. Kaf means "hollow hand" or "scale* (18).There is a widespread 
belief that we have here an age-old symbol of the equinox.(l9) A 
Babylonian tablet calls the quality of day and night "sitkulu", i.e., "to 
rock", "to be in balance". The constellation of the Babylonian god 
Ninib (zibanitu), whose symbol is the scale, is also called the star of 
judgment and justice.(20) The ancients believed that the souls of 
human beings were judged in the lunar month of the scaies and that 
the fates of individuals and of the whole world were decided at that 
time. We find the Same idea even today in the prayerbooks of the 
Jews. On the solemn High Holydays, Rosh Hashanah and Yom 
Kippur, G'd sits in judgement over His people and human beings beg 
forgiveness for their sins. On those days Jews wish one another 7nn 

. ; i ~ i u  ;in (a good signature), by which is meant the "entry in the 
Book of Life" nmnD 7901- (Cf. also 1s. 4,3; PS. 69,29). 

Langdon surmises that Libra received its name later than the 
other signs of the zodiac, and this opinion is shared by most scholars. 
In Ptolemy this constellation is still called the "claws of the 
scorpionU.(2 1) 

According to Genesius, 'rai 73 (kaf) is something "crooked", the 
claw of animals; thus 'rai 73 also is the "sole of the foot". The 
verb 793 (kafaf) means "to bend", "to be bent". In occult science, 
"crooked" may weli refer to the claws of a scorpion. 

We have identified Alef as cardinal point and beginning of the solar 
orbit and hence as a symbol of the vernal equinox. At the Same time 
the name Alef refers to the sign of Taurus; from this it follows that 
Alef represents a vernal equinox that took place when the sun was 
under the sign of Taurus. N is the first letter of the alphabet, 
whereas 3 is the last letter of the first half of the alphabet; it also 
delimits the light half of the solar year. As the demarcation point of 
the light half of the year, 3 obliges us to assume for the symbol 
N not just any vernai equinox in the age of Taurus but "the one" 

that occurred when the sun entered the sign of Taurus for the Jirst 
time. (22) 



The intent of the T P  to refer to this important process is made 
particularly clear by the appearance of the final Kaf. It not only has a 
different written form but another peculiarity as well. The final Kaf is 
the only one of the five final letters (cf. V11 1) which must always 
receive a Shwa nah. 

Up to now, modern grammarians have been unable to give a 
satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon. Thus the grammar by 
Geseniusl Kautzsch(23) says that this peculiar punctuation of the final 
Kaf is necessary to distinguish it from the final Nun. This explanation 
is not very convincing. Following this reasoning the punctuators 
would have had to distinguish other similar pairs of letters by means 
of some marks-e.g. i and T , T and 1. 

Within this framework an astronomical interpretation again sug- 
gests itself. The Shwa, which we have recognized as a symbol of the 
new moon (I11 2), is in combination with Kaf that new moon which 
delimits the sign of Libra. Since the final Kaf, alone among all the 
final letters, is distinguished by this special written form, it must be 
assumed that this particular new moon had a very special significance. 

We have already pointed out that the Hebrews always had a 
"bound" lunar year in order to obserne the commandment of the 
Torah (Ex. 12,2; Lev. 23, 5ff; Num. 28,16; Deut. 16,l; Rosh 
Hashanah 7a) which fixes the spring month of Nisan as the first 
month. 

The festivals of Israel have traditionally been interpreted as rural 
harvest festivals and/or religious celebrations. It has often been 
overlooked, however, that their chronological sequence has been 
coordinated with astronomical-calendrical dates.(24) The Psalmist (PS. 
104; Koran, Sura 10,5) has this to say: "He made the moon to mark 
the (festive) seasons." Passover (the festival of first fruits) and Sukkot 
(the festival of the final harnest) are celebrated for one phase of the 
moon. But these festivals also relate to the solar year, for they follow 
the spring and autumn equinoxes, respectively. Thus we may call them 
"lunisolar festivals". 

Indeed, we saw above in which way the character of Passover as a 
spring festival rules the correspondence of the lunar and solar years, 
eventually forcing to intercalate a 13th month (first intercalation rule 
5 ) .  In the Same way we found a second intercalation rule (E) . . 



which is necessary to guarantee the autumnal character of the Feast of 
Booths (25): the foregoing tequfah had to be finished before the be- 
ginning of this festival.(26) But, as long as the vernal equinox was 
under the sign of Taurus, this foregoing tequfah came to its end under 
the sign of Libra, that is: the Shwa nab (end of lunar month) in the 
final form of Kaf shows the intimate relation between the end of the 
summer penod and the end of that month, which leads to the great 
festival month of Tishri. 

The month of Tishn is of the greatest significance for the Mosaic 
religion as well as the calendar of the Hebrews. The religious year of 
the Jews begins with it.(27) At the beginning of Tishri the religious 
New Year is celebrated, and ten days later the Day of Atonement 
(Yom hakippurim), a sacred fast day. After another five days the 
Feast of Booths (Sukkot) begins; alongside Passover and Shavuot this 
is one of the festivals of pilgrimage on which the ancient Hebrews 
used to go to the Temple in Jerusalem to bring G'd their thanks- 
offerings for the harvest. 

Like all Jewish months, Tishri begins with the flashing of the New- 
Moon crescent which is preceded by the conjunction with the sun and 
the invisibility of the moon (I11 2) for at least one day. Thus the Shwa 
nah in the final Kaf is intended to preserve the following: The dark 
moon, which occurs under Libra, the last sign of the zodiac of the 
light solar half-year, conveys the image of the religious year that is 
coming to an end. The big festival month begins with the new crescent 
which becomes visible thereafter. (Figure 5) 

2. The Era of Taurus and the Creation of the Universe 

The Jewish chronology begins with the "creation of the world", which 
is placed at 3760 B.C.E. This chronology is valid to this day. The 
drawing included here, the work of Professor Schramm of TÜbingen, 







indicates that the star 7 (Etha), the principol of the Pleiades, known 
under the sign of Taurus, rose heliacally at approximately that vernal 
equinox which Jewish tradition assigns to the "beginning of the 
worldW.(LM 67,l) 

As is evident from the drawing, the sun still is below the horizon in 
the vernal equinox, and therefore it cannot outshine the Pleiades when 
rising at dawn. Thus it is possible to observe this rise. The two "horns 
of the bull", the stars ß (Beta) and d (Gamma)are depicted on the 
two sides of the solar disk. Farther to the front, somewhat closer to 
the horizon, we See the star H (Alpha), the "eye" of the bull, known 
as Aldebaran. The entire picture is thoroughly in keeping with the 
iconography customary in antiquity. In line with this, Bouche 
Leclerq(28) remarks: "There was a time when the heliacal rising of the 
Pleiades began the year, when the vernal equinox was under the sign 
of Taurus." 

Surely the dating of the heliacal rising of a constellation cannot be 
compared to exact measurements in the spirit of modern astronomy. 
After all, the ancient astronomers did not have at their disposal the 
good optical instruments of our age, and thus their observations were 
aimed more at qualitative than at quantitative insights. In very early 
times observations (of the new moon, for example) were always the 
point of departure, since it was not yet possible to calculate the 
location of an invisible star. 

Langdon(29) confirms our views when he writes: "The 'ideal year' 
began in the Sumerian calendar with the rising of the Pleiades. At 
3000 B.C.E. Schock reckons this April 6, Gregorian calendar; 
Fotheringham March 30." If one went back 760 more years to the 
time of the Jewish creation of the world, the date of the heliacal rising 
of the Pleiades was bound to come even closer to the vernal equinox. 
Thus we get the astonishing result that this heliacal rising can be 
brought into approximate accord with the findings of modern 
scientists. 

Even in antiquity the Pleiades were always regarded as Part and 
parcel of the zodiac sign of Taurus. They were among the earliest 
documented names of stars(30) and played a major role both in astral 
mythology and calendric science.(31) Thus there was a Pleiades cult in 
the entire Near East. The astronomical chart "Mul ApinU(32) calls the 



Pleiades "Mul Mul", i.e., Star par excellence.(33) The name "Shabi-il" 
(i.e., the Pleiades are god(34)) which was deciphered in the Te1 
Amarna letters expresses the great significance that was attributed to 
this constellation. 

The Greek Poet Hesiod (eighth century B.C.E.) writes in his Poem 
"Works and Days9(35): "When the constellation of the Pleiades, the 
daughters of Atlas, rises, the harvest should begin ...". In the main 
solar temple of the Incas the Pleiades, like Venus, were worshipped in 
a special chape1.(36) The Hindu series of lunar stations begins with the 
Pleiades.(37) 

The Pleiades are mentioned in the Bible, too, where they are 
assigned the name an73 (heap, i.e., a cluster of stars).(38) The 
prophet Amos (5,8) praises G'd's omnipotence as the creator of the 
world and thus also the creator of the Pleiades and of Orion. (Job 9,9 
and 38,31f. is also in this vein). In the Babylonian Talmud the 
Pleiades are described as being "like a hundred stars" (Berakhot 58b). 

From the (admittedly) sparse reports of the Hebrews about the 
astral world, in contrast to the numerous reports of pagan peoples 
based on centuries of observation of the heavenly bodies, the 
prevailing opinion has concluded that the Hebrews possessed hardly 
any astronomical knowledge. 

This conclusion is Open to doubt. The Bible reports about King 
Solomon (1 King. 5,9ff; 2 Chron. 9,22f.) that G'd bestowed greater 
wisdom upon him than upon all that live toward the East (that is, the 
inhabitants of Mesopotamia) and all Egyptians. About himself 
Solomon says that wisdom is more marvelous than the sun and all the 
stars, that he has been vouchsafed the knowledge of all things, such as 
the origin of the world and the beginning and end of time as well as 
the change from day to night and from year to year. This is a clear 
reference to astronomical-calendrical knowledge. 

We have also pointed out in detail (I 2) that the Hebrews had 
occult sciences-the story of Creation and the secrets of the sky(40)- 
and that the priests, the guardians of these sciences, occupied 
themselves with calendrical science. But they guarded these secrets not 
only for the sake of preserving the privileged position which they 
owed to their knowledge of astronomical processes but probably also 
to keep the people from embracing heathen religious notions. After 



ail, we know that warnings and threats of punishment relating to a 
turning away from G'd are like a red thread running through the 
entire Old Testament and particularly the Prophets. This referred 
primarily to worship of the stars (Deut. 4'19; 17,3; 2 King. 21,3ff.; 2 
Chron. 33'3ff.) as well as to the invocation of the dead (1 Sam. 
28'1 lff.; Deut. 18,ll) and the belief in the oracles of the astrologers 
(Lev. 19'31; 20,6; 20,27; Deut. 18,lOf.; 1 Sam. 28,7). 

Every chronology is based on an epoch-making event with which 
the counting of the years begins. Christianity starts its calendar with 
the birth of Jesus. Islam Counts its years from Mohammed's departure 
from Mecca to Medina. Among the Hebrews the chronology begins 
with the creation of the world. 

The calculation of the years according to the era of the creation of 
the world, as we have it to this day, was not officially introduced until 
the Middle Ages. Mahler(41) rightly points out, however, that this 
calculation is aiready mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud (Avodah 
sarah 9b) and thus must have been known already at a considerably 
earlier period. The Talmud constitutes the written fixation of oral 
traditions which often were extremely old. Thus the calculation 
according to the era of the creation of the world may have been 
known to the sages of Israel in ancient times even though they did not 
introduce it in practice for the sake of tradition.(42) 

The TP also tries to propound in esoteric form the proposition that 
the chronology begins with the "creation of the world". If this 
observation is to be correct, the time assumed in those days-the first 
vernai equinox under the sign of Taurus-must coincide approxi- 
mately with the date yielded by the Jewish caiendar. 

Bouche Leclerq(43) believes that Taurus was the first sign of the 
zodiac in early antiquity. According to the present author's investi- 
gations,(44) the sect of Qumran also embraced this view. Here is the 
pertinent Passage from the Dead Sea Scrolls in Bardtke's edition:(45) 
"... within periods of (religious services) which 'Alef has established, 
(namely) at the beginning of the rule of light with its orbit; and when 
it withdraws to the place destined for it, at the beginning of the 
nocturnal vigil ..." Here the image is clearly conveyed that the orbit of 
the light begins with Alef, the "bull". 

According to the Bible, the age of the world is derived from the 



sequence of the generations, a long genealogical procession. The age 
of the individual personalities in this seqen& is dways calculated in 
connection with the birth of the first son.(46) The wording of the first 
ten chapters of Genesis, which contain the genealogies from the 
"creation of the world" on, undoubtedly was fixed many centuries 
before the completion of the Talmud.(47) Here are the pertinent 
tables. 

Genesis 5,3ff 
Adam 
Seth 
Enosh 
Kenan 
Mahalalel 
Jahred 
Enoch 
Methuselah 
Lamech 
Noah 

Genesis I I, IOfJ: 
S hem 
Arpachshad 
S helab 
Eber 
Peleg 
Reu 
Semg 
Nahor 
Terah 

Summary 

1556 years 390 years 

Abraham (Gen. 2 1'5) 100 
Isaac (Gen. 25,26) 60 
Jaco b(48) 86 
Joseph (Gen. 41,46ff.) 35 

28 1 years 

1556 years (Adam to Noah) 
390 (Shem to Terah) 
28 1 (Abraham to ~ o s e ~ h )  
210 (Israel's stay in Egypt; see below) 

1338 (from the Exodus to the birth of Christ) 
1986 (from Christ's birth to the present) 
5761 years 

-5747 (current Jewish year) 
16 years' differente 



Jacob's three oldest sons whom his wife Leah had borne him 
(Ruben, Simeon, and Levi) were not included in the genealogy, for 
they were not deemed worthy of it (Gen. 34'30; 35'22). Leah's other 
sons were also ignored. The rights of primogeniture went to Joseph, 
the eldest son of Jacob's second wife, Rachel, and then to his 
descendants (1 Chron. 5,1 f.). 

The Torah tells us that the Hebrews lived in Egypt for 430 years 
(Ex. 12,40). In Gen. 15,13f., on the other hand, we read about G'd's 
covenant with Abraham and G'd's foretelling of his descendants' 
bondage in a land not theirs, and there the period in Egypt is given as 
400 years. In order to explain this discrepancy Mahler(49) refers to 
the well-known Jewish commentator Rashi and other sages of Israel. 
They are of the opinion that the Hebrews stayed in Egypt for only 
210 years and that the 430 years were calculated from the time of the 
promise given Abraham by G'd in Gen. 15,13f, whereas the 400 years 
were counted from Isaac's birth. 

At first glance these explanations seem incomprehensible. Appar- 
ently the commentators tried to minimize the contradiction contained 
in Ex. 6,16ff. There Moses is presented as the great-grandson of Levi, 
the son of Leah, and thus he belongs to the fourth generation after 
the immigration of Jacob's family into the land of Egypt. Here it 
becomes evident that such a long period as 400 or 430 years could not 
have passed between the immigration of the Hebrews and their 
exodus. 

On the preceding pages we have presented a calculation of the years 
from the "creation of the world" to the present time. If we calculate 
that the Hebrews stayed in Egypt for 210 years, there is an excess of 
only 15 years. Even if other calculations should yield a somewhat 
greater or smaller differente, the result can certainly be called useful in 
view of such a long period of time reaching back to the dim, distant 
past. 

Riehm(50) believes one is bound to gain the impression that the 
fixing of the ages of biblical persons does not represent a tradition 
with historical foundations but rather a calculation guided by certain 
viewpoints. He says that numerous attempts to get to the bottom of 
this calculation have been unsuccessful. On the basis of our theory, 
however, we can declare that in all probability the duration of the 



genealogical sequence has been brought in line with the time of the 
creation of the world emerging from the TP. This was evidently 
conceived at a time when the secrets of the TP  were still known. 

This explanation is supplemented by the scholar Schrader:(51) 
"Every tradition of the ancient East, including chronology, is under 
the influence of its Weltanschauung. It is the task of an author of a 
chronicle to show that history fits into the entire System of his view of 
the world. In the view of the ancients, the chronology of history is 
identical with the calculation of pre-history. The orientals knew pre- 
historic times from divine tradition, from revelation. The task of 
scholarship is only to interpret the ancient revelations correctly." 

We have already discussed the nearly complete coincidence of the 
date of the creation of the world as given by the Hebrews with the 
heliacai rising of the Pleiades at the first vernai equinox under the sign 
of Taurus. Our caiculation in accordance with geneaiogy of the Bible 
and the succeeding years Comes to the Same result, with only a slight 
deviation. This should constitute a convincing substantiation of our 
theory. 

Just as we have no definite information about the duration of the 
Hebrews' sojourn in Egypt, the time of their exodus cannot be exactly 
established. The Egyptian kings have immortalized their victories in 
hieroglyphs on temples and memorials, but they report nothing about 
the defeat they suffered at the hands of the Israelites. Modern 
scholars place this event within a rather great time-span, between 1500 
and 1250 B.C.E.(52) Since the writings of the Torah do not contain 
an exact reference to the date of the exodus either, it. seems useful to 
determine the time by means of a solar eclipse, especially because the 
Course of this eclipse is described in detail in Ex. 10,21ff. The latest 
investigations of historical eclipses in the Near East rule out the one 
mentioned by Mahler as one relating to all of Egypt; on the other 
hand, there is an eclipse which took place three years earlier-on May 
14, 1336 B.C.E. It was total for Lower Egypt but left the delta with 
Goshen within the area of a partial eclipse.(53) We may assume that 
the exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt took place some time 
thereafter. 

This assumption of ours is indirectly confirmed by Albright; he 
points out that the excavations at Hazor (Galilee) by the Israeli 



scholar Yigal Yadin showed that the conquest of Palestine by the 
Hebrews could be placed at the end of the thirteenth century 
B.C.E.(54) That would be a bit more than 100 years after the above- 
mentioned solar eclipse. If one considers the forty years of wilderness 
wanderings, the subsequent conquest of Transjordan and the pro- 
tracted struggles for the capture and settlements of Judea and Samaria 
(today the West Bank), the time of the exodus assumed here seems 
entirely plausible. 

According to the Hermetic occult doctrines of the ancient peoples, 
the cosmos, which was also thought of as a god, had an hour of 
birth,(55) and its various ages were called the ages or epochs of the 
world (Hesiod, Erga 109-201). It was thought that as the vernal 
equinox entered a new sign of the zodiac, the world renewed itself as 
we11.(56) The planets were regarded as the rulers of the ages of the 
world.(57) The Egyptian and Stoic(58) doctrines of the periods and 
the renewal of the world had their basis in astronomical reflections, 
and in the Course of later observations they were closely connected 
with the orbits of the "Great Planets" and the "Great Year", which 
will come to an end when all planets will have returned to the place 
where they were at the time of their creation. Notions of this kind are 
said to go back to the ancient orientals as well. (See also V111 2 about 
the "Great Circle of the Sun"). 

In this connection the TP  touches on a problem that played an 
important role in ancient astronomy, the so-called thema mundi.(59) 
This refers to the position of the stars of the geocentric universe at the 
moment of their creation-their birth-horoscope, as it were. 
According to Gen. 1,14ff., the sun, the moon, and the stars came into 
being on the fourth day of Creation, a Wednesday; Rabbi Jehoshua 
believed this happened in the month of Nisan (Rosh Hashanah lob; 
Sura 10,5). Since in official Judaism the day begins at 6 p.m., the 
Rabbis believe that the fourth day of Creation began on a Tuesday 
evening. However, according to the TP, which has a sun-centered 
system, the fourth day began on Wednesday morning at 6 a.m. 

To be Sure, the TP in the narrower sense, i.e., without the accent 
marks, answers the question about the position of the stars at the time 
of their creation only for the sun and the moon, the two Great 
Planets.(6O) Owing to its monotheistic orientation it makes no 



Statements about the future fate of the world either. 
If we keep in mind that this approach of the TP involves ideas 

which must be continually interpreted on the basis of a cultural 
interconnection with the surrounding peoples of the ancient world, 
such ideas will probably not seem too strange any more. 



V. Shin as a Solar and Lunar Symbol 
1. The Peculiarities of Shin and 
Their Traditional Explanation 

(Shin), the penultimate letter of the Hebrew alphabet, has two 
striking peculiarities. For one thing, Shin designates two diffent  
sounds, one of which corresponds to the English sh-sound (as in aa 
shem, name), the other to a sibilant s (as in iinnw simha joy). For 
another, Shin also has two names. When the character V expresses 
a sh-sound it is called Shin; the sibilant s, however, is designated by 
Sin. When punctuation is used in writing, these sounds are dif- 
ferentiated by a diacriticai dot (Al). Shin receives a dot on the upper 
right tip , while Sin receives one on the left 'ur . 

The phenomenon of one character reproducing two different sounds 
is not an isolated instance in the Hebrew language and script; the 
Begadkefat letters also have a dual phonetic spelling (I1 4). Whether a 
letter belonging to the Begadkefat sounds is given a hard or a soft 
(aspirated) pronunciation does not affect the proper understanding of 
a word. The letters n33 aiways express the concept "house", no 
matter how they are pronounced. 

Shin, however, fundamentally differs from these. Here the meaning 
of the word changes. If pna is pronounced as p n i  , the meaning 
is "he crushed" or "he pulverized"; pnb , however, means "he 
laughed at something" or "he mocked at itW.(l) With a Shin, i3w 

means "he is drunk"; with a Sin, however, the meaning is "he hired 
himself out" (Nifal, or passive).(2) 

Thus the letter V occupies a special position among the 
characters of the Hebrew alphabet. In light of this fact the following 



questions arise: 

1) What do the names Shin and Sin mean? 
2) Does the diacritical dot over the letter have a symbolic meaning? 
3) Why are two different sounds, composed of the Same 

letters but yielding two words of entirely different meaning, 
expressed in unpunctuated writing by the Same character? 

On the following pages we shall answer these questions. 
There is a general consensus that the sounds Shin and Sin were 

already differentiated in ancient times, when Hebrew was still spoken 
in Canaan (today Palestine, Judges 12,6). The character W 
expressed two related but clearly differentiated sounds. It is believed, 
however, that in ancient times people knew when to say Shin and 
when to say Sin and thus made do with one character. Gradually, 
however, a distinguishing mark, the diacritical dot, came into use in 
an effort to avoid mistakes. According to the consensus, finally, no 
importance was attached to the use of the dot, and it was assumed 
that the Sin dot was placed on the left because the Hebrew word 
'r~nw, meaning "left side", begins with a Sin.(3) 

E. KÖnig(4) believes that Shin constitutes the older pronunciation of 
W and that the S-sound evolved from w in place of the Sh- 

sound, as indicated by the abovementioned Passage in Judges. ICÖnig 
says that it really would have been preferable to write D instead of 
Sin, as in Aramaic, but that the traditional writing was retained after 
all. 

Gesenius(5) Sees no problem whatever. In his introduction to the 
letter Sin he writes: "Originally Sin and Shin were one and the Same 
letter ... Gaelic, too, has only one sign for S and Sh. At a later date 
the Hebrew grammarians remedied this deficiency by means of a 
diacritical dot." 

Interpretations of this kind cannot satisfy us. The inventors of the 
script differentiated between sounds like U (Tet) and n (Taw), 
3 (Kaf) and 7 (Qof). Thus it would have been possible for them 

to choose two different characters for Shin and Sin. For example, 
they could simply have added a fourth tip to one of the two 
characters and used another word with the Same initial letter as its 



name. In short, there must have been a special reason for the 
Hebrews' use of the Same character for Shin and Sin. 

In the Course of this study we have Seen that in all cases where the 
Same character bears two different but only slightly changed names a 
two-part astronomical process has been reproduced (cf. Dagesh I1 4, 
Shwa I11 2). Thus we may assume that we are here dealing with a 
similar case. Later we shall become acquainted with another particu- 
larly impressive example: Shin possesses the two names Shen and Sin 
and thus reproduces two different though related sounds. 

2. Shin and Sin as Solar and Lunar Symbols 

It is generally assumed that the name (Shin) is an ancient 
Semitic form of the Hebrew word shen, meaning "tooth", and that 
this name was chosen according to the principle of acrophony (A2).(6) 
No scholar, however, has concerned himself with an explanation for 
the name Sin, though this would have been a natural thing to do. 

$in is the Semitic term for "moon",(7) and it also designates the 
moon god. The Babylonian ideogram (A2) expresses at the Same time 
the numerical sign for "30" in keeping with the approximate time of 
the lunar orbit.(8) This fact confirms our assumption that the dual 
meaning of rr embodies occult tenets based on astronomical notions. 

If we consider the form of the character w we notice that it has a 
threefold tip, with the right and the left one each bearing a dot. Even 
more revealing is the ancient Semitic form of the undotted character 
W , ( 9 )  and it is on this form,as provided with the Sin or the Shin 
dot, that we shall base our further investigations. 

The inventors of this astronomical cryptograph clearly expressed 
through the name Sin that the diacritical dot on the left side of the 
character can only be a lunar symbol. It was proper for them to do 
this, because the true meaning of the undotted character w could be 
clarified only through the deciphering of the code word Shin. 

But what is the meaning of the character w ? To answer this 
question we must ask what the name Shin contains. As we have 



already said, this name is regarded as identical with the Hebrew word 
shen (tooth). Beyond this, the British scholar Driver(l0) believes that 
various Hebrew letters have names with no concrete meaning; they are 
merely intended to facilitate the phonetic reproduction of the 
consonant concerned. Among these Driver includes Shin in addition 
to Het and Tet. The scholar is of the opinion that the name Shin was 
orißinally cieated artflirally and was at some later date connected 
with the Hebrew word shen (tooth), with the coinage being retained. 

This explanation takes us in the right direction, but unfortunately it 
does not interpret the name Shin, nor does it answer the question why 
one and the Same character is used for two completely different 
sounds. Since the dot on the left tip of the letter 'vr is supposed to 
symbolize the moon, it is reasonable to assume that the dot on the 
right side designates the sun. For the time being we shall accept the 
equation of Shin with the Hebrew shen and henceforth call the 
character yi with the dot on the right Shen. However, to understand 
that Shen becomes a symbol of the sun, we must go back to the early 
period of mankind. 

What may be the most important deed of earliest times is the 
discovery of how to make fire-a discovery that made human 
civilization possible. The fire-giving tool, the object with which fire 
was produced in many regions of the earth, was the saw. Thus the 
Babylonian sun god Shamash was depicted as rising in the morning 
with a saw in his hand.(ll) This view of the saw as a symbol of the 
sun god is also confirmed by ancient Egyptian concepts. One of the 
names of Osiris is "The Great SawyerW.(l2) The ancient Egyptian 
"Great Saw" was worshiped in a chapel as a ritual object.(l3) The 
ancient nations evidently believed that Shamash or Osiris kindled the 
celestial fire, the sun, in the morning with a saw. From the third 
century B.C.E. we have a Sumerian hymn which says "You cut the 
lock of heavenW.(l4) To this day, some primitive peoples kindle their 
fire in similar fashion.(l5) 

The characteristic feature of a saw is its teeth. Apparently the 
Hebrew priests of early times associated with the idea of a saw and 
the fire of the sun notions similar to those of the surrounding peoples, 
though there was one important difference: As monotheists believing 



in one, invisible G'd they did not depict the deity with a saw in his 
hand. They even shrank back from expressly mentioning a saw, for 
they wished to avoid any imitation of pagan practices. Thus they 
contented themselves with using in their occult science the image of a 
toorh as a symbol of the sun and as pars pro foto for a saw. The use 
of such a code word is thoroughly in keeping with ancient oriental 
notions.(l6) 

The hot sun of the oriental summer is generally connected with the 
heat that destroys vegetation (cf. 11 6). The Same applies to the 
sunburn that afflicts people. That is why the sun is also called ann 
(the hot one) in Hebrew. In a hymn of Ashurbanipal(l7) to Sharnash 
we read the following: "Your glances are blazing fire obscuring the 
stars in the sky". 

The association sun-heat-fire also suggests the idea of "to eatn or 
"to consume". The Hebrew word ~ Y I  has the dual meaning of 
"graze" or "eat bare" and "start a fire" or "burn." In these meanings it 
appears in two consecutive Verses of the Pentateuch (Ex. 22,4f.) In 
fact, the Hebrews even use the word U (to eat) in connection 
with fire and destruction (Ex. 3,2), and this makes the association 
with the code word "tooth" especially evident. 

This kind of association of ideas is not limited to antiquity, 
however. In modern times, too, people speak of a "scorching hot 
day", a "sunburn", or the 900th of time that destroys everythingW.(l8) 

The Book of Creation, to which we must keep refening in our 
study because it adopted the ancient oriental and Pythagorean ideas 
which we also find in the TP, tells us about three elements of the 
ancients: air, water, and fire (SY I11 2,4,10). The fire is symbolized by 
the letter w . The SY has no punctuation, and thus the character 
could purely orthographically denote Shin or Sin. Since, however, 
there are many associations between the ideas "tooth" and "fire," the 
SY can only refer to Shen as a fire symbol. In confirmation of our 
assumption, Goldschmidt in his translation of the SY always renders 
the letter in question as Shen or Shin rather than as Sin. 



3. Shin as the Generic Term for Shen and Sin 

The equation of the names Shin and Shen which we have made above 
indicates that the undotted character w actually has three names: 
Shin, Shen, and Sin. On the following pages we shall present an 
interpretation of these names which takes the astronomical dual nature 
of the undotted character into account and is in accord with it. 

Driver(l9) already pointed out that the Hebrew word shen means 
not only "tooth" but also the crag or top of a mountain (1 Sam. 14,4; 
Job 39,28); this view is confirmed by the ancient Semitic form of the 
letter, . Driver also Sees a correspondence with the Egyptian 
hieroglyph for "mountain landscapeW.(20) This brings us quite close to 
the meaning which the inventors of the TP  gave to the Hebrew letter 
1 .  

The cosmological ideas which early antiquity associated with 
mountains are clearly evidenced by the writings and depictions that 
have been found in Mesopotamia (cf. I1 2). Thus we have a picture on 
a seal transferred onto a tablet by a cylinder from the Babylonian- 
Assyrian cultural sphere of the third century B.C.E. which shows a 
deity between two mountains and adorned with a crown of horns.(21) 
In the view of the Babylonians the sun rises in the morning from the 
depths of a mountain with two peaks and sinks in the evening into the 
gorge of another double-peaked mountain. The Egyptian king 
Akhnaton (Amenhotep IV)(22) worshiped the sun in his famous Song 
of praise: "You rise in the eastern mountain of light ... when you set 
in the western mountain of light, the earth is like death." 

Like the Latin W the ancient character W is composed of the two 
marks V and V. Each of these can be regarded as a gorge between 
two mountain tops. The undotted character W does not reveal 
whether the mountain of the sunrise or the mountain of the moonset 
is involved. This is made clear only by the name Shen as pars pro 
toto for "sunn and by Sin as Pars pro toto for "moon". 

Since in the T P  the east is to the right and the west to the left, the 
character on the right would symbolize the two-peaked mountain of 
sunrise and the one on the left the mountain of moonset, with the two 
being combined into one character. (Shen) represents the sun at 
the moment of its ascent from the gorge of the mountain of sunrise; 



its characteristic, the dot, is on the right side, the eastern tip of the 
character. As its name indicates, the character '-4 (Sin), however, 
symbolizes the moon as it is about to sink down on the western wall 
of the mountain of moonset. Viewed from the earth, at that point the 
sun and the moon are opposite each other at the edge of the horizon 
at an angular distance of exactly 180 degrees. 

The character W thus reproduces a cosmological-astronomical 
notion which refers to both the sun and the moon. Such a position of 
the heavenly bodies actually exists; when the equinoxes fall on the 
fifteenth day of a lunar month, the rising sun and the setting full 
moon are exactly opposite each other at six o'clock in the morning. 
This is particularly important for the fifteenth of Nisan, the great 
importance of which for the Hebrew calendar we have already 
recognized in connection with Hatef-Segol and Alef (111 4). The 
character G thus is both a suppiementation and confirmation of the 
intercalary principle. With this observation we have found the 
explanation for the failure of the inventors of the T P  to create a 
different character for the sound Sin: They wanted to fix the 
abovementioned astronomical-calendrical tenet in their occult science 
in writing. 

Indirect confirmation of our interpretation of the character is 
supplied by the Sefer Temunah, an anonymous work of the 
Kabbalah(23) which came into being around 1250 but is probably 
based on very ancient ideas. Sefer Temunah means "Book of Form", 
meaning the form of the letters. There(24) we read that "it is the 
characteristic of the present divine world-week (shmittahx25) that in it 
a letter is missing or deficient". Such a deficient letter in the alphabet 
is Shin W .  In its perfect form it should have four tips, but it is now 
written with only three. 

Since "W stands for two different letters, the complete alphabet 
should contain 23 letters. Because Shin and Sin reproduce a unified 
cosmological-astronomical idea, however, the grammarians symboli- 
cally contracted them into one letter. Later we shall See that there are 
other important calendric reasons why the alphabet comprises only 22 
letters. 

Now we come to the explanation of the word Shin. Traditionally 
Shin is equated with the Hebrew shen (tooth). This completely 



disregards the fact that the word Shin exists neither in Hebrew nor in 
any other Semitic language. Driver justifiably points out that Shin is a 
hybrid term for which some sort of connection with the Hebrew word 
shen was established. 

Within the framework of our theory we have found a solution for 
this problem, too. Many languages avail themselves of the possibility 
of combining abbreviations of two or more words into one hybrid 
term. Thus, for example, one can make a word out of the initial 
letters of words that belong together on the basis of their substance. A 
case in point is i a n 1 n  in place of 0 7 1 i n 3  ,07N711 , i l i i n  . This 
means the Bible, the Old Testament, formed from Torah (the Law), 
Nevi'im (The Prophets), and Ketuvim (the Writings). Another is 3111 

in place of 3  T i.e., "may his memory be for a 
blessing", said about the dead. 

Hybrid terms can also be formed in another way: by combining the 
first part of a word with the end of another. Thus, for example, a 
German light-bulb factory was given the name Osram-from osrnium 
and wolfram . In English the feared fog was designated by the hybrid 
word "smog", formed from "smoke" and "fogn; and the word "motel" 
was created from "motorn and "hotel." 

The modern Hebrews have also formed such synthetic terms. For 
example, 1  1 on (orange) was formed from ni  on (apple) and 

l ; i r  (gold); 1003 (bank teller) was derived from i1u3 (money) 
and i o u  (to count); and 3 1  (funicular) was coined from 

n u i  (railway) and ' r ~ n  (rope). 
The name Shin was obviously formed in the second way. The code 

word Shin took Sh from the sun and the ending in from the moon 
(Sin)-thus Shen + Sin = Shin.According to the Same principle, the 
word Sen could have been formed instead of the word Shin. The fact 
that this was not done clearly emphasizes the solar character of the 
TP. The inventors of the TP  made the mnemonic word to be coined 
begin with the initial letter of the code word for "sun" and not with 
that of "moon". Thus the early Jewish lexicographers were quite right 
in placing Shin before Sin in their Dictionaries.(26) 

Let us once more sum up the significance of Shin s as a generic 
term. In its form it contains two double-peaked mountains-the 
mountain of sunrise and the mountain of moonset as well as the rising 



sun and the setting moon. It has two names, Shen as the symbol of 
the voracious fire and Sin as a lunar symbol. In unpunctuated form it 
has two characters and thus also two sibilants. 

As a secret astronomical symbol Shin expresses the phenomenon in 
which the rising sun and the setting moon are opposite each other, 
with a full moon at six o'clock in the morning and at an angular 
distance of 180 degrees from the sun. 

Shin is a hybrid term and represents as an abbreviation two sound! 
and two letters which for astronomical reasons are in unpunctuated 
writing reproduced by only one character. This is yet another 
confirmation of what we have discussed above (I1 4; I11 2). If a 
character appears in the TP with two different but similar names, it 
represents in occult fashion an astronomical process consisting of two 
distinct parts in grammar and script. 

4. The Placement of the Holem Dot 

On the preceding pages we have Seen that the Hebrew characters are 
intended to symbolize positions of the sun. In particular, the Waw as 
a gnomon serves to fix the highest position of the sun. We have also 
recognized in Alef a symbol for the beginning of the sun's orbit at the 
time of the creation of the heavenly bodies. Finaliy, we regarded W 
as a symbol for the rising and setting point of the sun and the full 
moon at the time of the equinoxes. 

Hebrew grammar has various striking rules for the placement of the 
Holem dot, particularly in connection with Shin and Alef-that is, for 
characters that occupy special positions in our study. Up to now, 
scholars have not been able to supply a convincing explanation .for 
these divergent grammatical rules. 

Normally, the dot of the wawless Holem is to the left above the 
consonant to which it belongs. According to our theory, the reason 
for this rule is quite simple: It is intended to symbolize the right-to-left 
movement of Hebrew writing and thus also the east-west Course of the 
Stars (the east being on the right). 



There are the following exceptions to the'abovementioned rule: 
1) Shen always draws the preceding wawless Holem dot, and the 

latter is amalgamated with the Shin dot. ~ x a m ~ l e s :  09 
(impression), a6n (darkness, ii$n (Moses).(27) 

2) A wawless uolem dot following the Sin dot is also blended with 
the Sin dot. Examples: p7b .. (red grape), ~;.b (enemy), nwy'r -. 
(to do).(28) 

3) Sin also draws the preceding wawless Holem dot. It is to be 
placed on the right arm of the letter, yielding the following: W~n'l (to 
seize), D ~ Y  (he does), n h  (perfume).(29) 

4) This constellation alsoappears as Shen with Ijolem: Holem: 5 . v  
(hostage), W.' (Stern), 7pW (watchman).(30) 

5) ~uiescent Alef draws the preceding wawless Holem dot, which is 
placed on the right arm of Alef. Examples: (herd), lat?a 
(you will say), dd7 (head).(31) 

6) All the above rules do not apply if Holem has a Waw as a vowel 
letter. Such a Waw always draws the Holem dot. Examples: lg \b  
(policeman), 7 I i (ox), 1 i V? (tongue).(32) 

Let us now interpret these exceptions within the framework of our 
theory. We already know that Shin is intended to refer to the full 
moon of the month of Nisan at the moment of creation of the world. If 
the diacritical dot and the Holem dot coincided and two dots were 
placed side by side d or 'h, this would mean that the sun and 
the moon rose or set simultaneously. Such a constellation, however, 
exists only when there is a new moon. But since Shin in its dual 
meaning refers to the "fulln moon and the new moon is symbolized by 
Shwa (I11 2), the explanation as new moon must be ruled out. To 
avoid such an error, the inventors of the TP  amalgamated the the two 
dots into one dot (rules 1 and 2). 

In case the dot of the Sin or Shin as well as the contiguous Holem 
dot do not coincide, the w also draws it in order to symbolize the 
sun-moon position at full moon when the sun was rising (rules 3 and 
4). 

According to the Bible, the sun, the moon, and the stars were 
created at the Same time.(Gen. 1,14ff) As mentioned above, the sun 
began its orbit with Alef as a symbol of the entry of the vernal 
equinox into the zodiac sign of Taurus. Before that there was no time; 



after all, the chronometers sun and moon had not yet been created. 
Since ordered movement is a function of time, there was no such 
movement before the creation of the heavenly bodies (tohuwabohu 
i;ii~i i n i n  ). The idea is that the sun-symbolized in the TP  by a 

dot-and its movement was only created and started its etemal orbit 
at the beginning of the age of Taurus. This is also regarded as the 
beginning of the Jewish chronology and was expressed in grammar by 
the rule that with few exceptions the Alef tolerates no wawless Holem 
dot before itself but demands that it be placed on its "beginning" (rule 
5). 

Finally, it becomes clear why in the coincidence of Waw and the 
uolem dot the Waw always draws the dot, suspending all other rules, 
no matter which consonant precedes or follows it. Here the dot as a 
symbol of a solar position is united with the letter which stands for 
the gnomon, the instrument by which the most important position of 
the sun, its "culminationn, is determined (rule 6). 

Thus the TP  explains the meaning of those rules of punctuation for 
which scholarship has not been able to give a convincing interpretation. 



V1 Further Cosmological Aspects 
1. Prelirninary Remarks: Stellar 

~ubstitution and Gematria 

Some of the following remarks will appear Strange to readers not 
familiar with the thought of the world of antiquity. We shail concem 
ourselves with stellar substitution and gematria. The latter is a kind of 
mysticism of letters and numbers, and both were very popular 
methods used in ancient times and down to the Christian Middle 
Ages. Today, however, we are inclined to dispose of them all too 
quickly as mystical and unscientific. 

Stellar substitution is a process in which constellations with 
important common features are substituted for one another in 
accordance with the requirements of the context of a given text. Thus 
the Aldebaran, a bright star in the constellation of Taurus, is regarded 
as being related to the planet Mars and interchangeable with it 
because both are reddish in color(1). We shall revert to this later. 

Similar ideas are found in gematria. It is based on the numerical 
values of the letters (Al) and involves the exchange of two words with 
the Same numerical value. In this connection it is necessary to point 
out that the Hebrew letters also denote numbers. Driver(2) comments 
as follows: "The practice known as 'gematria', which seems to be 
preseptuagintal, affords evidence for the use of letters as numbers in 
the Old Testament. The earliest direct evidence for the use of letters as 
numbers is afforded by Maccabean coins dated aleph ..." 

We have numerous documentations of gematria, which can be 
traced back to the eighthcentury B.C.E.(3)Thus we le rn ,  for example, 
that the Assyrian king Sargon I1 had the wall of his castle built with a 



girth of 16,280 ells, since that figure corresponded to the numerical 
value of his own name (Sarru - Kinu, i.e., legitimste king, 722-705 
B.C.E.)(4) 

The number of men Abraham had under arms is given as 318 (Gen. 
14,14). Gematria interprets this that only Abraham's servant Eliezer 
~ T Y ~ ~ H  was meant, since the numerical value of his name is 318 

(Nedarim 32a). In the Book of Daniel the name Nebuchadnezzar is 
used for Antiochus Epiphanes, because both have the numerical value 
of 428.(5) 

According to the Talmud, G'd created the world with the aid of the 
22 letters of the alphabet (Berakhot 55a; SJ II,2).(6) Letters and 
numbers thus form a mystic unit. The letters 7 , i , ;i, N Alef, He, 
Waw, Yod) occupy the first, fifth, sixth, and tenth places in the 
alphabet. They are distinguished from the other as vowel-letters by 
many merits. For example, vowel letters like Yod and Waw are 
reading aids; He and Yod are signs for G'd's name; Alef is at the 
beginning of the alphabet and, as we have Seen, a symbol of the 
beginning of the solar orbit; and Waw is moreover the most highly 
placed letter and a gnomon (on the latter, see section V1 5). The 
numerical value of the letters Alef, He, Waw, and Yod is, astonish- 
ingly enough, equai to the sum of the letters of the aiphabet.(7) 

Gematria probably reached its full flowering under the influence of 
Pythagorean teachings. Dornseiff(8) comments on this as follows: "All 
mysticism and symbolism deriving from numbers and geometric forms 
is Pythagorean, and this includes most speculations about individual 
letters." At a later date the Arabs, too, established an entire System of 
mysticism with the aid of the letters and the numerical values 
corresponding to them.(9) 

The process used by gematria probably is nothing other than an 
application of this mathematical theorem which is in keeping with the 
ancients' mode of thinking: If two quantities are equal to a third- 
here the numericai values of the two words and the number itself- 
then they are equal to each other (Euclid, Communes conceptiones I). 



2. The Diverse Meanings of the Hebrew Letters 

For a better understanding of the following sections it is necessary to 
have a knowledge of gematria as well as of the various divergent 
meanings of the Hebrew characters. These can be regarded as: 

1) Pictographs (hieroglyphs) whose pictorial nature has been 
lost in the Course of time.(10) 

2) Phonograms that developed from pictographs through 
acrophony (A2). 

3) An abbreviation of Hebrew words. 
4) Numbers. 
5) Place values within the sequence of the Hebrew aiphabet. 

For example, the characters , (Bet, Kaf, Pe) can be 
understood as: 

1) The pictures of a house, a hollow hand, a mouth). 
2) The corresponding consonants of the alphabet. 
3. Abbreviations of the Hebrew words for house, hollow hand, 

mouth. 
4) The numbers 2,20, 80. 
5) Symbols of the second, eleventh, and eighteenth places within a 

sequence-namely,the corresponding places in the Hebrew alphabet. 
These various possibilities of using the Hebrew characters permit 

the expression of important astronomical concepts in an occult 
manner. This, to be sure, sometimes leads to divergent results. In such 
cases the meaning becomes clear from the context, as it does in the 
case of homonyms. A homonym is a word that is identical with one 
or more other words in sound and spelling but different in origin and 
meaning. Here are some examples: 
(English) chase: to pursue; to Ornament meta1 

bank: slope; financial institution; side of a 
river; arrangement of objects in a line 

rent: a payment made for the use of some property; 
an opening made by tearing 

(German) Bremse: brake; horsefly 
(Hebrew) r ] ~ y  : bracelet; giant 



n : area; rope 
p : receipt; Jewish mystical current 

3. The Mnemonic Word eilIn1 2 (Bumaf) 
and the Tropics 

We have stated that most important concepts of ancient geocentric 
astronomy have been integrated into the Hebrew script and grammar. 
Thus we may assume that the mnemonic word Bumaf also has a 
special significance. 

In order to find this significance we shall again arrange the 22 
letters of the alphabet in a circle in such a way that they form a 
regular structure of 22 angles; it is similar to the drawing in I1 5, with 
the exception that this time we Start with Bet. We shall mark the four 
letters qiini l  (Bumaf) and connect 3 and n with the aid of 
their diameters. The observer is located in the center 0. We imagine 
the plane of the celestial equator (a dotted line) as being vertical to the 
straight line connecting 2 with n . This line meets 0 and the 
plane of the circle. 

We have intentionally drawn the circle's diameter n/1 vertically. 
As Hireq symbolizes both the center of the earth and the center of the 
univirse (I1 I), the line n / l  also has a second significance: it is 
supposed to be the world axis which connects the northern pole of the 
sky with its southern pole and around which the universe appears to 
revolve.(l 1) 

2 (Bet) means "house, dwelling place" and is also used in the 
sense of "house of the king" or palace.(l2) The letter n (Mem) can 
be read as mayim (water), when it is written plene i.e. ein. In the 
ancient Semitic script the letter Mem still clearly shows two waterlines. 

It is a well-known fact that the constellations related to water 
(Capricorn-formerly a goat-fish(l3)-Aquarius, Pisces) are clustered 
in the southern starry sky, while they are absent in the northern 
hemisphere.(l4) Hence Mem (water) is the appropriate symbol for the 



designation of the South and the southern pole of the sky.(l5) From 
this it follows that in its orbit the sun reached the point closest to the 
southern pole, the point of the winter solstice, in the constellation of 
Aquarius when the vernal equinox was in the constellation of Taurus. 
This is what the TP  desires to indicate in occult fashion through the 
employment of Mem in the mnemonic word Bumaf. 

The line s / i  (Waw/Pe) is used to indicate the angular distance 
of the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn from the celestial equator- 
namely, the obliquity of the ecliptic. In our drawing the Waw is in the 
upper or northern half and is used as a symbol of the tropic of 
Cancer, which is located in the northern hemisphere. The Waw should 
here be read as a Shureq, as is indicated by the word Bumaf and its 
"sliding" position in the circle of the letters. The word Shureq comes 
from j i w  , "to slide down, to sink" (Cf. 11, 2). A word derived from 
it thus could well have been chosen for the greatest distance from the 
equator which the sun reaches at the time of its northernmost position 
and from which it gradually "slides down" again. 

s (Pe) means "mouth" or "gate". In the view of the ancients, that 
part of the solar orbit which the sun describes in the underworld from 
the beginning of winter becomes greater and greater. When it reaches 
the southern tropic at the time of the winter solstice, this sinking into 
the underworld comes to a halt, and now the daylight begins to get 
longer again. The underworld which threatened to capture the sun 
completely releases it again; its "gate" Opens before the sun which 
climbs up victoriously to the world waiting for it.(16) The names 
Shureq and Pe could thus very well symbolize the two tropics and 
indirectly also express the insight of the obliquity of the ecliptic. 

We can refute the objection that other letters could also have been 
used for this purpose-e.g., ?/U (Alef/ Lamed) or I / A  (Gimel/ Nun)- 
by saying that this choice was required not only by the names but also 
by the numerical values of the letter pairs n/3 and s / i  .(17) 

Our conclusion that the mnemonic word "Bumaf" refers to the 
obliquity of the eclipse is not in contradiction to the fact that in 
Hebrew grammar Bumaf designates the labials. In antiquity parts of 
the human body were frequently coordinated with the stars. The 
transference of human functions to the planets was also quite common 
(astral medicine).(l8) For the Hebrews the SY attests to the 
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coordination of the letters of the alphabet with the stars and at the 
same time with parts of the human body (IV 7ff). The connection of 
the labials with cosmic notions again demonstrates that script and 
grammar combined with astronomy form an integrated science. 

The letters of the Holy Tetragrammaton (designation of the four- 
letter name of G'd according to Gen. 3), n , i , n , (Yod, He, 
Waw, He) have the numerical values 10, 5, 6, 5. The two first letters 
of the Tetragrammaton have a combined numerical value of 15, with 
the digits(l9) totaling 6; the two last letters have a combined numerical 
value of 11, and the digits total 2. The numbers 6 and 2 correspond to 
the place values of Waw and Bet, the two starting points of our circle 
diameters in the cosmos. The sum of the letters of the Tetragram- 
maton is 26; the total of their digits, 8, corresponds to the sum sf the 
place values of Bet and Waw, which is 8. 

The first half of the Tetragrammaton with the numerical value 15 
forms the abbreviated name of G'd which occurs repeatedly in the 
Bible ( ;i~ ; Ex. 15,2; 17,16; 1s. 12,2; PS, 118,5; 130,3, to give some 
examples). This same numerical value, 15, is also contained in the two 
other end points of the circle diameters. Mem has the numerical value 
of 40 and Pe that of 80, yielding a total of 120. The number 120 
represents 8 (the total value of the digits of the Tetragrammaton) 
times 15 (the numerical value of the abbreviated name G'd). Bumaf 
can thus stand for the Tetragrammaton in the spirit of gematria! 

In other words, the choice of the letters Bet and Waw as initial 
letters of the diameters in the cosmos described above proclaims, in 
contrast to pagan views, the monotheistic doctrine which we find 
repeatedly expressed in the Holy Scriptures; G'd created the world 
and prescribed the paths of the sun, the moon, and the stars. His are 
the ends of the earth and the entire universe (Gen. 1 and 2; PS. 19, 
lff.; 24, lf.; 33, 6f.; 953). 

The relationship between letters and numerical values that are 
presented here should not be dismissed as mere "mystical number 
games" on the part of the author. There can be no doubt that we are 
here dealing with gematria. It was, however, the inventors of the T P  
who made use of it; the present author merely rediscovered it. But this 
probably is no objection to the theory of the TP  according to which 
the punctuation aims at reproducing the Hebrews' science of the 



cosmos with simultaneous employment of the letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet. On the contrary, gematria even supports our assertions, for 
in their cosmology the Pythagoreans' starting point was the "numberw. 

Thus, the medieval Jewish Kabbalah(20) took their letter mysticism 
over from the Orient. Dornseiff is convinced that alphabet mysticism 
is no vulgar superstition but a kind of scholarship employed not only 
by the Pythagoreans but at a later date by the gnostics and the Rabbis 
as well. 

4. Further Mathematical and Astronomical 
Interpretation of the Four Gutturals 

The distances of the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn from the 
celestial equator are determined by the obliquity of the ecliptic. On the 
day of the summer solstice the sun reaches its highest position and 
thus the tropic of Cancer. At the time of the winter solstice it has 
arrived at the deepest site of its annual Course and is at the tropic of 
Capricorn. 

If the values of the tropics and thus also those of the obliquity of 
the ecliptic were known, the position of the sun on the day of each 
solstice must also have been known. We have described the four 
gutturals L ,;i ,n ,N (Alef, Het, He, Ayin) as symbols of the four 
cardinal points of the sola; orbit (11 5), with Alef and Het 
representing the two equinoxes and He and Ayin the summer and the 
winter solstice. 

As we examine these letters to find a possible mathematical- 
astronomical significance, we refer to our drawing in I1 5 in which the 
22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet are distributed over a circle in 
equidistant fashion. 

We notice that He and Ayin constitute the end points of a 
diameter. In the alphabet these two letters have the place values 5 
(He) and 16 (Ayin). The distance between Alef and He amounts to 
four twenty-seconds of the circle's circumference, or 65'27'. The letter 
Het has the place value 8; its distance from He is three twenty-seconds 



of the circumference, or about 49'6'. One-half of 49'6' is around 
24'33', and to this value corresponds the obliquity of the ecliptic 
which we have reencountered in the mnemonic word Bumaf. This 
correspondence makes it logical to conclude that the place values of 
He and Het in the alphabet are intended to designate the solstices, i.e., 
the of the sun on the days of the solstices. 

The sun reaches its zenith, pictorially reproduced by Waw Holem, 
at the equator on the two equinoxes. If we imagine this zenith 
position as a vertical line passing through the center of the earth, in 
our drawing the sun is, at the time of the summer solstice and viewed 
from the equator, corresponding to the obliquity of the ecliptic at an 
angle of 24'33' to the right of this line and at the time of the winter 
solstice at the Same distance to its left. 

At the time of the summer solstice the sun is positioned four 
twenty-seconds of the circle's circumference, or 65'27', above the 
horizon. This corresponds to the arc distance from Alef to He. At the 
time of the winter solstice the corresponding values, measured from 
the North beyond the zenith, are seven twenty-seconds or 114'32', 
which is the distance from Alef to Het. 

We have Seen that the distank between the sun's positions at the 
time of the two solstices amounts to three twenty-seconds of our 
circle's circumference, or 49"6', which is the angular distance between 
He and Het. In other words, the place values of the letters He und 
Het in the alphabet designate the height of the sunk position at the 
time of the two solstices. 

A reader might object at this point that Het has been presented as a 
symbol of the autumnal equinox (I1 5). He might ask why this 
character is now supposed to symbolize the winter solstice. As we 
have stated above (V1 2), the letters of the Hebrew alphabet must be 
treated like homonyms-which means that in each instance the 
context defines whether a letter's consonantal phonetic value or its 
numerical value is meant, or whether this character serves as an 
abbreviation of the name of the letter. 

When the inventors of the T P  chose Het as a symbol of the 
autumnal equinox, they were not proceeding mathematically but using 
the names of the letters to symbolize the four cardinal points of the 
solar orbit. That is why they disregarded the fact that within the 



alphabet Het is by no means exactly opposite the sign of the vemal 
equinox. But where the letters are detached from their phonetic values 
and treated as numbers, such a process can be accomplished 
disregarding t he names.(2 1) 

In the case under discussion, the old sages rightly assigned Het 
rather than Ayin to the winter solstice as a symbol. In so doing they 
were supported by the principle of stellar substitution (cf. V1 1). The 
symbols Het and Ayin share not just one but two vital characteristics. 
They represent both cardinal points of the solar orbit and thus are 
solar symbols. Then, too, in our circle of letters they are equidistant 
from Alef-namely, in seventh place, or put differently, the arcs over 
n / ~  (Alef/ Het) and Y/N (Alef/ Ayin) both encompass 114'32'. In view 
of the ancient Orient, this makes them identical in nature. 

It takes the sun one year to pass through the 12 signs of the zodiac. 
yl1niIN (Alef, He, Het, Ayin), the four cardinal points of the sun's 

annual orbit, have the numerical values 1, 5, 8, and 70. The sum of 
these numbers is 84. 

We have repeatedly pointed out that the geocentric cosmological 
System knew seven planets, the two "Great Planets" sun and moon 
and the small planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury. 
Twelve (the signs of the zodiac) multiplied by seven yields 84, the 
Same number that we obtained above as the sum of the numerical 
values. 

5. The Gnomon and the Alphabet 

On the preceding pages we have examined the mathematical- 
astronomical significance of the gutturals, and the mnemonic word 
Bumaf in Hebrew grammar. It was most surprising to note that we 
could determine the obliquity of the ecliptic by the location of the 
four letters "Bumaf", when the 22 letters of the alphabet are arranged 
in a circle. 

Further support for the above result is obtained if in addition to the 
22 letters of the alphabet we arrange in a circle the specially 



Figure 7 



designated groups of letters 1 " I Y  10 (final letters) and the nl1s37a3 
(Begadkefat) letters, which occur with and without a Dagesh. This 
yields a circle of 22+5+6 = 33 letters. 

Let us now look at drawing 7, connecting 1 with the circle's 
center B and drawing a diameter (AB C) vertically to B 1 . Let this 
diameter correspond to the plane of the celestial equator. We now 
analyze: 

which means: 

4 a BA = E (Epsilon) 

In this way we regain the Same angle which we had resulted from 
the gutturals and the mnemonic word Bumaf q i i n i ~ .  Here the solar 
letter a (He) determines a diameter which corresponds to the plane of 
the ecliptic. 

If however, the Hebrew alphabet comprises 22 and not 33 letters, 
there is a special reason for it: the alphabet is the phonetic 
reproduction of the gnomon made discernible by letters. This is 
accomplished by the number and the order of the letters. With the age 
of Taurus as a basis, the alphabet reproduces the shadow division of 
the gnomon (Waw Holem) with all values found thereby, relative to 
a latitude corresponding to a place in Palestine. 



If one takes as the norm the length of the shadow measured at 
noon during the equinoxes, the following change occurs at the two 
solstices: At the summer solstice the shadow is shorter, at the winter 
solstice it is longer. The relationship of these changes is, in round 
figures, 4:4:7:7. 

Drawing 8 clearly shows the changes in the length of the shadow 
which result from the annual orbit. 

The sum of 4+4+7+7 is 22, which is equal to the number of letters in 
the alphabet. Such a correspondence can hardly be a coincidence. But 
in addition to this, the four cardinal points and the shadow relation- 
ships corresponding to them also appear in the alphabet: 

The two groups of four and the two groups of seven letters are 
clearly recognizable by the length of the shadows, with the cor- 
responding cardinal points delimiting the seasons. 

Only one irregularity strikes our attention: While the cardinal points 
N (vernal equinox), ;i (summer solstice), and y (winter 

solstice) stand at the beginning of the succeeding quarters, n forms 
the conclusion of the second quarter rather than the beginning of the 
third. The reason for this is evidently psychological in nature. In 
southern countries, too, the autumnal equinox was perceived as the 
sad conclusion of the period in which the light-giving sun describes its 
larger diurnal arcs over the horizon. After the autumnal equinox the 
days grow shorter and the nights longer; the ancients believed that the 
sun had to go to the underworld (cf. also VI, 3). 

To put a mark at the end of a time period is not an altogether 
isolated instance. The Mappiq, too, stands at the end of a word in the 
letter He; we have been able to identify it as a symbol of the end of 
the ascendant solar half-year (cf. 11, 6). And a similar explanation was 
found for the final Kaf with Shwa nah as indicating the end of the 
light half of the year before the harvest festival. 

The ancients believed that the sun cannot celebrate its birthday until 
the day of the winter solstice ( ). Its diurnal arcs become longer 
and longer, which means that Ayin rightly resumes its place at the 





beginning of the following season. 
We shall conclude our investigation by furnishing mathematical 

proof that a shadow proportion of 4:7 points to a measuring place 
in Palestine. If wecall thegeographic latitude 9 (Phi) and the obliquity 
of the ecliptic E (Epsilon), we arrive at the following: 

4 - - tan q - tan (q  - E) 
7 tan (q  + E) - tan q 

Systematic equivalence transformation according to the methods of 
algebra and trigonometry lead us to the connection between the 
geographical latitude of the measuring site q and the obliquity of the 
ecliptic E: 

t a n q  X t a n ~ =  3/11 

If one inserts the value found through the alphabet, r = 24'33', one 
gets q = 30°51', that is, a point 55 minutes (ca. 102 km, or Ca. 70 
miles (south of Jerusalem (q = 31'46'; cf. I1 1). 

This would appear to prove that a measurement in Palestine yields 
the approximate shadow proportion 4:7. 

In this connection it may be of interest to learn that the Bible 
relates about King Hezekiah of Juda (725 to 695) that he owned a sun 
dial which Cast a shadow (2 King. 20,9ff). 

In conclusion we would like to recall that the ancients called Waw 
Holem the "king of vowels" (I1 2); it appears here as the gnomon.(22) 
Only through its description as gnomon has the great importance of 
Waw been manifested; it may indeed be called the "king of vowels". 

Surely the comprehensive material that has been presented here will 
refute any objection that these numbers are merely coincidental. 

6. The Tiberian Punctuation and the Music 
of the Spheres (Acoustics) 

We have demonstrated that the forrns and the names of the Tiberian 



marks were by no means chosen arbitrarily, but that they reproduce 
the old geocentric astronomy and calendrical science. 

The full brilliance of the T P  becomes apparent only when one 
recognizes that the seemingly haphazard position of the marks has a 
threefold significance. 

In acoustics the TP  denotes the division into high, medium, and 
low sounds. In optics it expresses the basic differentiation between 
light and dark, i.e., day and night (see the following paragraphs). In 
keeping with its character it gives an indication of the doctrine of the 
singing of the stars, i.e., the notion that the earthly musical sounds 
produced by human beings are an imitation of the harmonies sung by 
the stars, which are thought of as being endowed with living souls.(23) 

As long as it was assumed that the forms and names of the 
Tiberian marks had been chosen arbitrarily and were devoid of deeper 
significance, their placement merited no particular attention. But once 
it is proved that the placement of the marks is not accidental, but that 
their position above, in, or below the character involved corresponds 
to the pitch and timbre of the vowels represented, it is difficult to 
maintain the assumption that the marks developed purely accidentally 
in the Course of the centuries. 

Among all the Semitic peoples of whom we have literary documents 
dealing with the evaluation of the vowels, we find a division of the 
latter into three groups: the "highn vowels U and 0 ,  the middle group 
of the A sounds, and the "deep" vowel I. From the ancient Orient this 
conception of the sounds, which seems odd to us, spread to the West 
and the East. Both the Greeks of early times and the Chinese regarded 
the dark, masculine sounds as "high" and the bright, feminine ones as 
"deepW.(24) The ancient Syrians held the same view, and it was 
adopted by the Ethiopians and the Arabian grammarians of the 
Middle Ages as we11.(25) 

It is astonishing that E. Hommel's work "Untersuchungen zur 
~ebraischen Lautlehren, published in 1917, even though it appeared in 
the series "~eitrage zur Wissenschaft vom Alten Testament", has not 
attracted much attention.(26) In that study Hommel demonstrates in 
detail and with many individual interpretations that the TP  constitutes 
a positional system(27) clearly displaying three groups of pitches in 
line with the placement of the marks. Here the "heightn and the 



"depth" of the sounds are defined as they were by the other nations of 
antiquity. This shows us how the musical ideas of the Hebrews were 
shaped like those of their environment. 

The Jewish grammarians of the Middle Ages who, as we have 
already indicated (cf. I l), were influenced by ideas of the Pytha- 
goreans and Neoplatonists, adopted this division of pitches. According 
to the Cordoban physician Abu1 Walid Merwan ibn Jannah (died 
1052), one of the most important medieval Hebrew linguists, the three 
chief vowels were U, I, and A. U corresponded to the upward 
movement of fire, I to the downward movement of a stone, and A to 
circular movement.(28) Shureq was interpreted as the symbol of a 
physical process taking place high above, whereas Hireq was Seen as 
deep below, and Patah as a symbol of the middle. 

This equation of the basic vowels with the three basic movements 
was later adopted by Ibn Ezra.(29) He merely replaced Shureq with 
Waw Holem and correctly pointed out that the vowels reproduce the 
pitch through their position. 

As we have already learned from I1 1, there are other vowels in 
addition to the three basic vowels Shureq (Waw-Holem), Patah, and 
Hireq. With the exception of Qamets, these are subject to the Same 
sonic ideas. 

Qamets is said to have originated from the proto-Semitic A and 
U.(30) The mark is composed of Patah and Hireq, which is perceived 
as located "deep". This is still clearly expressed in the ancient script. 
In the Ashkenazic pronunciation Qamets becomes 0 and in the 
Sephardic pronunciation it becomes A. Hommel(3 1) states that 
Qibbuts was probably pronounced "deeper" than U, more like Ü, and 
was thus placed among the lower marks in keeping with its pitch. 

On the basis of their pitch, Tsere and Segol probably were produced 
in the proper position as well. We frequently encounter Tsere in place 
of the vowel combination A and I; this is indicated, for example, by 
the srarus consrrucrus n'l from (house) and 9 from 

9 (night). In various* hialects, including Yiddish pronunciation, 
Tsere is pronounced virtually as a diphthong "AIW,(32) e.g., ac739 .. . , 
originally "rescue" or "flight" as well as "bankruptcyU (Yiddish ~leirej .  

It would have been logical to express the Tsere through a 
combination of Patah and Hireq. Such a possibility no longer existed, 



however, because this combination of marks had already been used 
for the representation of the Qamets. That is why the inventors of the 
TP  chose the end points of Patah as a symbol for Tsere.(33) In this 
way they indicated that phonetic~lly Tsere lies between A and I as a 
kind of diphthong. Its position points to Patah, but its dotted form 
points to Hireq. The two dots also convey the picture of a dual vowel, 
of a diphthong. 

Segol most probably originated from one of the two basic sounds A 
and I. This is indicated by formations like 3:: (king), T?'?! (my 
king) on the one hand and 'r?F (flag), (my flag) on the 
other. The inventors of the TP  combined the two Tsere dots-the 
substitute Patah-with another dot to produce a triangle, with Tsere 
forming its basis and the third dot its tip. 

Since the E-sound of Segol lies "deeper" than the A-sound, the tip 
of the triangle points downward, thus also indicating the lowest point 
of the solar orbit.(34) 

By way of illustration Hommel gives us the following depiction of a 
vowel scheme(35) derived from a Munich Latin codex from the 
fifteenth century. Five beams emanate from a sun-three main beams 
leading to the main vowels U, A and I, and two to the secondary 
vowels 0 and E. This manuscript, to be Sure, was written in a late 
period, but it clearly reflects a view going back to early antiquity, 
according to which both vowels and their sounds are related to the 
sun. 

Given this state of affairs, it is astonishing that Hommel failed to 
investigate whether the Tiberian marks might perhaps have been 
intended to represent the position of stars or of the sun. This would 
have made all the more sense because according to Hommel's further 
statements the alphabet of the bards(36) was derived from three "solar 
beams", which is again in keeping with the tripartition of the vowels 
into sounds of high, medium, and deep pitch. 

The medieval Hebrew grammar of the Masoretes and punctuators 
was based on acute observation and a well-thought-out and 
consistently developed phonetic system.(37) Hommel(38) assumes that 
the Masoretes drew on the knowledge of the scholars of antiquity who 
had already developed a mathematical-physical theory of phonetics. 
This theory was based on physiological observations and on the 





musical theory of the ancients.(39) It was in particular Pythagorean 
notions which connected music with mathematical laws and in this 
way created a close relationship between pitches and numbers. (Cf. 
also Aristotle, Metaphysics A5. 985b 23 - 986 a 6). Aristotle also 
discusses views of this kind according to which numbers had a special 
significance not only in music but also in the sky. (Aristotle, 
Metaphysics XIV 3 1090a - 109 1 b 22). 

People initially used a monochord, a one-stringed instrument(40), 
for presenting the mathematical relationship between the pitch and the 
length of the string. At a later date the Pythagoreans- related their 
ideas to the heptachord, an instrument whose sequence of pitches they 
connected with the array of the planets,(41) and in turn with the 
seven-stringed lyre of Apollo.(42) 

The planets, their distances from one another, and their orbital 
periods were regarded as being arranged in accordance with harmonic 
rules. The doctrine of the harmony of the spheres played a central role 
in the entire system.(43) 

The notion of the singing of the stars may be found throughout 
antiquity. Plato characterizes the basic conviction as follows (The 
Republic VII, 530 B/E): "I said that as the eyes are framed for 
astronomy so the ears are framed for the movements of harmony, and 
these are in some.sort kindred sciences, as the Pythagoreans affirm 
and we admit, do we not, Glaucon?" 

Phi10 (De migratione, vol. V, 11, 178): "The Chaldeans connected 
the celestial with happenings on earth and then sought to demonstrate 
through musical tones the harmony of the universe on the basis of the 
mutual relationship of these only spatially and not essentially separated 
parts of the universe." 

Music led the Pythagoreans to concern themselves with the science 
of letters. Letters were used for numbers and the names of musical 
notes. After all, to this day the tones of the musical scale are named 
with letters of the alphabet. Similarly, vowels and letters were regarded 
as "going around in a circleW,(44) since the sun and the moon were 
observed making their circular orbits in the sky. (Cf. Plato, Timaeos, 
34a). In keeping with this, the first and the eighthnotesof an octave 
coincided. On this point Aristotle states (Metaphysics XIV 6, 1093a 28 
- b 4): "Some still say .... that the interval in the alphabet from Alpha 



to Omega is equal to that from the lowest note of a flute to the 
highest and that its number is equal to that of the whole harmony of 
the universe." But if vowels and letters were related to the "tones" of 
the stars, then music, script, and grammar had to constitute a uniform 
science! 

In the Harmony of Claudius Ptolemaeus the entire musical 
knowledge of the ancient world is concentrated once more as in a 
focus in order to radiate from there to the medieval discipline of 
music .... Ptolemaeus gives the first fundamental definition of the 
concept and in conclusion makes a grand attempt to subject the entire 
universe to the laws of the theory of harmony.(45) 

The great astronomer Johannes Kepler, who lived at the beginning 
of the modern age (1571-1630), also saw in earthly music a reflection 
of celestial music. He discovered the laws of planetary movements and 
based his theory of harmony on the Pythagorean idea of the harmony 
of the spheres as well as on the Harmony of Ptolemaeus. In his book 
Harmonica Mundi Kepler relates the movements of the planets in the 
zodiac to the musical System, specifically the scale. 

Like so many others, the Greeks derived their musical theory from 
the civilizations of ancient Asia.(46) Thus it is not surprising that the 
Hebrews also had similar ideas, and these are embodied in the TP. 
They differ substantially, however, from those of the surrounding 
pagan peoples because of the monotheistic "idea of G'd". The heavenly 
bodies were not viewed as personifications of gods; they were regarded 
as the "host of G'dn (, u ~ ; i ' r ~  NIY ') who created the sun, the moon, 
and the stars and rules over their orbits. This thought is wonderfuiiy 
expressed in Psalm 19: "The heavens declare the glory of G'd, the 
firmament proclaims His handiwork" (cf. also Job 38,7, where the 
morning stars praise G'd.) 

By way of Summary, one can say that the T P  reproduces in occult 
fashion the various pitches and timbres of the vowels through the 
course of the two "Great Planets", the sun and the moon. This 
symbolism is buttressed by the name of the vowels, n i y i l i n  
(movements), meaning the movements of the sky. All this boils down 
to seeking in the course of the stars the "writing of heavenn. 

The notion of the Hebrews that the sounds of human speech are 
related to the stars is by no means limited to vowels and semi-vowels. 



Thus the SY declares that the letters ul,%,X (Alef, Mem, Shin) are 
symbols of the elements air, water, and fire (SY I11 8ff). Furthermore 
it assigns seven of the remaining nineteen letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet to each of the seven planets (SY IV 5) and the other twelve 
to each of the twelve signs of the zodiac (SY V 30. Here the 
consonants ("sounding with" something else, Mitlaute in German) are 
appropriately included. 

From our discussion it becomes clear that the music of antiquity 
was predominantly "vocal music". It was the task of the priests to 
imitate the singing of the Stars above through choral singing in the 
temple on the earth below. Instrumental music was, in general, only 
an accompaniment performed on string, wind, and percussion 
instruments.(47) 

In the Bible we read repeatedly about the religious chants of the 
Hebrews. Thus Moses and the people of Israel sang a Song of praise 
to G'd after their rescue from the hands of the Egyptians (Ex. 15, lff). 
The prophetess Miriam, the sister of Moses, took a timbrel to 
accompany the singing and all women followed her with drums and 
round dances (Ex. 15,20). After the victory over King Jabin of Canaan 
the prophetess Deborah intoned a chant of thanksgiving in praise of 
G'd (Judges 5,lf). 

The practice of religious music reached its high point under the rule 
of King David (2 Sam. 6,5; 1 Chron. 16,7ff) who enriched religious 
poetry as a Poet and singer. He sang and played his harp even as a 
very young man. According to traditionwe owe to him a major portion 
of the most beautiful psalms. His son and successor Solomon, who 
built the temple (2 Chron. 5,12; 7,6), expanded the musical facilities 
for ritual practices and had, for example, precious instruments made 
(1 Kin. 10,12). In 1 Chron. 25,7 we read about 288 sacred singers who 
were all trained masters of Song. The prophet schools, too, cultivated 
singing to serve the glorification of G'd.(48) 

Secular singing is mentioned in the Bible as well, but it was far less 
important than the religious kind. All human experiences found 
expression in Songs of victory and joy, but dirges resounded as well. 
Among the former we can number 1 Sam. 18,6; the women came out 
to meet the victorious King Saul, and their singing and dancing were 



accompanied by instrumental music. The anointing of Solomon as 
king was celebrated in this manner as well (1 Kin. 1,40). Joyous songs 
with music and dance were to resound when the children of Israel 
returned to Jerusalem from exile (Jer. 3 1,4). 

In Psalm 69, 11-13, David complains that the wine drinkers are 
sitting at the gate and singing derisive songs about him. The sorely 
tried Job (30,9f) has similar fears. Because of his illness and his pains 
he could coax only plaints and weeping from his harp and his flute 
(30,31 and Jer. 48,36 are in a similar vein). The prophet Isaiah warned 
"those who chase liquor from early in the morning, and till late in the 
evening are inflamed by wine .... but who never give a thought to the 
plan of the Lord" (5,llf). The Jews who have been banished to 
Babylon have hung their harps on the poplars by the river and grief 
has mzde them unwilling to sing any more (PS. 137). 

David mourned the death of King Sau1 and his son Jonathan and 
ordered that the children be taught the "song of the Bow" from Sefer 
Yashar (Book of the Righteous One). The Bible (2 Sam. 1,1427) 
records these mournful Verses. Dirges also resounded at the death of 
King Josias, 638-608 (2 Chron. 35,25). 

The ancients connected dancing as well as singing with an imitation 
of the processes in the sky. In his interesting book World History of 
the Dance Curt Sachs(49) gives a detailed account of the dances of 
many nations from the Stone Age to modern times. These dances 
stemmed from all sorts of motives. Among these the religious motive 
looms large again, and a special chapter of Sachs' book is devoted to 
astral dance. This type of dance, consisting of round or directional 
dances, is a reflection of cosmic orbits, and dances relating to the sun 
and the moon seem to have had pride of place. 

Thus the ancients believed that the planets performed dances around 
the sun. Emperor Julian, the ruler of the Eastern Roman Empire from 
313 to 363, became an apostate from Christianity and instead 
worshipped the sun as king of the universe(50) and choragus in the 
dance of the planets.(51) Several centuries earlier Cicero had written 
(Somnium Scipionis 4): "The sun has its place in the Center as leader, 
king, and ruler of the other celestial lights, as reason and order in the 
universe." In point of fact, the planets adjust their movements to the 



sun. Venus and Mercury never stray far from it and always return to 
it. The upper planets Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn turn around and 
reverse direction as soon as they have reached a certain distance 
(elongation) from the sun. In this sense the sun really is the choragus 
in the dance of the planets.(52) (Sirnilar ideas may be found in Pliny, 
Nut. Hist. 11, 15). 

The Bible mentions round dances as well, and these frequently are 
religious in nature. Thus David dances in front of the Ark (2 Sam. 
6,14; 1 Chron. 15,29), and the Psalmist praises G'd with music and 
dances (PS. 149,3; 150,4; cf. also Ex. 15,20). Jeremiah prophesies to 
the "Maiden Israel": "You shall take up your timbrels and go forth to 
the rhythm of the dancersn (3 1,4). 

The notion of the singing of the spheres and their round dance 
remained alive through the Middle Ages. In modern times it found its 
poetic expression in Goethe's Prologue in Heaven to Faust: 

"The Sun-orb sings, in emulation 
Mid brother-spheres. His ancient round: 
His path predestined through creation 
He ends with step of thunder-sound." 
(Translation by Bayard Taylor) 

The original text: 

"Die Sonne tönt nach alter Weise 
In Bruderspharen Wettgesang, 
Und ihre vorgeschriebne Reise 
Vollendet sie mit Donnergang." 

There is one important difference, however, which raises the TP  
above all other teachings known to us: It systematized the science of 
the various tones and timbres of the vowels and semi-vowels which 
are produced by the "singing" of the sun and the moon, and it 
embodied this System, which is as simple as it is magnificent, in 
Hebrew script and grammar in occult form. 



7. The Tiberian Punctuation and its 
Relationship to Day and Night (Optics) 

The documentation of the musical-astronomicai notions of antiquity, 
especially the systematical position of the marks, is contained in the 
TP. This is anything but comprehensive. The TP  depicts the processes 
in the sky in such a fashion that it even symbolizes the basic contrast 
between day and night, light and darkness - a contrast that is so 
important for human life (Cf. the first chapters of Genesis). This 
bipartition of the astronomicai day, which is still significant for our 
time, was of an importance not to be underestimated for those 
cultural epochs, because the possibilities of artificial lighting were 
extremely limited. In early times people were guided by the Course of 
the sun in daytime and by that of the moon and the stars at night, 
and in keeping with this they subsequently employed sundials and at 
night so-called water clocks. 

The astronomical day described in the TP  (I1 I )  is divided into two 
Parts: the light half, which is illuminated by the sun and called "day" 
in the narrower sense, and the dark half, during which the sun is 
invisible, the night. The sun becomes visible and it grows light as soon 
as it rises over the rim of the horizon at its rising point in the east; it 
becomes invisible and it grows dark as soon as it sinks below the edge 
of the horizon at its setting point in the West. 

To the human imagination the concepts "light", "visibility", "day", 
"height", and "above" on the one hand and "darkness", "invisibility", 
"night", "depth", and "below" on the other are antitheticai. Accor- 
dingly, with reference to the position of the sun we can divide the 
vowel and semi-vowel marks into those that symbolize brightness, the 
visible, the light, and those that bring to mind the dark, the invisible, 
the deep. 

Between these groups are the marks of the middle. While the sun at 
noon is tantarnount to daylight and maximal brightness, and deepest 
darkness prevails at midnight, the visibility of the marks of the middle 
depends on the position of the sun: 

Marks of light: Waw Holem (the zenith position of the sun in 
sphaera rerta; cf. Fig. I); ~ o l e m  without Waw (the culmination of the 



sun in sphaera obliqua which changes with the seasons); Shureq 
(afternoon position of the sun). 

Marks of depth: Hireq (the Center of the earth and the universe); 
Qamets (the depth of the earth, its third dimension); Segol (the 
opposite point of Waw Holem); Qibbuts (opposite point of Holem 
without Waw, radius of the circle-radius in the sense of ray). 

In consonance with this division of the vowel marks, the semi- 
vowels are placed below the horizon, for they represent the course of 
the moon, the ruler of the night. Here, too, the grammatical rules are 
dependent on cosmological viewpoints. 

Marks of the middle: Patah (the surface of the earth or the horizon) 
and the "substitute Patahn Tsere (rising and setting points of the sun). 
These marks assume a position midway between the marks of the 
bright light and those of darkness. The earth's surface and the 
horizon, which seemingly borders it, separate the diurnal arc of the 
sun from its nocturnal arc.(53) 

Just as we can divide the sound of the vowels into high, medium, 
and deep tones, we speak to this day of high, medium, and deep 
voices. (We must not forget, however, that the ancients' view of pitch 
was the reverse of ours). 

In acoustics the seven planets-and thus the seven vowels as their 
symbols-are related to the notes of the octave, and in optics to the 
seven colors of the rainbow.(54) This explains the concept "tone 
colorn of the individual vowels.(55) 

8. The Solar Character of the Tiberian Punctuation 

1. The classification of the vowel marks is related to the sun and its 
orbit (cf. I1 1). The marks placed above the line reproduce the 
position of the sun during the day, while those placed below the line 
reproduce its nocturnal course. 

2. The TP  represents the diurnal orbit of the sun at the first time of 
the vernal equinox at the latter's entry into the zodiac sign of Taurus 
(IV 1 and 2). 



3. The moon receives its light from the sun, and its various phases 
are determined by its position in relation to the earth und the sun. 
Since the moon is the light of the night, the lunar marks (Shwa and 
the Hatefim) were also placed below the line; this included those 
symboiizing the visible phases of the moon. 

4. The TP  presents the gnomon (as Waw Holem), the shadow- 
casting hand of the sundial, in order to inform beople of the time of 
day. It says nothing about the hours of the night, the time when, in 
the view of the ancients, the sun is in the netherworld. 

5. In the TP, "rightn is equated with the east. The solar dot on the 
right, eastern tip of shin 4 symbolizes the sun rising in the east at 
the time of the full moon of Nisan rather than the setting moon (as 
demonstrated in V 3). Furthermore, the name of the conjunction of 
the sun and the moon is Shin rather than Sen. 

6. The TP  together with the alphabet represents not only the 
diurnal orbit of the sun but its annual orbit as well. Through its 
Course in the zodiac it determines the change in the seasons , indicated 
by the four n i o i i i n  (beginnings of the seasons) which are indicated 
in the grammar by the four gutturals y t n n i i ~  and their 
special treatment. At the Same time expression is given to the 
outstanding position of the fifth guttural, i (Resh), as a symbol of 
the sun, the head of the planets. 

7. The TP  divides the astronomicai day into a light and a dark half, 
delimited by the two Tsere dots as rising and setting points of the sun. 
Correspondingly, the year is also divided into two haives: a light half, 
delimited by Alef and Kaf and a dark half. 

8. Furthermore, the TP describes the half-year of the rising sun, 
whose end is symbolized by the mark Mappiq in He, as well as the 
half-year of the sinking sun until the winter solstice. 

9. The TP  makes reference to the height of the sun's position at the 
time of the summer and winter solstices (V1 3). 

10. The dot in the Begadkefat letters is a code for the sun's 
conjunctions with the planets of the geocentric universe. The TP  says 
nothing about the corresponding conjunctions of the moon with other 
planets or about the conjunctions among the planets in which the sun 
is not involved. 

11. We must concede that the TP  intends to symbolize both the 



monthly orbit of the moon with its phases and the intercalary rule for 
the insertion of a month for the purpose of adjusting the lunar year to 
the solar year. But here, too, the predominant position of the sun 
becomes apparent. The lunar year is adapted to the solar year, not the 
other way around. 

12. The five small planets of the geocentric universe adapt their 
movements to the sun. 

If one compares the number of the solar marks descnbed in the TP 
with that of the lunar marks, and if one considers all the findings 
related to the sun which we have made in the Course of our 
investigations, there is no mistaking the predorninantly solar character 
of the TP. 



V11 Further Mnemonic Words 
The astrological relationships of the following mnemonic words may 
appear Strange to the readers accustomed to exact findings in the 
natural sciences. For this reason we must draw attention to the fact 
that in antiquity astrology was closely related to astronomy and 
constituted a unified science with it (cf. I 1). Even later, down to the 
Middle Ages, astrological ideas were still widely disseminated under 
the influence of Arabic scholars. In fact, there were professorships of 
Astrology at the major universities of Europe. Thus Pope Leo X 
founded such a chair at the papal university of Rome, and the study 
of astrology flourished at the universities of Padua, Bologna, and 
Paris as well.(l) Kepler was still influenced by it,(2) and it is known 
that he drew up a horoscope for Wallenstein, the Duke of Friedland. 
The belief in the influence of the Stars on human fate came to an end 
only with the philosopher Leibniz in the seventeeth century. 

1. The Mnemonic Word iHerJn  (Mantsepakh) 

We know that the geocentric universe was acquainted with the five 
small planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury in addition 
to the sun and the moon. From ancient times we have various 
Statements about the sequence and the time of their orbits; more 
precise information became available only with the Greek period, but 
it is generally assumed that this information derives from Egyptian 
and Babylonian models. 



It can be demonstrated that among the Hebrews the presentation of 
the succession of the planetary orbits is concealed in occult fashion in 
grammatical mnemonic words. 

Of the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, the five letters y191n3 

(Kaf, Mem, Nun, Pe, Tsade; "kamnapets")are written in more than 
one way depending on whether they stand at the beginning, the 
middle of a word, or at its end. In the latter case they are known as 
final letters. Contrary to the alphabetical sequence, these letters were 
cited by the ancient Rabbis under the mnemonic word 7 " 9 ~ l n  ( red:  
"Mantsepakh"). 

According to Jewish tradition, the final letters were given to Adam 
by G'd, and they are said to have been known to Abraham and 
Moses as well. The Talmudic scholars regarded them as an invention 
of the prophets, but this drew Protest from the pious, who pointed out 
that it was strictly forbidden to introduce anything new after Moses 
(Sabbath 104a; Megillah 2b).(3) 

Modem scholars believed that the final letters represented a more 
recent spelling, perhaps from the first centuries of our era. The 
discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls proved, however, that the final 
letters are considerably older, for they are already found in those 
writings, but only occasionally.(4) The closed form of Mem U 

appears as well as the final Nun 1 , and so does the letter Pe q 
once in the first scroll of Isaiah found in the cave. 

Until now scholars have not been able to explain why final letters 
exist and why Hebrew script contains only five such letters, and 
precisely those. On the basis of our astronomical interpretation we 
shall recognize in these letters symbols of the five small planets of the 
geocentric universe. 

This assertion may seem astonishing, but there is support for it in 
both Talmuds. According to the Jerusalem Talmud (Megillah 1, 71d) 
as well as the Babylonian Talmud (Megillah 2b, Sabbath 104a), the 
Jewish scholars have discussed the question of the origin of the final 
letters. They thought that the tsofim had ordered them, and they 
erroneously interpreted the u ~ s i ~  as seers or prophets. The real 
meaning of the final letters was evidently no longer known to them, 
and they seem to have had only an obscure and no longer compre- 
hensible tradition concerning them. 



The literal translation of ;i!~i~ (tsofeh) is "to look around from 
a high place", and the participle means "watchman on a tower", 
"look-out", or "scout".(5) The doctrine that the gods manifest 
themselves in certain heavenly bodies was age-old.(6) Thus "watch- 
men" presumably referred to the Babylonian astronomers who sat on 
high towers, the zikkurats, a kind of observatory, in order to divine 
the will of the gods from the orbits of the heavenly bodies, 
particularly the planets.(7) The Greeks called these men hermeneis, 
i.e., interpreters (1s. 47,13). 

Since there were twelve signs of the zodiac but only seven planets, 
the ancient astronomers managed in the following manner:(8) They 
assigned to the sun as the Star of the day one sign of the zodiac as the 
ruler's seat, its so-called day house. Correspondingly, the moon as the 
Star of the night was assigned another sign of the zodiac, its night 
house in which it was supposed to rule at night. Each of the five small 
planets, however, was assigned two signs of the zodiac-namely, a day 
house and a night house. 

Just as we have different information about the sequence of the 
orbits of the planets in ancient times, this is true in part also of the 
assignment of the houses to the individual planets. The distribution of 
the zodiac signs which is valid in astrology to this day is as follows: 

Planet Day House Night House 

Saturn Capricorn 
Jupiter Sagittarius 
Mars Scorpio* 
Venus Libra* 
Mercury Virgo 
Sun Leo 
Moon --- 

Aquarius* 
Pisces* 
Aries 
Taurus 
Gemini 
--- 
Cancer 

*The signs marked with an asterisk will be used for an explanation of 
our mnemonic word. 

By virtue of their monotheistic faith the Hebrews did not regard the 
planets as gods, but under the influence of their pagan environment 



they did utilize similar images and ideas in altered form. 
If one examines the word l l l ~ y l o  (Mantsepakh) with a view to 

its astral significance, one immediately notices that most of the 
consonants of this word could very well have such a significance. 
Mem means "water"; Nun is "fish" in Aramaic; the name Tsade 
contains the stem I (tsud), meaning "to chasen, "to aim to killn; 
Kaf is "hollow hand" or "scale". The letters 3, Y ,  I , n can thus be 
used without hesitation as symbols for the zodiac signs Aquarius, 
Pisces, Scorpio, and Libra. 

In the above table Aquarius is assigned to Saturn and Libra to 
Venus; Jupiter corresponds to Pisces and Scorpio to Mars. In 
antiquity Mars was regarded as the god of war-in contrast to 
Jupiter, which never appears with martial attributes. Accordingly, 
Tsade can only be reserved for the war god Mars, which is precisely 
in keeping with the aggressive ( r ) nature of a scorpion. This would 
leave Nun to Jupiter. Thus an indirect relationship between planets 
and letters is created as well. 

This pairing can be substantiated in specific terms if we compare 
the meaning of the letter symbols with the nature of the planets. 
Saturn, for instance, is the "counter-sun9'(9) and lord of the depth, in 
which the "lower waten" are located, while Jupiter appears as master 
of the "upper watersn.(lO) Saturn is paired with Aquarius(l1) and 
Jupiter with Pisces; the element of both is water. In Papyrus 
Carlsberg No.1 (12) the sun (MardukIJupiter is the sun god) is 
presented as a falcon coming from the "primal" water, the origin of all 
things. This primal water is called "Nun" and is indicated in writing 
with the aid of three wavy lines:(13) 

Jupiter bestows sexual potency,(l4) and this explains its pairing 
with Nun, the fish, regarded as a symbol of fruitfulness. Jupiter is 
married to Juno, the mistress of morality and matrimony. He is the 
master of all pagan gods. 

Let us, finally, demonstrate that o (Pe) symbolizes Mercury. In 
point of fact, no sign of the zodiac or other constellation is called 
"mouth". In ancient mythology Mercury was thought of as a 
messenger of the gods; he was the "mouth" of the supreme deity. 
Furthermore, a messenger had to be quick, and we know that 
Mercury is the planet nearest to the sun and as such is the quickest to 



orbit it. 
If we have recourse to Aramaic, we find the following words related 

to the stem ;is : N;ie , "to roam around", with the participle 
,x>;irr, "one who roams around", also "the roaming aroundW.(l5) We 
have already mentioned the ancients' belief that the fixed stars are 
fixed in the sky (cf. I1 I), while the planets, the "wandering stars", 
move back and forth in the sky. 

The Babylonians(l6) as well as the Hebrews(l7) regarded Mercury 
as the planet {wunderer) par excellence. i is "star" in Hebrew, 
and at the Same time it is the name of Mercury, which makes it the 
star! The Talmud reports about it (Sabbath 156a): "He who is born 
under the reign of Mercury will ....be wise because he is the 'writer of 
the sun', i.e., traces out its Course and hence always accompanies it." 
To characterize this special position of Mercury, the ancient Jewish 
sages did not relate it to one of the signs of the zodiac but honored 
it probably with the name "mouth of G'd". 

If we now insert the planetary values we have found for the 
mnemonic word l H ' l Y I D  (Mantsepakh), we get the five small 
planets in this order: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Venus. In this 
order the planets are arranged according to their average sidereal(A2) 
orbital periods, as stated in Timaeos (38 C),(18) one of Plato's last 
dialogues, in which he concerns himself largely with questions of 
astronomy (32-39). 

The following table gives the pertinent orbital periods: 

Planet Orbital Time 

Saturn about 30 years 
Jupiter 12 years 
Mars 2 years 
Mercury 1 year 
Venus 1 year 

It is entirely logical to list Mercury before Venus, as Plato does in his 
enumeration. As "planet par excellence" it deserves precedence over 
Venus, which has the "same" orbital period in Plato. 

If the ancient sages always cited the five letters Mem, Nun, Tsade, 





Pe, and Kaf as i u P y l n  rather than alphabetically or in some other 
order, we now know the reason for it: The five letters of this 
mnemonic word stand for the five small planets in the order of their 
orbital periods as stated by Plato in Timaeos. The dual spelling 
indicates in occult fashion that in accordance with a tenet of ancient 
astronomy each of the five small planets dominates two houses. 

2. The Mnemonic Word n 1 1 i ~ 3 . r a ~  (Begadkefarat) 

Of the letters Bet, Gimel, Dalet, Kaf, Pe, and Taw we have a dual 
pronunciation in the form of a harder one as a plosive and a softer 
one as a fricative (I1 4). As already shown,in Tiberias, Resh was also 
pronounced in two ways in post-biblical times: as a lingual and as a 
palatal R. In the Torah, however, Re sh is never given the Dagesh 
dot. 

In our section on Dagesh we pointed out that the Book of Creation 
regards the above mentioned seven letters as symbols of the seven 
planets (SY IV 7). Our investigation will proceed from the fact that 
letters whose astronomical symbolic value has already been observed 
in the case of the final letters Mantsepakh here possess the Same 
value. Since in the previous section we found for the letters and 

P (Kaf and Pe) the values of Mercury and Venus, five letters 
remain to be identified. 

Re'sh can only symbolize the sun as the "head" of the planets (cf. 
under Dagesh, I1 4). Gimel is identical with the Babylonian gamlu, the 
weapon of Marduk, the chief Babylonian god.(l9) The Star of Marduk 
was Jupiter.(20) Thus we can regard Gimel as a symbol of Jupiter, 
especially because the SY also interprets it that way (SY IV 9). 

The letter n (Taw) is written in ancient Semitic script as a lying 
cross(21) which 1s regarded as a closing mark (as, for example, the 
picture of a Spanish equestrian blocking the street). Thus Taw 
appropriately stands at the end of the Hebrew alphabet. Accordingly, 
it also concludes the sequence of the planets. We shall remember that 
this begins with Saturn, which has an orbital period of about 30 years, 
and ends with the moon, which takes only about 30 days for its orbit 



around the earth. Hence we need not hesitate to assign Taw to the 
moon as a symbol, and in doing so we shall also be in agreement with 
the SY. 

In accordance with the SY we shall assign the two letters that are 
still unidentified, 3. (Bet) and T (Daiet), to Saturn and Mars (IV 
8, 10). Despite its dim light and its great distance from the earth, 
Saturn was in ancient times regarded as a very important planet. It 
was considered to be the night-time representative of the sun while the 
latter was in the netherworld. In its honor the Romans ~ l eb ra t ed  
their Saturnalia. Saturn also is one of the stars mentioned in the OT 
(Amos 5,26).(22) As "Shabtain it becomes the master of the seventh 
day of the week, and tradition also presents it as the "star of the 
Jewsn.(23) In its capacity as a planet it is regarded as the ruler of the 
"Golden Agen.(24) Saturn probably owes its special Status to its 
location as the planet faraest from the earth. In the view of the 
ancients this meant that it was in the highest of the heavens and thus 
closest to G'd, in His palace (cf V1 3). This explains why the letter 
;r (house) was utilized for Saturn. 
In the Hebrew-Latin lexicon of Gesenius(25) we find this Statement 

under 9-1 : "Pendulus, nutans: swinging back and forth, hence the 
wing of a door as something hanging that swings back and forth and 
bends forward and backward." In one instance this is used 
metaphorically: "The door of my lipsn (PS. 141,3). Far more frequently 
used is the feminine n9-r , "wing of a doorn. This is evidence of a 
connection between 9 and 997 "to hangn, "to swing back and 
forth", "to sway back and forthn.(26) 

Mars is the planet that goes back and forth pur excellence; no other 
planet has such an irregular Course. It is therefore understandable that 
from its behavior in the sky people concluded that it also mixed up 
everything on earth. That is why the Babylonians caiied it "kakkab la 
minati, " the incalculable star.(27) 

In our mnemonic word "Begadkefarat" we have recognized the 
following pairing of letters and planets: 



Planet 
Saturn 
Jupiter 
Mars 
Venus 
Mercury 
Sun 
Moon 

Letter 
Bet 
Gimel 
Dalet 
Kaf 
Pe 
Resh 
Taw 

This follows a series of planets which is said to have been formed 
by the Pythagoreans (Pliny I1 84).(28) If we compare it with the 
Mantsepakh series, we notice that only Venus and Mercury have 
changed their places. On the other hand, this list of planets also 
includes the sun and the moon which, as we know, were in ancient 
times numbered among the planets. Thus this sequence of letters 
comprises their symbols as well. 

3. The Mnemonic Word r t l a  T i uvw (Sheatnazgats) 
and the Crowns 

According to the religious prescriptions of the Jews, in the script of 
the Torah scrolls the letters Shin, Ayin, Tet, Nun, Zayin, Gimel, and 
final Tsade (Tagin, Menakhot 29b) must bear on their upper end a 
kind of tripinnate crown.(29) If such a crown is missing on even one of 
these letters, the scroll concerned cannot be used for religious purposes 
until it is mended, for Jewish tradition requires that nothing be 
omitted or added in the traditional writing of the Torah scrolls.(30) 
The Same applies to the writing of these letters in the cubes of the 
phylacteries (tefilin) and in the Bible Verses that are affixed to 
doorposts as the socalled mezuzot. For the sake of this strict tradition 
the Torah scrolls intended for services in the synagogue are even 
today laboriously written by hand on parchment rather than printed. 

The reason why the abovementioned letters, und only these, must 
receive a tripartite pinnate crown has not been known until now. The 
following observations indicate that by virtue of their prescribed 
crowning these seven letters have an ancient astronomicai significance. 



As Meissner(31) reports, there is a plate depicting the chief Babylonian 
god, Marduk, whose Star is Jupiter, standing on flowing water with a 
feather crown on his head. A document conceming the erection of the 
sun temple at On (Heliopolis) tells us that "the king was adorned with 
a feather crown, and all initiates followed himW.(32) A text on a 
sarcophagus indicates that the feather was a crown-symbol wom by 
gods;(33) it was equated with a rising Star. Thus the seven crowned 
letters evidently are symbols of the seven planets. Here the sun and 
the moon are again included. 

As will be shown later, we are here dealing with another 
enumeration of the planets which accords a central position to the 
heat and life-giving sun. Emperor Julian(34) apotheosized the sun as 
"so1 invictus " and the king of the universe. In the sequence of the 
planets assumed by him, Ptolemy (PA IX 1) also placed the sun at the 
center,(35) giving us this order: Satum, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, 
Mercury, Moon. This sequence is in substantial agreement with the 
one that we find in the Babylonian Talmud (Menakhot 29b), though 
with one differente which is clarified by the following juxtaposition: 

Ptolemy Talmud (Shabbat 156a) 

Satum 
Jupiter 
Mars 
Sun 
Venus 
Mercury 
Moon 

Sun. 
Venus 
Mercury 
Moon 
Saturn 
Jupiter 
Mars 

Both lists are identical in nature in that they reflect a division of the 
planets into "inner" and "outer" ones. Ptolemy is more logical, 
however, since he also observes the arrangement according to orbital 
times which the Talmud does not have. 

Our investigation of the seven letters yllarivyrr will now be 



based on the Ptolemaic sequence at variance with the Talmud. Thus 
there should be the following correspondence: 

Sun 
Venus 
Mercury 
Moon 
Saturn 
Jupiter 
Mars 

Shin (cf. V) 
Ayin 
Tet 
Nun 
Zayin 
Gimel 
Tsade 

A (Gimel); cf. Begadkefat) and Y (Tsade; cf. Mantsepakh) 
have already been identified as symbols of Jupiter and Mars. Shin or 
Shen a; )  represents the sun (see the section on Shen). In place of the 
sequence of letters in which we expect the lunar symbol we find I 

(Nun). On the previous Page the lunar symbol stood at the end of the 
procession of planets; but then its power and significance would have 
been no match for the power and significance of Jupiter. It could, 
however, symbolize the moon if Jupiter and the moon, following the 
principle of stellar substitution (cf. V1 I) ,  coincide in at least one 
important characteristic. 

Let us keep in mind that the ancients called the sun and the moon 
the two "Great Twins", becaase they alternated shining in the sky by 
day and by night as the great lights. Jupiter is the master of the 
"upper waters" and the moon the master of the low tide and the high 
tide, i.e., the "lower waters". Nun, moreover, refers to the fruitfulness 
that produces progeny; we have already described Jupiter as the 
master of fruitfulness (V11 1). Nun is the Aramaic word for "fish" and 
is regarded as Jupiter's night house. The moon was known to the 
ancients in connection with the monthly penod of women, and the 
procreation of children usually took place at the time of the moon's 
rule.(36) According to Harper's letter 76,s there even is an Assyrian 
ritual instruction in epistolary form which states expressly that "Jupiter 
is the moon". 

The great veneration of the moon in the ancient Near East, 
particularly in Ur and Haran, is in line with such observations. The 
moon was often regarded as the father of Marduk. On the basis of 



such correspondences the moon could be symbolized by the character 
Nun. 

Let us now turn to T (Zayin) which according to our table 
should stand for Saturn. In Assyrian it means "weapon".(37) In 
Aramaic script we find a different form of Zayin resembling Waw(38) 
which is reminiscent of a sickle or a falchion.(39) We know that the 
Greeks depicted Chronos/Saturn with a sickle-like falchion called 
harpe. Hence Saturn could be identified in cryptograms by a slightly 
curved sword. 

In our table Mercury is paired with V (Tet). Tet means 
"snakeW.(40) In Greek representations Mercury is shobn as the 
messenger of the gods bearing a herold's staff with two intertwined 
snakes whose heads are facing each other.(41) Thus the planet 
Mercury can definitely be symbolized by the code word "snake" or the 
letter u . 

Six of the seven letters having been identified as symbols of six 
planets, the remaining seventh letter, Y (Ayin, meaning "eye") can 
only be related to the planet Venus. In Egyptian astronomical texts 
Venus invariably appears with the epithet Ws-ir (Osiris) which is 
written as follows: 

The middle part represents an eye(42) Isis is called "the queen of 
heaven", "the eye of ReW.(43) Pliny expressly designates her as Venus 
(Hkt. nat. I1 37). 

Among the Babylonians, Venus as queen of heaven was venerated 
jointly with the sun and the moon as the leader of the stars.(44) On 
Babylonian depictions it is often Seen as an octagonal star together 
with the sun and the moon. The idea of Venus as the queen of heaven 
was adopted by the Greeks, and this is indicated by the name 
"Aphrodite Urania" (the heavenly one) or the embellishing epithet 
"Pasiphae", the shining one. The reason for this probably was its 
extraordinary luminosity; it was four times as bright as Jupiter and 
six times as bright as Mars (Pliny, Hist. nat. I1 36). 





Jeremiah also speaks of Astarte (the Babylonian name of Venus) as 
the "queen of heaven", though as a Hebrew prophet he refers to her 
deprecatingly (7,18). A king or a queen, whom the ancients viewed as 
the son or daughter of gods, was presumed to See and know 
everything. But this applies, above all, to the deities themselves. Thus 
Meissner(45) describes the highest god of the Babylonians, Marduk, as 
being equipped with four eyes and four ears which can See and hear 
everything. In Zechariah (4,lO) there is a mystical allusion that is 
presumably intended to say that G'd Sees everything. 

In his Bible dictionary Gesenius explains the expression 1-Y 0-w 

'ry as "to look upon someone graciously", in colloquial language 
"to look after someone". Hence a Person of antiquity begged the deity 
to watch over him, look after him, and look down upon him 
graciously. In this way y (Ayin) can be convincingly interpreted as 
a symbol of Venus. 

Our investigation has shown that the three different arrangements 
of the planets and their orbits which we find in Plato, the 
Pythagoreans, and Ptolemy have been depicted in Hebrew mnemonic 
words. This means that for the first time it has been possible to 
explain these words on the basis of a uniform principle: They 
symbolize drtronomical notions of the ancients. 

It would be wrong to try to conclude from our presentation that the 
ancient Hebrew sages adhered to pagan notions. The opposite is the 
case. They regarded the stars as animate creatures (angels) and as 
servants of the one G'd, as His host that must carry out His will. 
They were thus completely subordinated to the monotheistic principle. 



1. Accents 

The accents of Hebrew script are closely connected with the letters 
and vowels. In many cases the vowels are even dependent on the 
accents, since the latter infiuence the length or brevity of the vowels to 
which they are attached.(46) Thus we must assume that accentuation 
was substantially developed before the completion of vocalization or 
at least at ithe Same timk.(47) In general, the accents are regarded as 
marks of punctuation, Stress, and cantillation. 

The author's research has shown that the vowels as well as letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet symbolize heavenly bodies and their movements. 
Thus it is logical to assume that the accents that are so closely 
connected with the Hebrew letters and vowels could also embody 
astronomical notions, especiaily since a number of them bear names 
similar to the vowels or refer to astronomical processes. This 
impression is reinforced by Scholem's(48) statement about the Book of 
Bahir that not only letters and vowels but also individual accents of 
Hebrew script give rise to cosmological speculations. 

Our assumption that the accents also have an astronomical 
connection is somewhat confirmed by the medieval Jewish gram- 
marians. Thus the unknown author of the Manuel du lecteur(49) 
compares the number of the "twelve" dividing accents n73'ln 

(Melakhim = kings) with the stars shining in the firmament and 
illustrating the Verses of the Holy Writ. Similar notions may be found 
in the Ibn Ezra and Ben Asher (Diqduqe ha!e6amirn 17, cf. BEG 66). 
These authors evidently had in mind the twelve signs of the zodiac 
which played such a prominent role in ancient astronomy. 



Yehuda Halevi ( b o n  1085 in Castile), the medieval scholar and 
poet, describes the task of the accents in the Hebrew language as 
follows (Kusari I1 72): "Our language has many means of expressing 
those feelings and substituting for those activities that are peculiar to a 
personal conversation, namely the accents by means of which script is 
read. They are used to designate what is to be separated and what is 
to be connected." 

The unknown author of the Manuel du lecteur is of the opinion 
that the arrangement of the vowel system (and, according to what has 
been said above, this includes the accentuation as well) has been 
known since the time of Moses and has been transmitted orally. 
In this way interest in phonetics and the musical development of 
language has been kept alive since time immemorial and fostered 
through its liturgical and literary application.(50) 

In more modern times the system of accents was assessed as 
follows:(5 1) "The accents constitute a well-thought-out and harmoni- 
ously connected entity which has been devised with admirable 
perspicacity and attentiveness and in which every mark .... corresponds 
to the individual function assigned to it." 

Professor Kahle,(52) who has concerned himself particularly with 
the Masoretic system, states: "Since ancient times the Jews have 
cantillated their Holy Scriptures. This practice has continued to this 
day .... In all cases the presentation strictly observes the logical division 
of a sentence, and in such a way that at the end of verses and at 
major or minor meaningful breaks we find the Same cadences which 
interrupt the generally prevailing, variously modified tonus currens. 
The accents are sometimes signals for these cadences, and thus they 
constitute at the Same time a kind of punctuation .... in such a way that 
they indicate meaningful breaks within the verses and the more or less 
close connectedness of the words in a verse." 

The accents that are somehow related to breaks in the verses are 
called "sense marks" or, because they rule the sentence, as it were, 
n73'rn (kings). They are differentiated from signs that only serve for 
modulation, the ninitln (servants). The former are also called 
"dividing accents", and by contrast the latter are called "connecting 
accentsw since they lack the element of division. 

If one looks for an astronomical connection in the forms and names 



of the individual accents, some of them readily reveal one. Thus, for 
example, we find among them i n1  T 11 n i 7  (day-old moon). This 
accent has a second name: a a  (wheel, also zodiac).(53) In form 
it resembles a sickle or a lying half-moon, a form of the moon that 
can be observed in southern latitudes. 

Another accent has the name 1 1 (horns of a cow). In 
early times pagans connected astral ideas with a cow's horns; we shall 
mention only the Egyptian goddess Hathor and the mistress of Byblos 
(IV 1). A second name of this accent is ' r i ~ a  ~ T D  (great disperser), 
which may indicate the dispersal of a conjunction of stars. This idea is 
logical in that the form of this accent is reminiscent of two faces that 
look in opposite directions and seem to recede from each other. It 
puts us in mind of the similar double-headed figure of the Roman god 
Janus, though in contrast to Janus we are here looking at two distinct 
shapes. 

nlnN has the stem n i  I (to rest). Here we may be dealing 
with the conjunction of two stars, namely their stellar wedding when 
they lie next to each other. Segolta has almost the Same name as the 
vowel L ] ~ X D  (Segol), though in Aramaic form, and in its structure 
it almost coincides with the vowel. Segolta has the Same three dots, 
but the third dot is above the other two, while that of the vowel Segol 
is below. 

q i l i  Comes from  PT (to straighten up). This accent has the Same 
form as Shwa; here, too, one dot is exactly on top of the other. The 
accent n'rw'rw (chain) has the Same wavy line as the ancient Semitic 
Mem. 

From the above examples it may be Seen that both the forms and 
the names indicate astronomical relationships. The difficulty with 
research in the area of accents lies chiefly in the fact that in the Course 
of time the forms of most of the accents seem to have been modified 
in such a way that the original form is no longer recognizable today. 

For hitherto completely unknown reasons the Bible uses two 
different accent systems,(54) both of which are regarded as Tiberian. 
Of the 24 books of the Holy Scriptures, three that form part of the 

u 7 l i  n3 (Writings) have a different system of accents, called the 
poetical system; these are the Psalms, the Proverbs, and the Book of 
Job. 



Let's bear in mind that as n i 2 a 2 (melodies) the accents also 
constitute a kind of musical notation and that both the ancient 
Hebrews and the Jews of today use cantillation to present their Holy 
Scriptures during religious services. In his explanatory notes Ben 
Asher (4  17) speaks of high, steady, wavering, and rising and falling 
tones. (55) 

We have already demonstrated (V1 6) that in ancient times 
instrumental music and dance, in addition to singing, served to express 
religious ideas that were primarily cosmological-astral in nature, with 
Sun and Moon dances in particular playing an outstanding role. Here 
the question arises whether these two accent Systems can be explained 
on the basis of a relationship to the sun and the moon. The second 
system of accents, the one to which the Psalms belong, reminds us of 
the legend about King David, who used to get up at midnight, which 
was the time of the moon's rule, in order to write his Psalms and to 
sing them to the accompaniment of a harp in praise of G'd (Berakhot 
3b). Surely it is striking and food for thought that the Book of Psalms 
is among the three books of the Bible that are regarded as belonging 
to the "poeticalw system of accents. 

2. The Tiberian Punctuation and 
the Qumran Calendar 

The sect of Qumran, about which we have testimony in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, was an organized group with definite doctrines and regu- 
lations. It was oriented toward asceticism and community and was 
very close to the Essenes. The sect lived in the desert near Qumran in 
the last centuries B.C.E., apart from the mainstream of Judaism as 
represented by the priests in the Temple of Jerusalem.(56) 

There are some interesting parallels between the regulations of the 
Qumran sect and the TP, and we shall proceed to deal with these. 

1) The people of Qumran had occult knowledge which was imparted 
only to the initiates (cf. I 2). Accordingly, among the scrolls there are 
some that were written in occult fashion.(57)Here we See an important 



correspondence with the occult nature of the TP. 
2) The calendric ideas of both the Qumran sect and the TP  are sun- 

related, and this necessarily leads to the employment a solar calendar. 
Thus this Qumran community actually possessed a solar caiendar that 
deviated from the Jerusalem calendar of the bound lunar year. That 
solar calendar was not an isolated phenomenon in those periods; such 
calendars have been transmitted to us through the post-biblical books 
of Enoch and Jubilees.l(58) 

3) Both the sect and the TP  based their calendric System on the 
vernal equinox at the time of its first entrance into the zodiac sign of 
Taurus (cf. IV 2). The present author has dealt with this in detail in 
the Revue de Qumran. (59) 

4) The sect of Qumran has the orbit of the heavenly bodies begin 
on a Wednesday; this is documented by texts found in the fourth 
cave.(60)Here the sect is in agreement with the story of Creation in the 
Bible according to which the heavenly bodies were created on the 
fourth day, a Wednesday. The Same is true of the TP. We remember 
that Alef as the beginning of the grammatical cycle does not tolerate a 
Waw-less Holem dot before it (V 4). This grammatical rule 
corresponds'to the processes in the sky, meaning that before Alef, the 
beginning of the cycle, there was no "time", no orderly movement, 
namely tohuwabohu (chaos). In other words, in the TP, too, ail life 
begins only with the cycle of the stars. 

5) The TP  and the Qumran calendar reproduce ancient Hebrew 
thought in other points as well. Thus both emphasize the beginnings 
of the seasons (tequfot); the T P  does so by means of the four 
gutturals y18n;iN (I1 5), while the Qumran sect obsewes the four 
days before the beginning of a season as holidays which it calls 
festival of spring herbs. seedtime festival, summer festival, and 
harvest festival . (61) 

6) The Qumran calendar knows a fifth festival, the so-called oil 
festival,(62)which seems to have been largely ignored by modern 
scholarship. In the TP there also is a fdth guttural or solar letter, 
Resh i , which plays a divergent role both within the framework of 
planetary symbolism and in grammar. While the four festivais at the 
beginning of the four seasons constitute a clear parallel to the four 
gutturals, there is no obvious connection between the oil festival and 



the letter Re sh as its symbol. Nevertheless, no analogistic thinker will 
be able to reject out of hand a parallel between them. 

Hence it must be assumed that this festival had an astronomical 
significance as well. The author has demonstrated in a detailed 
article(63) that placing this holiday on the twenty-second of the 
sixth month described the "Great Sun Cycle". The latter represents a 
celestial week(64) of seven celestial days. We are dealing here with that 
period of twentyeight earth years after which the cardinal points and 
thus also all days of a year recur on the Same day as in the year of the 
creation of the world. The Rabbis remember this festivai with a blessing 
(Berakhot 59b): "Whoever sees the sun in its solstice, the moon in its 
strength, the stars in their paths, and the constellations in their order, 
should say: Praised be He who has accomplished the work of 
Creation. When does this happen? Every twentyeight years, when the 
cycle returns.. .." 

The multiple correspondences which we have found between the TP  
and the Qumran calendar cannot be accidental. The leaders of the 
Qumran sect traced their existence back to a Jerusaiem High Priest 
named Tsadok.(65) Thus it is not surprising that they should have 
transmitted and taught ancient Hebrew ideas, albeit in modified form. 
The agreement of their astronomical-calendric notions with those 
embodied in the TP  is therefore a welcome confirmation of our 
theory. From this it must be concluded that the TP  must be far older 
than modern scholars have hitherto assumed. 



Appendix 

I Glossary of Hebrew and Other Terms (Al) 

Aggadah (also Haggadah): Narration, referring to the non-legal 
portions of the Talmud literature rather than to the Bible. 

Akiva: Rabbi, bom Ca. 50 C.E., died as a martyr in 135. Teacher in 
a school at B'ne B'raq, Israel. 

Amoraim: Spokesmen or exegetes (of the Talmud) in the academy, 
later also interpreters when the vemacular was already Aramaic. 

Decalogue: The Ten Commandments. 
Ezra: Scribe from a family of high priests. He lived in the fifth 

century B.C.E. and led the Jews back to Palestine from their 
Babylonian exile with the permission of the Persian king. 

Bsenes: Religious sect around the tum of the era. They had 
communal property and led lives of moral purity and continence. It 
was similar to the Qumran sect by the Dead Sea around 300 B.C.E. 
to 70 C.E. 

Ephod: The ornamental upper garment of the High Priest, 
probably consisting of a front and a back part fastened by clasps 
which contained Onyx stones in a golden setting. 

Gemara: Commentary on the Mishnah (q.v.) as produced in 
discussions in the academies of Babylon and Palestine and later Set 
down in writing. 

Gnosticism: System of teachings in the philosophy of religion in 
ancient times, later also in early Christianity. Gnosis means 
"knowledge" and Sees a special meaning concealed in the words of the 
Bible, one known only to initiates. Gnosticism usually involves a 
combination of Judeo-Christian and pagan ideas and was still widely 
disseminated for a few centuries after the birth of Christ. 



Jubilee: According to the Bible, every fiftieth year was a year of 
freedom. Slaves received manumission, landed property reverted to its 
earlier owner, and the soil could not be cultivated and had to lie 
fallow. 

Kabbalah: "That which is received", in the narrower sense a secret 
tradition or arcane knowledge vouchsafed only to the initiated. 

Masorah: The tradition referring to the written text of the Bible and 
assuring its exact preservation. The guardians of this tradition were 
caiied Masoretes. 

Midrash: Investigations or expansions of a book of the Bible or a 
part thereof in homiletic fashion for purposes of edification, a method 
of interpreting religious writings. The post-biblical house of study is 
called Bet Midrash. 

Mishnah: Two great literary works from Babylon and Palestine, 
collections of the orally transmitted Law. The Babylonian Mishnah, 
fixed in writing by Yehuda Hanasi (ca. 200) is the more famous part. 
Its language is Hebrew, but it also includes Aramaic, Greek, and 
Latin terms. 

Months: Nisan (first month in spring), Iyyar, Sivan, Tammuz, Av, 
Elul, Tishri (holiday month), Heshvan, Kislev, Teve t, Sheva!, Adar. 

Patriarch: The legitimate head of Jewry after the destruction of the 
Second Temple in 70. The festival calendar of the Jews in all countries 
had to be approved by him, and he also fixed the intercalary years 
and the days of the new moon. 

Pesiqta: Section. Collections with explanations for readings from 
the Torah or the Prophets. The Pesiqta Rabbati and the Pesiqta 
Kahane (the latter from the fourth century) are especially well known. 

Rashi: Abbreviation of Rabbi Shelomo ben Yitzhak (or Solomon 
ben Isaac), famous medieval Bible and Talmud commentator (born 
1040). 

Sadducees: Heb. tseduqim. Adherents of the priestly house of 
Tsadok, a faction of the Jewish people from Maccabean times to the 
destruction of the Temple. Most of the Sadducees were wealthy and 
obeyed the laws of the Bible, but they rejected the Oral Law. 

Sanhedrin: Supreme judicial and administrative authority in 
Jerusalem, a kind of council of 71 members around the last two 
centuries B.C.E. 



Septuaginta: Translation of the OT into Greek which originated in 
Egypt around the third or second century B.C.E. 

Shmittah: Corresponding to the seventh day of the week, the 
Sabbath or day of rest for man and beast, Ex. 23,IOf. also ordains a 
Sabbatical Year as a year of rest for fields, vineyards, and gardens. 
The land is to lie fallow and there must be no ploughing or sowing. 
Whatever grows by itself shall be for the poor and the animals of the 
field . 

Tabernacle: Portable, collapsible sanctuary, place of religious 
services during the wilderness wanderings and even later until the 
building of the Temple. 

Talmud: Composed of the Mishnah and the Gemara, an ency- 
clopedic work of post-biblical Judaism with laws and precepts for 
public and private life, a collection of the entire Oral Law. There are 
Palestinian and Babylonian Talmud; the latter is more farnous. 

Tanhuma: Religious commentaries named after the amora 
Tanhuma bar Abba. 

~~tra~rammaton:  Designation for the four-letter name of GU. 
Tiberias: City on the Lake of Galilee (Heb. Kineret), from the third 

century on a center of Jewish intellectual life where a large portion of 
Talmudic literature originated. Many Masoretes are said to have lived 
there. 

Torah: The Law, meaning the Five Books of Moses: Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy. 

Tosephta: Addition. Name of a collection of doctrines and tradi- 
tions, a supplement to the Mishnah. 

Vowel letters: An aid to reading (matres lectionis): If the vowel 
letters are written, this is called scriptio plena. Otherwise, the 
designation is scriptio defectiva. In general, Yod is used for I and 
Waw for 0 or U. 

I1 Astronomical and Other Terms (A2) 
Acronym: A word formed by the initial letters of several words- 

for instance, "laser" (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation). 



Acrophony: Writing is called acrophonic if the original form of the 
consonants represents in characteristic features the thing or animal 
whose name Starts with the consonant concerned. 

Ammizaduga: Amorite king, ca. 1560 B.C.E. 
Aspect: Astrological position of planets toward one another, their 

relative angles. 
Conjunction: In astronomy, that position of two heavenly bodies in 

relation to the earth in which they have the same length and are 
congruent. 

Cosmogony: Mythical explanation of the origin of the world. It is 
usually connected with theogony, the mythical story of the origin of 
the gods. 

Cosmology: The study of the universe. It is regarded as a branch of 
metaphysics and astronomy. 

Culmination: The attainment by a heavenly body of the greatest 
altitude in relation to the horizon. 

Cuneiform: Writing of the peoples of Mesopotamia. The characters 
are composed of straight, wedge-shaped marks (cuneus is Latin for 
=wedge"). 

Decade: Period of ten days. 
Decans: Ancient Egyptian stellar deities of a 36-part celestial sphere 

who presided over the ten days of the Egyptian week and the ten- 
degree Segments of the solar orbit. A dekanos originally was a 
commander of ten cavalrymen. 

Dike: Goddess of retributive, punitive justice. Daughter of Zeus and 
Themis. 

Diodorus (Siculus): Greek historian, born in Sicily, late first century 
B.C.E. 

Ecliptic: Apparent solar path in the sky during a year. and then, 
also the plane in which this path lies. It runs through the zodiac. The 
concept originated in Babylonia (Bouche Leclerq from Re 40,122). 

Ephemeris: A table on which the daily locations of heavenly bodies 
are calculated in advance. 

Erinyes: Furies, assistants of Dike, avengers of all crimes. 
Fixed-Star Dome: In early times the Babylonians believed that the 

sky was arched over the earth like a hemisphere and that the fixed 
stars were fastened to this dome. 



Gnomon: Oldest astronomical instrument, a column. The length of 
its shadow was measured to determine the time. 

Harmony of the Spheres: The idea is that the movement of each 
planet creates a musical tone through the ether and that by means of 
harmonic intervals these tones produce the "harmony of the spheres" 
(Eisler, Royal Art, 213). Hommel explains this on the basis of "the 
orderly numerical movements of the heavenly bodies". 

Heliacal Rising: The first visible rising of a heavenly body at dawn. 
The heliacal setting is the last visible setting at dusk. 

Herodotus: Greek historian, 484-425 B.C.E. Born in Asia Minor, he 
traveled to many countries and wrote accounts of these travels. 

Hipparchus: The founder of scientific astronomy based on 
observation, born in Nicaea, Ca. 160-125 B.C.E. He is said to have 
discovered the precession of the equinoxes. 

Ideogram: A written symbol intended to convey an idea through 
visual depiction. Thus a circle can convey not only the idea of "sun" 
but also of heat, light, or day (Diringer, 77ze Alphabet, 34). 

Kinetics: The study of the motions of atoms and molecules. 
Kundalini Yoga: The awakening of the spiritual power in a human 

being. According to Hindu lore, this power is located at the base of 
the spine and in an enlightened Person rises to the brain through the 
inner canal of the spinal cord. Kundalini Yoga is a form of Tantra 
Yoga; according to the cosmology of the latter, man is a microcosm 
and there is nothing in the universe that is not also contained in the 
human body. 

Lachisch: Ancient Amorite fortress in Southern Palestine between 
Gaza and Ashkelon which was probably abandoned as early as 400 
B.C.E. It is mentioned in the Te11 el Amarna Letters (q.v.). 

Lunar Year, Bound: A year which was adjusted to the solar year 
through the intercalation of a month. 

Meridian: The plane that is on the horizon and the equator at right 
angles. The meridian intersects the celestial sphere in the largest circle, 
called the meridian circle. 

Monochord: An acoustical instrument consisting of a simple 
wooden sounding box with a movable bridge and a string that could 
be tightened at will through suspended weights. 

Nabonidus: One of the last kings of Babylonia (556-539 B.C.E.). 



Numerical Value of Letters: Every Hebrew letter has not only a 
phonetical but also a numerical value. For example, Kaf 20, place 
value 11; Mem 40, place value 13. The position number of the letter 
in the alphabet is called its place value. Mem has the place value of 13 
because of the fact that it is the 13th letter of the Hebrew alphabet. 

Ophites: A sect of gnostics (q.v.) in early Christian times. They were 
snake worshippers and thus resembled the sect of the Perates who 
raised snakes in their temples and sacrificed to them. 

Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolemaeus): Astronomer from Alexandria 
(second century). His best-known work is Almagest, a comprehensive 
textbook of astronomy. Tetrabiblos is astrological in substance. 

Pythagoras: Greek philosopher, born on Samos (sixth century 
B.C.E.). He is said to have traveled to Egypt, to have spent many 
years there, and to have been initiated into the secrets of the priests. 
Later he founded in Southern Italy an association (in the form of a 
boarding school) for the moral reform of society. The regulations for 
the members of this association were of a stringency similar to that of 
the Essenes (q.v.). His philosophical speculations are based on 
numbers. His adherents are called Pythagoreans. 

Scholium: An explanatory note on a literary text of antiquity. 
Sennacherib or Sanherib: King of Assyria (705-68 1 B.C. E.): 

undertook numerous campaigns of conquest, including one against 
Juda, and completely destroyed Babylon. He is known for the 
beautification of his capital, Ninive, which he provided with good 
drinking water through an extensive canalization System. 

Sidereal: A sidereal or stellar year is the true orbital period of the 
earth after which the sun again appears at the Same fixed star of the 
ecliptic. A tropical year is the time needed by the sun to reach the 
vemal equinox, its point of departure, again. 

Sothic Period: The Egyptians had a solar year of 365 days, divided 
into twelve months of thirty days each (plus five supplementary days 
called Epagomenai), a year that was movable in relation to the 
seasons and had no connection with the lunar orbit. The beginning of 
this movable year gradually fell on all seasons, and only after a period 
of 1461 years (known to the Egyptians) did the beginning of the year 
recur at the Same season. This period of 1461 years was called the 
Sothic period, since it began with the heliacal rising of Sothis, which 



is the Egyptian name of the star Sirius. In addition to this movable 
year the Egyptians also had a fixed year which, like the Julian 
calendar, had 365% days and whose beginning was marked by the 
rising of Sothis. This was important to the Egyptians because the 
needed high water of the Nile coincided approximately with the rising 
of Sothis. 

Sumerians: The non-Semitic population of Mesopotamia before the 
conquest by the Semites. 

nales  (of Miletus): Greek natural philosopher and mathematician, 
640-545 B.C.E. He is said to have visited Egypt to leam geometry 
from the priests there. H. Sigrist (A History of Medicine. I1 565) 
reports that his knowledge enabled him to measure the height of a 
pyramid by its shadow. 

Thema Mundi: Cf. IV 22. 
Te11 el Amarna Letters: Tell el Amama is the name of the ruins of 

the ancient Egyptian capital city Akhetaton (horizon of the sun), 
located about midway between Cairo and Luxor. The city was 
founded by Amenhotep IV (Amenophis or Ikhnaton), a king of the 
eighteenth dynasty, and it was made the capital in place of Thebes. It 
decayed soon after his death, however. Te1 el Amarna is the best- 
preserved Egyptian urban ruin, and in 1892 it was subjected to a 
detailed examination by Flinders Petrie. The place became famous 
through the clay tablets discovered there in 1887. These tablets contain 
cuneiform writing, including letters to the Egyptian kings from 
friendly Asiatic kings or Palestinian and Syrian vassals. These writings 
provide information about the mutual relationships between Egypt, 
Asia Minor, and Mesopotamia in early times (end of the fifteenth 
century B.C.E.). Several objects from the governor of Jerusalem 
(Urusalim) are included. 

Tybi: An Egyptian month which started in Gregorian fashion on 
the eighteenth of December around 1500 B.C.E. 
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incidentally, have had a pure lunar year to this day. 

19. LM 10, 17, 51. 
20. In very early times, when it was still not possible to make an exact calculation 

of the vernal equinox, the ripening of the barley provided an orientation. 
21. Since the Babylonians, victors over the Sumenans and conquerors of 

Mesopotamia, intercalated a second Nisan, while the Hebrews followed thc example 
of the Sumerians and chose a second Adar (the last month of the year) for 
intercalation, the Hebrew calendar must be very old. 



22. The sixteenth of Nisan and the major part of Sukkot must already lie in the 
next Tekufah. 

23. Lane, Arabic-English Dictionary: the root "shadada" in the second stem 
means "to double", "to corroborate", "to emphasize". 

24. In popular literature we encounter the coordination of stations of the moon 
with letters. Cf. Die Erzahlungen aus tausendundein Nachten, tr. by Enno Littmann, 
Wiesbaden 1953, 111, 675: "They [the stations of the moon] are arranged according 
to the letters of the Abgad - Hawaz, and in them lies a deep 'sccret' known only to 
Allah, the Praised and Exalted, and those who have delved deeply into the science." 
Concerning Abgad - Hawaz, the translator remarks that it is the sequence of the 
letters according to the Hebrew alphabet. 

25. 9;i whose L) has assimilated to the next consonant, is usually regarded 
as the original form of the Hebrew (and Phoenician) article He ( ii ). In the 
following word.there is a Dagesh; the gutturals are excepted. 

26. Encyclopadie des Islams, I, "Alphabet", Leiden 19 13. 
27. The Fihrist of al Nadim, New York-London 1970. On Sah1 ibn Hamn, cf. 

Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, suppl. vol. 1, Leiden 193749, 
213. 

28. These letters are only assimilated in the pronunciation, not in wnting. 

IV Constellations, Signs of the Zodiac, 
and the Creation of the Universe 

in the Tiberian Punctuation 

I. "The whole zodiac with its twelve signs is of Babylonian origin" (van der 
Waerden, in ~ r c h i v f ü r  Orientforschung XVI, 1953, 216ff)Since the vernal equinox 
gradually shifts in relation to the fixed stars, the relationships between the 
constellations and the signs of the zodiac change as well. 

2. By scientific astronomy we mean a systematic mode of obse~a t ion  that is 
based on a definite and exact determination of time and place. 

3. Reallexikon der Assyriologie, Ebelingl Meissner 11, "Fixsterne", Berlin 1957-72. 
4. HHC. 2. The Sumenans lived in Mesopotamia before the Semites. 
5. WAA 34ff. Cf. also "Die Venustafeln und das 9. Jahr Sansuilanas (Hammur- 

abi's successor), in Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaji XIII, No. 3. 
6. HHC 5. 
7. WAA 7. Cf. Also Meissner, I1 130. 
8. This expression may seem Strange, but military terms for the stars were 

frequently used in the mystical religions of antiquity. Thus we say even today "the 
innumerable host of the stars". Cf. Gundel, Dekane, 29; Peuckert, Astrologie, 98. 
The Hebrew phrase above means "Lord of Hosts". 

9. GD. 



49. Derenbourg translation, Paris 1870,519; BEG 66. 
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136ff. 
53. LD. 
54. WTA of the so-called 21 prose books of thc OT. WTA of the three so-called 

poetical books of the OT. 
55. Also Calpin, The Music of the Sumerians, Strasbourgi 1955,45:A syllabic 

musical notation can be documcnted for as carly as the beginning of the second 
millenium B.C.E. 

56. We owe this information to Abbe Carmignac, editor of Revue & Qumrh. 
They are scrolh from rhe fowth cave. 

57. Schubert, Gemeingk, 53f. 
58. F .  Riessler, Altjrtdisches Schrifttum auserhalb &r Bibel. Augsburg 1928; 

Hcnoch 74J0.75, lf.82,4ff. Jubilees 6,24.6,29ff.6,38. 
59. Revue & QumrM (P&), No. 5, 1959; No. 9,1961. 
60. I. T. Milik, Dix ans & decouverres dans le desert & J& Paris 1957,7 1. 
61. ibid.. 73. 
62. ibid. La fete de Iliuile. 
63. Ettisch, "Der Grosse Sonncncyklus und der Qumrankalender", 7heologische 

Literatwzeitung, LXXXIII, Leipzig 1%3. In this study it would lead too far afield 
to describe in detail how the author caiculated thc f i n g  of this holiday on thc 
twenty-second day of the sixth month. Thus interested readers are referred to the 
abovementioned article. 

64. MHCh 58. In the celestial caicndar, four earth years (quadncnnum) equal one 
celestial day. Hence one celestial week has seven celestial days i.e. twentyeight earth 
years. 

65. Schubert, 30. 




